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_ brings his fire and
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brimestone version of rock
and roll to Redway.
See The Scene, page 41
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The football team pre-

See pares for the first game of
ates |1C Scason — Sept. 2
against Montana Tech.
See Sports, page 51
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Students face a variety of
challenges the beginning of
each semester, including
locating a parking space,
getting all the necessary books
let alone getting to class on
time.
One thing students do have to
look forward this school year is
California State Univerisy
trustees have decided not to
raise fees this year — the first
time in five years fees have not
increased.

For students’ responces to the fee
hike moratorium turn to page 61.
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“Our journalists should be shaping and
commenting upon the debate, not simpl
y mirroring and
exacerbating it. This is where new media's Potential should be realized, wher
e a new form of public space
can develop in which we iron out diflerences and find rational solutions to fundamen
tal problems.”

Jon Katz

Wired mogazine, Sept. 1995
Body text: Bulmer by Monotype; Headline font: Utopia
by Adobe
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No fee increase

this year for
the CSU system
m@ Some students
are unaware and

surprised their fees
did not go up.
By Megan Fitzgibbon
LUMBERJACK STAFF

_ —
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}
}

biology senior.
“T am syrprised that fees were
not increased. I didn’t really notice that there wasn’t a change,”
zoology seniorJames Stich said .
In Oct. 1994, the Board of

Trustees requested approval for
a 10 percent fee increase to meet
operating requirements, unless

alternative funding was available

A fee increase is something students have come to expect every
year, but for the first time in five
years there was no fee increase.
“Every year that I have been

from the state.
“The fee issue was something

that the Legislature felt strongly
about,” said Mike Slinker, Uni-

here the fees have been increased.

versity Relations. “California
State University proposed if the

I guess I just expected it to happenagain,” said Esther Scannell,

See No increase, page 11

Welcome Back!
Graffiti questioning

KEITH SHEFFIELD/ PHOTO CHIEF

the value of education

appeared

on frequently traveled

parts of

__ campus Monday. Sgt. Jim Walker of UPD said “UPDis unaware of who is responsible.”

Arrests down, citations remain high on campus
21 in 1992 to five in 1993 and

By Jackson Garland
MANAGING EDITOR

ea

Pea

one last year.

ee

However,

The number of arrests at HSU
of persons violating drug and liquor laws has steadily decreased
the last three years, according to
the University Police Department.
The number of drug-related
arrests dropped from 19 in 1992 to
11 the following year and to six
last year. The number of liquorrelated arrests has dropped from

while arrests

on

these violations dropped the last
three years, according to UPD
Sgt. Dennis Sousa, the amount
of citations remains high.
“There are several variables
that need to be taken into account when looking at the number of arrests,” he said. First is

the status of occupancy at the
Humboldt County Jail in Eureka,

where suspects are taken after being arrested by UPD.
Due to varying numbers of in-

tion to the number of citations 1s
the seriousness of the offense. For
example, many drug suspects are

mates at the jail, many for drug or

cited for marijuana but do not pos-

alcohol violations are cited and released in the field. Some are
brought to the department and
booked. At that point, if there’s no
room in the jail, they are released
with a citation. If there is room,
they are taken tojail.
Another variable which could
affect the number of arrests in rela-

sess enough of the substance to
warrant an arrest.
“You have to be careful when

ation,” Sousa said. “For example,

number of arrests because of a
different status of occupancy in
the jails there.”
The amount of arrests due to
weapon violations on campus remained low the last three years,
with only one in 1992 and 1994
and two in 1993.
The number of reported incidents of aggravated assault also

the record for crime at San Fran-

fell, in this case from

cisco State could be completely
different, showing a much higher

dents in 1992 to two the following

looking at statistics because of the
variables

taken

into consider-

|

|

The number of arrests for weapon

possession violations, along with drug and

(25-

liquor abuse violations, has fallen on

campus over the last three years, though
the number of citations has remained high.

|

The number of reported offenses in more
serious crimes has remained low, except

|20-

1992 1993

|

for burglary, which increased by 4 times
between 1993 and 1994. CSU systemwide,

1994
—)
|

There was one reported inci-

the amount of reported violent crimes
increased, as did the number of weapon
and drug violations.

dent of sexual assault in 1993 and
one reported attempted rape and

|

L
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SOURCE: University Police Dept.
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year. There were no reported in-

cidents of aggravated assault last
year.
Burglary, on the other hand,
rose. There were five reported
burglaries in 1992, three the following year and 12 in 1994. Motorvehicle theft has remained low,
with one reported incident in 1992
and 1993. There were no reported
auto thefts last year.

Three years of crime at HSU
Number of reported
| offenses/arrests

four inci-

RC

Jackson Garland / Managing editor

one reported rape in 1992.
Throughout the CSU system,
the total number of arrests and
citations in violent crimes increased by 10 incidents from 1992
to 1993. Homicides increased by
one and aggravated assault incidents increased by 16 in that time
frame. However, the number of
reported rapes decreased by one,
from 24 to 23 and robbery incidents decreased by six, dropping
from 51 to 45.
Systemwide, the number of arrests and citations in incidents of
weapons possession and other offenses increased by 307 incidents.
The number of liquor law violations decreased slightly from 1992
to 1993.
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GEAR UP FOR

Survival
check list
(4 Phone cords and accessories

IN THE

_ Alarm clock or clock radio

DORM

1 TV, VCR and video accessories

~~
Voice- activated
micro answerer

Upright cordless phone
won't tie you down

_] Security devices

CCT circuitry provides excellent

_) Computer and accessories

clarity and range. Handy baseto-handset paging. #43-1005mB

Don’t miss important calls
when you’re not in your
room. Remote operation.
#43-752MB

24%

1 Batteries
_J Stereo equipment, speakers
and audio accessories

Basic
trim phone

_J Heavy-duty flashlight

Lighted keypad for dialing

in the dark. Three colors.

#

White, #43-585MB. Almond,
#43-586MB. Gray, #43-587MB

%&

1 Smoke alarm
8

BL

_1 Part-time job (see the manager

a

of your local Radio Shack store)

AM/FM cassette music
system with E-Bass
|

Compact speakers let you share
the music, headphones let you
listen privately. #14-1209MB

gs:

Shielded die-cast
2-way A/V speaker |
‘

Great for use near PC
or TV. 4" woofer and
1" soft-dome tweeter.

Indoor TV/FM antenna
Fine-tuning control for clearer
picture and sound.
#15-1808MB
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4-outlet adapter. 2-prong. #61-2621MB.......-...ccccccecceeee. 2.99
6-outlet surge protector in metal housing. #61-2131m ....22.99
6-outlet adapter. For 3-prong outlets. #61-262amB ............3.99
6-outlet power strip. Master on/off switch. ve1-21s0me ....... 8.99
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notes. Easy one-hand

(541.8).

S21

£03

operation. Two speeds.
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AC accessories to power your dorm

end

Great for recording class

tow

8

improves reception

Black, #40-2048MB.
White, #40-2059MB

Microcassette
recorder
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Single outlet spike Protector. 761-270IMB .............0ceeccee- 6.99
6-ft. 3-outlet ext. cord. white. ¥61-2744me Brown, #61-2745MB....... 1.99
9-ft.

3-outlet

ext.

cord.

white

#61-2746MB.

Brown. #61-2747MB.......

15-ft. 3-outlet extension cord. #61-2748MB

2.39

Prices apply at participati g Radio Shack
stores and dealers. Items not
nan tabe special-ordered
nae
available at a
participating store
Can
(subject to availability) at t
aa
‘
he advertised price. heheh
A participating petomaep
store will offerA a

|
1

j

comparable value if the product is sold out Independent Radio Shack
dealers and trenchients may not
be participating in this ad or sto ck or special
;
pecial-order every item advertised. Copies of applicable war4

ranties are available upon re

1400 One Tandy C quest at stores for inspection before sale, or by writing Customer Relations

We can wrap a gift, add a card and ship it
anywhere in the US via FedEx® delivery
service. For a store near you or to order, call

1-800-THE-SHACK™

Stores up to 12 frequently used

Small enough to carry in your

formulas and runs them with
;
E
just a few keystrokes. #65-s0smB

backpack or purse. #63-2110mB
Franklin is a registered
Electronic Publishing, Inctrademark of Franklin

Radice Shaek
You've got questions.

We’ve got answers.™

enter, Fort Worth TX 76102. FedEx trademarks used by permission

THE REPAIR SHOP:

Radio Shaek

Out of whack? Out of warranty? We fix
most major brands of out-of-warran

electronics. For a store near you, call
1-800-THE-SHACK™
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E-mail for everybody ;

ber and personal password after

the change is “probably useful for
people who know how to use it
and have a use for it.”
This change is not a formal re-

quest by school officials, Simpson
said, but it is a regular practice at

‘
)
‘
0
.

Hollis Rose, C.M.T.
0

i

i

269-0345
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S

@ Learn how to access your email.
Page 35.

A.S. president looks at
objectives for th
As ye
of affirmative
action, Ravasco said she would

president.
“T’ve always looked at myselfas

a communicator,” she said.

“I want to serve as a bridge between students and the adminis-

tration.”

Ravasco’s therapy for all the
stress stemming from politics is

sul

TERESA

MILLS/ SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS

EDITOR

Ravasco dances to release the stress of political life. She will

serve as A.S. president this year.

@ Ravasco will
address fees,
affirmative action.
By Teresa Mills
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS EDITOR

stop by the newly renovated A.S.
office anytime with anything they
want

to

talk

to me

about,”

Ravasco said, adding the construction of the new office makes
it more accessible for students.

She also emphasized money
for the renovations wasn’t taken

After spending two months in

out of student fees — instead, it

Equador studying Spanish, Freida
Ravasco admitted she has to get
used to being back in the states
before getting used to her newlyelected position as A.S. president.
However, the 24-year-old Spanish junior said she’s still anxious to
hear about student’s ideas and
needs.

was taken out ofa special budget.
At the top of Ravasco’s list of
objectives is to have more student representation on issues re-

“I would encourage students to

lating to campus-based fees.
“J want student representation
on issues having to do with campus-based fees such as the Student Health Center fees and computer technology fees,” she said.

through dancing.

“It’s interesting for me because
there’s this side of me that’s very
political but there’s this other side
of me where all I want to do is
dance,” she said.
Practicing such dances as Salsa
and African, Ravasco said she’s
interested in dance that reflects
culture.
As for Ravasco’s future, she said

she’s always going to work toward
social justice.
Ted Muhlhauser, California
State Student Association representative, said Ravasco one of the

“friendliest” A.S. presidents he’s
worked with.
In addition, he said, “The good

thing about Freidais once she takes
on an issue she'll fight it out until
the end.”

VIDEO SLOTS/POKER:
BIG PROGRESSIVE JACKPOTS,
NICKLES TO DOLLAR MACHINES
HUNGRY?
DELI DINER OPENS DAILY @

OPEN:

"FT DAY Sra a sav2aurs.

CHER-AE

&

O7 7-361

1

HEIGHTS

CASINO

dh

BINGO

ARCATA
j

11AM

LABOR
DAY
WEEKEND SPECIAL

ii
ti
tii
DDI!

active.
But Ravasco, who served on
such committees as University
Curriculum and Affirmative Action, said being a good mediator
made her want to run for A.S.

CARDROOM FUN EVERY DAY!
SPECIAL & NO LIMIT TOURNEYS
JACKPOT "21", OMAHA,
TEXAS HOLD'EM, HV/LO & OTHERS.

FRIDAY
SEPTEMBER IST
6:00 PM
:
HOLD‘EM HI/LOW
LIMIT
$25 BUYIN
$20 ADD ON
HOUSE ADDS $ 100

-—_
DP

said she’s always been politically

TRINIDAD

* SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 2ND_7:00 PM
LIMIT
TEXAS HOLD‘EM
$35 BUYIN
$30 RE-BUY
$30 ADDON
HOUSE ADDS $ 200

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 3RD_ 6:00 PM
LIMIT
OMAHA HI/LOW
$45 BUYIN
$ 40 ADD ON
HOUSE ADDS $ 300
MONDAY SEPTEMBER 4TH _ 6:00 PM
NO LIMIT
HOLD ‘EM / OMAHA
FREE BUY IN FOR PLAYERS WHO PLAYED FIRST
THREE TOURNAMENTS (1,2&3 SEPTEMBER)
$55 BUYIN
NO RE-BUYS OR ADD-ONS
HOUSE ADDS $ 300
Managernent reserves the nigit to change or cancel

GFF

The native of Camarillo, Calif.
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|
foun on
ORME

NORTH)
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tion.

WE PLAY EXCITING:
A
HIGH STAKES INDIANJBINGO
EVERY WEDNESDAY:= SUNDAY.
WIN CARS, CASH & PRIZES.
BIG $$$ PROGRESSIVE BINGO
SPECIAL GAMES PLAYED TOO.

Re GPR

dent and community organizations that support affirmative ac-

LY iY

T

HSU.
“We have to ask ourselves, ‘Are
students of color going to feel welcome here?” said Ravasco, who
is co-founder of Students Supporting Affirmative Action Coalition.
Ravasco said she and cofounder Amy Leader went to the
Democratic Convention last semester to network with other stu-

A

iti ii
ya

like to see more ethnic diversity at

‘

faculty and computer operations,
he said.
Students and faculty can call
826-4484 for computer related
questions.

‘

it out,” she said. Smithson said

is to make it easier for students,

L

lab for three hours trying to figure

other universities. The main goal

id

aware she had an
account. She said she won’t be
accessing it, however.
“ don’t know how to use it and
I don’t want to sit in a computer

ee lo”
$5.00 OFF SLIDING SCALE
|
i
or
9 FOR 1 ON FIRST VISIT
g!
»

said she was not

0

workstation, located in computer
labs in Jenkins Hall, Siemens Hall,
Founders Hall, Gist Hall and Science D.
Instructions will then be given
on how to find the account num-

DAVE SIMPSON

J

To activate an e-mail account
students and faculty can go to a

;

psychlogy senior, Director Computer Operations

¢

faculty that is hired have an account waiting for them,” said Director of Computer Operations,
Dave Simpson.

them.”

Wiss

“Any student registered, any

Smithson,a

°Sliding Scale *Womyn Only
Voice Message in Arcata 269-0345

t

Not anymore.

Stephanie

A

Van Matre Hall and wait a couple
of days.

A

wanted e-mail they had to get
faculty approval, dropa form offat

“Any student registered,
instructions gny faculty
that is hired |
should be folhas an account waiting fos
lowed carefully.

A

In the old days if HSU students

the user has
logged into Axe.
Simpson said

fq
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MASSAGE THERAPY

A

By Marolyn Krasner
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Spotlight on new staff

Health not all physical
Spotlight
Who:Jeenny Phelps
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wenny Phelps looks forward
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24-hours a day, 7 days a
week, each semester
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health

cidhesli there forthree

Sne had a choice of getting her
t rate In educational psycholor tollow

the health educa-

track. As she was tryingto
make her decision, the job here at
HSU

a

-

iN ANY nl ee

Le

TOR

from college goes here and has beer
singing

was created.

“It was such a perfect match for
y expenence. My best friend

the praises

of this area

to

me for two vears. ” Phelp s said. ° 7

found that I liked the area, the jo!
was a great match and they decided

that they wanted

Her

cars as a graduate assistant.

wy.

Lumberjack online —
http://137.150.224.80

stance-abuse

CAMPUS ELC

to her first year as health educator

erest in the issues of alcohol
and drug abuse, she discovered a

del EVEL

KRASD VER

AARO

interests

to hire me.

in health

educa-

tion came while she was an under-

graduate.

“IT was fairly unaware of health

issuesand definitely... -had my own
struggles in dealing with the health
concerns ofa college student.” she
said.

She said when she needs to relax
she likes to do laundry. She is also
interested in the HSU Ultimate

See Health, page 15
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September
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

IS LOCATED

IN THE SOUTH LOUNGE

UNIVERSITY CENTER.
ov

Gain valuable decision making
experience. Get Involved!

WORKING IF TOGETHER!

VEILS)

* beginning knitting 9/10
learn

basics - knit

a cap

einter. knitting

TN

knit your first(?) sweater

* pine needle baskets 9/16

* beginning crochet 9/26
* beginning knitting 9/26
*beg. needlepoint

9/27

on

ST RLY

painting

“bond” demo (free) 9/16
(“incredible
machine’as

sweater
seen on t.v.)

—Ppre-registration required—

PeYd he
open daily
941

H St., Arcata
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Remedial education still
a main focus of trustees
= Upcoming
meetings may
determine future of
remedial courses in
the CSU system.

experience will be at the univer-

She said the possible change

sity.”

According to the release,

CAMPUS EDITOR

The CSU Board of Trustees is
continuing its plan to eliminate
most remedial courses from the
CSU system by the year 2001, according to a press release from the
chancellor’s office.
This change in CSU curriculum

would be to “concentrate on helping public schools better prepare
students for university-level
courses,” the release stated.

Ata trustees meeting in July students spoke in opposition to any
changes to the program in place.
Trustee Ralph Pesqueira, chair
of the Subcommittee on Remedial
Education, gave his opinion to the
students present on why he thinks
the courses should be reduced. He
stated, “The better prepared you
are when you enter, the better your

would hurt students who need
the classes because their second

Pesqueira stated students have

language is English or other reasons beyond the students’ con-

12 years of education before they
enter the CSU. During that time
they should mas-

trol.
After listen-

terthebasicsand

4 Eliminating

do college-level
work.
Phebe Smith,

remedial education
doesn’t make the

director of Edu-

"

come prepared to
By Marolyn Krasner

said.

cational Oppor-

tunities Program/
Student Support

S444

stated the issue
“would receive
further hear-

__ingsaround the

Director of EOPASS _

feels “eliminating remedial education doesn’t make the problem

6.

Pesqueira

problem go away.
PHEBE SMITH

Services, said she

THE
PLEASURE
CENTER

ing to the stu-

Leather Lingerie

state before fi-

nal action
taken in January 1996.”

Body Piercing

is

Leather Levis
Jewelry
Erotic Toys

Those meetings, according to

Coleen Bentley-Adler, spokes-

go away.”

Students who come from small
rural areas or inner-city schools,
she said, may not have the same
opportunities students who
come from schools with more
opportunities have. Therefore,
eliminating most remedial

courses would unfairly penalize
students, she said.

woman for the Chancellor’s office, will be at San Diego State
University on Sept. 21 and CSU
Los Angeles on Sept. 29. There
are also tentative plans fora meeting at CSU Hayward, Civ
Fresno and CSU Sacramento in
October and November.
There will also be a meeting

Oils & Lotions
Books & Videos
Interactive CDs

Prints by Brad Wallis

(707) 442-5610

between the trustees, the Board

“It is not that they have the
opportunities and don’t take advantage of them — they don’t
have the opportunities,” Smith

320 2nd Street, Eureka

of Education and representatives
from the community colleges on
Oct. 31 in Long Beach.

Open 7 Days

llam - 6pm

ARCATA
COMMUNITY

Bring

ina

valid

HSU

Student

ID

and

Receive:

50% off a 10 admission pass
(regular $30 NOW only $15)
2

=> Longest lap swimming hours in Humboldt County
Monday - Friday 5:30 am - 9 pm

Scuba diving classes & drop-in

x2. Kayaking classes and drop-in

Saturday 9 am - 7 pm
Sunday 1 pm - 7 pm

2

Certification Classes
CPR

3 Water Aerobics

First Aid

x<> StairMasters / Exercise Bikes / Free Weights

Water Safety Instructor Class

x Jacuzzi

Offer

Lifeguard Certification Course
valid

through

September

30,

1995
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Large 16-inch Gourmet
Garden Combo
S
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Welcome Back HSU Students!
Murphy's Pizza bakes on the tray it’s made on,
in a 425° oven in about 12-18 minutes.

Pizza that's ready when you are!

IN A HURRY? CALL AHEAD!
We'll be happy to have your order ready when you atrive.
Arcata
;

600

F

St. :

Union Town Shopping Center
(near Safeway)

822-6220

U R P ry’

Eureka — Bure Center

McKinleyville

ore

839-8763

Eureka — Henderson Center

Fortuna

443-9977

2 _PIZZA

|!
{

:

py SPinach, Tomatoes and Red & Green Onions! T

offer

j

COUPON

ke
AS

8.99
sauce, 4 different

for a tasty tropical

USDA FOOD STAMPS GLADLY ACCEPTED

emesncidivan

PIZZA

cr

Pineapple

h

treat!

Please no

“simply the Best

j Peeez Pd Patweeae

i

‘

We combine our premium Canadian Bacon

other offer

Zucchini, Mushrooms, Artichoke Hearts,

USDAA FOOD STAMPS GLADLY ACCEPTED

!

|

6. 99

USDA FOOD STAMPS GLADLY ACCEPTED

a

4 great cheeses, creamy garlic sauce,
roma tomatoes, green onions and
tender grilled chicken!

ONLY

;

COUPON

16-inch Chicken
Garlic Combo

$7.99

FOR

7.99!

Scellanis

COUPON
MURPHY’S
PIZZA
Hb
the Best '

:

ee

G

bi

il

|

f

i,i Large 16 - inch Canadian F
Bacon and Pineapple pizza !

Medium diame
$5.99
CHOOSE

USDA FOOD STAMPS GLADLY ACCEPTED

MUR oD che PIZZA

li

Eour favorite topping! Extra toppings just $1 Ef Vegetarian calzone for one great price! OR
each.

COUPON
mal

725-9391

”
Best
the
“Simply
L
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‘Sahe 2

Cake
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Kill your
TV!
Volunteers

for the

new FM station Free
Arcata Radio held

|

an auction Monday
on the quad to
benefit
their station.
The highest bidder
had the opportunity
_|

to

|

‘

smash,

| =

a

sledgehammer,
television sets. Free

Arcata

%

with

Radio

is

|

located at 90.9 on

|

Arcata’s Newest Choice
For Great Food
wide selection of Wines & Microbrews,

the FM dial.

Outdoor Beer Garden, Sunday Brunch,
Take-outs

82 sunny brae center
arcata
Open

¢

822-5493

Mon-Thu _ 11:00-11:00
Fri-Sat
11:00-12:00
Sun
10:00-11:00

BRIAN CRAIN

oO
jue
o
®
oO
Ss
hus
toe

oO
oO
2
o
&
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®

=>

SUNNY BRAE
WESTWOOD
COUPON
GOOD FOR 10% OFF
ON YOUR FIRST ORDER
THE

MORE

YOU

BUY

THE

MORE

YOU

SAVE

Excludes

alcohol and tobacco
EXPIRES

9/15/95
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The Lumberjack

e A Redwood Hall resident
reported on Monday the theft of
a blue Peugeot 15 speed mountain bike and three fanny packs
from the front of the Depot. The
theftis believed to have occurred

¢ UPD responded to a male
subject in Cypress Hall who was

sometime between 9 p.m. Sunday and 9 p.m. Monday.
¢ Three males were found
skateboarding in the University
Center Quad Monday night.
The individuals were warned

Well, don’t be.

The
Lumberjack
isn’t looking
for a life-time
thing — we
only want a
semester.
Maybe a year.
!

subjects showed no suspicious

| $800.

commitment?

ee

building. The bike was valued at

ee

a

about their actions.
¢ A Living group adviser observed two individuals attempting
to break
into
the
Pepperwood and Maple Hall

Bike rooms on Monday, shortly
after midnight. One suspect had
long, dark hairand the other had
described as “scruffy” and wearing jeans and raincoats. The suspects were not found.
¢ A male subject was observed

reportedly intoxicated and locked
in his room screaming early Saturday morning. The subject was
taken to Mad River Hospital and
was he was determined to be under the influence of psychedelic
mushrooms.
¢ While investigating the above

white adult male on Wednesday afternoon who was attempting to sell mushrooms.
The suspect was located,
warned, and admonished from

campus.
UPD Sgt. Dennis Sousa said

The subjects, all minors, were ad-

there have already beenalarge
amount of bike thefts over the
past week. “They’re hitting
hardall overcampus,” he said.
He recommends locking bikes
with a bolt-cutter proof lock.
He said the most common theft
areas are the Library, Forbes
Complex, and the Wildlife
Building.

vised of the regulations and referred to Housing for further disciplinary action.
e An Alder Hall resident reported receiving an envelope ona
residence door Saturday containing “threatening words.” Suspects

Sousa said to contact UPD
as soon as possible if any suspicious activities are witnessed.
UPD can be reached from
any of the courtesy phones on
campus, dial 3456.

case, UPD oflicers found two sto-

len road signs, a pellet gun, and
ammo. The items were seized and
taken to UPD headquarters.
¢ Three subjects were observed
Saturday night with alcohol in the

loungearea ofa Cypress Hall suite.

tO

pos

a

short, blonde hair. Both were

behavior exhibited.

rector was approached in the
Jolly Giant Commons by a

a

“I’m not afraid of commitment.”
short-term: sign me up for a semester
i
i
for the low-low price of seven dollars
4
i
long-term: sign me up for a year deal
i
for the low-low price of fourteen dollars
i
i subscriber name:
i subscriber address:
j subscriber zip code:
f

|

Bicycles
5 Backpacking
Watersports

Mail this bad boy to The Lumberjack at:
Nelson Hall East 6

j
4
i
I
I
1
L.

Humboldt State University
Arcata, Calif. 95521

shhh... this is supposed to be a secret

but you can get
The Lumberjack for free
24-hours a day just by typing in

ttp://137.150.224.80 on the WWW
ib
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cup
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of

employees, but video tapes of the

day afternoon from the Student Business Services building.
¢ An assistant resident di-

SS

bike was stolen from the music

confirmed the subjects were not

$500 was reported stolen Fri-

ae RR
ne (ei

e An Arcata man reported
Monday afternoon a copper
| Gary Fisher 21-speed mountain

¢ Two male subjects were observed exiting the rear of the Bookstore Sunday morning. Personnel

speed mountain bike valued at

OT

to their bicycle locks.

e A black Gary Fisher 21-

Ee

three occupants. The vehicle was
stopped on L.K. Wood Blvd., but
all occupants were identified as
Redwood Hall residents with keys

ee

Are you
afraid

old model gray pickup that had

unknown.
e A Eureka man wasarrested
Saturday night for trying to
sell mushrooms on the third
floor of Redwood Hall. Additional subjects were warned
and released.

Se

in the Jolly Giant parking lot
shortly after midnight Sunday
placing a bicycle in the back ofan

inne
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408 F Street, Eureka, 445-3035 - 10th & F Str
eets, Arcata, 822-4673
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ogy, Operation, maintenance,

Grants available for

troubleshooting, software and
documentation.
Classes will be held Mondays
and Wednesdays from 7 to 9: 30

research, travel fees

HSU’s Office ofExtended Education will offer “Introduction to
the PC.”
The course will cover the ba-

sics of computer use, terminol-

Class will be held Tuesdays and
Thursdays, Oct. 3 through 26,
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.

Foye, D.M.D

10 minute

eatid Practice

>
Cleanings,
Examinations and
Preventative Care

* Continued from page 3
Legislature provided funds that
were needed to properly fund the
university, there would be no fee
increase.”
According to a press release
from the CSU, the Legislature and
Gov. Pete Wilson agreed to replace a portion of lost fee revenue
with an additional $22.5 million
in general fund support.
The 1995-96 state budget i included athree percentincreasein _

Hall 213,

826-3949.
Full grants provide round-trip
international travel, maintenance
for the academic year based on
living costs in the host country, a
research allowance and tuition
waivers if applicable.
All grants include health and
sisi acini.

computing problems.

Save up to 40% OFF
reg. SALE

drive from

HSU!

$89

Vasque Clarion Impact

$75

Merrell Lazer
TR RRR fay acl:

Assemblyman Dan Hauser, DArcata, said, “After five years of
fighting what seemed to be a losing battle, five years that saw CSU
fees increase by 123 percent,” he
is truly pleased that higher education costs will not increase this
year.

Le

$69

{Save up to 30% OFF
.4 All Gregory Packs

4 are sale priced.
Great

\

|
x

$59

$125 $89

ms gerell Ranger
hundreds more

rices
= on

Camp Trails and §
frame packs.
Camp Trails dhl

sale

priced from $59 and up!

on sale!

Jansport packs sale

riced $79 and up!

Students
Welcome!

2

ber of the ADA, CDA and
ee

of General Dentistry

442°1763

ae

oe et

618 Harris Street, Eurcka

BAGS

Save 25% OFF

PT

th

AR

ta

AA

RNIN

1

get.

77 5 HIKING BOOTS ) (BACKCOUNTRY PACKS:
Vasque Clarion Gore-Tex $141 $99

(.

the CSU General Fund Support.
According to the CSU Legislative
Report, this represents an increase
of $70 million over last year’s bud-

=

ae

ee

ees

=e

ae

ate Studies, Siemens

$90. To receive oneacademicunit
requires an additional $30.
“Basic PC Repair and Upgrade” will focus on developing
skills to troubleshoot and correct

common

Noi Increase

Fulbright Grant information
and applications are available in
the Office for Research and Gradu-

p-m., Oct. 2 through the 18th.
The class fee including text is

Computer course
for beginners

__Wednesday, Aug. 30,1995 __ Il

Lite Loft Sleeping Bags

*

PA

7
SIERRA
] DESIGNS
Look For the A.S.

BOOK
EXCHANGE
on the quad!

1994 models
10° Mummy Bags SALE $1309”
o Mummy Bags SALE $140
The Original.

New from

G
el ED i

ea tet

hme

Sale Priced from $33

ee

20° Sleeping Bags

SALE $99 reg. $150

4 Cosmetic blems with lifetime
-{ warranty. 250 pads in stock!

Bring your books to sell
or come and
buy some.

*
asesee
.

SUBVERT THE
SYSTEM!

esete®

ALPINE SYSTEMS
2
© feae
ee

Polartec

tig) Fleece
Funded by
the Associated

Students

$55
$75

4 Merrell Rubber Sole

| Merrell Nepal

reg.

SALE

$69

$49

$85

| |] Polartec Full Zip

a { Polartec Pullover

$59

SOCKS « “SOCKS. SOCKS

The Lumberjack
will be taking
next week off.
Sorry.

We’re known for our killer sock deals!

$3”, $4,

$5. Values to $10!

dj

Se

See you
back on the
newsstands

Sept.

13th.

Sth & S
SINCE 1974

eaiaieneai

©: Snails

® 445-1711

:
to 7pm ¢° Sunday
Monday - Saturday 9:30am

10am to 5pm
Limited to stock on hand « Prices good through 9/30/95

ve

,
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Affirmative action not on
the chopping block at CSU
its students.
By S.L. Salamone
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Qualified minority students
applying for admission to HSU
will be admitted, according to university officials.
Affirmative action, as defined

by Gov. Pete Wilson, is not an
issue at HSU.

ing,”

Racial quotas were frequently used as policy to determine eligibility at popular universities where competition for
acceptance is fierce.
“We have not had to
turn students away here,”

@ UC actions do
not affect HSU or

Because the Uni-

versity of California Regents’
elimination of Affirmative action
within the University of California does not affect HSU.
“The University of California

Regents’ action has no impact on
the decisions made by the California State Board of Trustees,” said
Michael Slinker, HSU’s director

of university relations.

“If you tell your kids they can’t
go outside to play, that means only
your kids can’t go outside to play.
It doesn’t effect the other kids on
the block,” he said.

said Bob Hannigan, dean

said

Edward

a fine faculty member as well

CALENDAR

as researcher,” Slinker said.

EDITOR

At the President’s luncheon

Webb, vice president of student
affairs.

last week it was announced that

“Our goal, however, re-

Slinker noted

solid administrative and analytical skills and said President

Susan Bicknell has resigned as

McCrone was pleased with her
performance as dean.
“The president is very
pleased with the many services
she has and is providing as

Dean of Graduate Studies, ef-

fective January 1996.
Bicknell refused to comment
on her resignation.

According
to
Michael
Slinker, director of University
Relations,

Bicknell

Bicknell’s

dean,” he said. “She has al-

ways worked closely with students as a professor and in her

resigned

because she desired to return to

current role as dean.”
As dean of graduate stud-

a faculty position as a professor
of forestry at Humboldt.
“Dr. Bicknell has always been

See Resigning, page 18

EDWARD “BUZZ” WEBB
~
ie
Vice DpPresident
of Student.
-

4
y
Attairs

mains the same — to have our
student body as representative
as possible
of the state
of California, ” he said.
Minority registration is currently 14 percent of the total enrollment at HSU.
“Humboldt has a long way
to go,” Webb said.

he did with the Regents meet-

The Lumberjack
will be taking
next week off.
Sorry.

TA! Coy

The Chinese art of slow motion exercise andmeditation

Fall Session in Arcata

See you

Beginners 5:30-6:30 p.m. * Advanced 6:30-8 p.m.

back on the
newsstands

Mondays starting September 11

Wednesdays

By Nora Whitworth

“Buzz”

“Our goal, however, remains
the same — to have our
student body as
representative as possible of
the state of California. *

of Admissions
and
Records.
“We're offhere
ina little
corner of the state and we
attract students from
throughout California.
We would like to attract a
more ethnically diverse
student body.”
However, HSU officials expressed concern
about a potential impact on the
university because Wilson 1s a
member of the California State
University Board of Trustees as
well as a member of the California Board of Regents.
“My guess is that Wilsonjust
might bringup this same issue at
a Board of Trustees meeting that

Dean resigns

starting September 13

Beginners 7-8 p.m. * Advanced 89:30

p.m.

$55 for 10 weeks
Enrollment in one class entitles you to attend both nights
-- No preregistration -Margaret Emerson * 826-2330 or 826-9605

Sept.

13th.

‘A Student
Dwellings
CJ Floor Coverings

101

CO) Wicker Furniture

©} Beer & Wine Making
Supplies

C1 Throw Pillows

©} Baskets

CO Gourmet Foods

©} Dishwares

OC) Cookware

CO) Party Supplies

We

bring
First

the

world

& E Streets

445-2371

to

you!

* Eureka

° Open 7 days

CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL
Career in Law Enforcement

The California Highway Patrol is now accepting applications for the posit
ion of STATE OFFICER
CADET. A written test will be given October 28, 1995. The final filing date
is October 1, 1995.
The written test is the first procedure in the extensive t esting process before
appointment to
the CHP Academy.
Interested persons between the ages of 20 and 31 ma y contact Officer John Lut
zow at the Arcata
CHP
Office, (822-5981), for information and applica tions.

The California Highway Patrol is an Affirmative Action , E qual Opportunity Emp
loyer.
Starting Salary $2738 a month
27 Week Paid Academy Training

Challenging and Rewarding Career for Qualified Women and Men
Health Benefits, Retirement, Bilingual Pay

For Applications and Information contact
Officer John Lutzow

255 E. Samoa Blvd.
Arcata, California

USED & RARE
BOOKS
¢ Science Fiction

¢ Mysteries

e Westerns

* Childrens ¢ Cards
® Cookbooks ePosters

A Wide range of Titles
10:00 - 5:30 Mon. - Sat.
12:00 - 5:00 Sun.

402 Second St.

822-5981

Old Town e Eureka

>

445-134

:
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*not including
computer bags
Print 50

Shee

and pencil, "quick sketches with charcoaj, ”

All
Organizers
20%OF F

Package of 6 — 80ct. Wirebounds
$8.95

Suggested retail if sold separately

$4.95

Sale Price

18” x 24” Newsprint Pads
$6.30

Suggested Retail

(our regular price)

$3.99

Sale Price

Everyday price on small office products
is 10% OFF suggested retail!

Major Accent Hi-—Liter
85¢

Suggested Retail

59¢

Sale Price

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
Sale

TI-82

s
° Includes all features of the TI-81 *Defines, saves and graph
10 rectangular functions, 6 parametric equations, 6 polar functions and 2 recursively defined sequences superior interactive
ical
graphing tools *Function evaluation table Tabular statist
feadata input *Split screen setting *Enhanced data analysis

° 8 lines by 21 character display *Advanced graphing functions *Five redefinable menu keys *Graphs, analyzes and
stores up to 99 polar equations *input/ouiput port and 30-inch
link cable allow fast sharing of information between units *Unit
to desktop computer with optional Link 85 *Calculus functions °32k RAM °*Solves variable equations «Constant memory

tures *Stores up to 5 matrices *High-contrast 8 line x 16 char-

'‘s or per-,
acter display ¢I/O port for data sharing between TI-82
sonal computers *Unit to unit link cable included *Optional
LINK software

ita)

TI-85

Iu stock!

function *Impact resistant case

Sugg. Retail
$120

Sugg. Retail
$135

Limited to supplies on hand. Sale ends September 8, 1995.

During RUSH

Shope rb fter 6:00pm
for Shorter Lines!

Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm
Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm
@ Closed Saturday & Sunday
m Phone: 826 - 3741
sii

stl

Ae
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a

OL

A

APP

OS

§
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2
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POX.

Self-esteem, family and
fun themes of benefit
by the McCornacks.

Mike and Carleen McCornack

The McCornacks use their in-

will perform on Saturday, Sept. 9
at 11 a.m. in the Kate Buchanan
Room in a benefit concert for the

Christian College Fellowship

Thursday evening dinner meetings, 7 p.m.

Study

struments and a variety of music
to entertain as well as teach their
audiences. Their performances

HSU Children’s Center.
“Our
shows,”
Carleen

are designed to expand the mu-

McCornack said in a telephone

sical minds of the young con-

interview from Eugene, Ore., “are
geared toward the entire family,
not just children.”

cert-goers.
Self-esteem and caring are
themes throughout their perfor-

mances.
“The general theme of the music we do deals with feeling good

The show includes cello, bassoon, accordion, hammer dulci-

Music

mer and other instruments played

Friendship
Open to all who are interested in exploring
their faith with others.

The McCornacks, who live in

Eugene, Ore. will be joined by
the Garden Variety Band which
features Dale Bradley and Kevin
and Eileen McCornack.
The

three albums, two of which were

folk music.

UPD

offers an escort

service. All day, every day.

826-3456.

C

~
=

OF oom
COPY CENTER

Recycled Paper

m

Enlargements

Reductions

Oniwversity

Binding

Transparencies

© Resumes

Center

% Thesis Copying

Service

Convenient Location on Campus
4¢ Happy Hours

HSU
Library:
2nd Floor,
Room 205

Self-Service
General School Supplies
Over-the-Counter Copy Services

Oo

Full and Self=&§

Colored Paper

A

former

Humboldt County residents,
have performed together since
1971. In this time they released

=>
=»
nay

mm

McCornacks,

Use it or lose it.

For more information, call:
822-1963, 822-1321, or 822-0889

24-hours a day, 7
days a week,
each semester

about yourself and about your
family,” she said.

Open

Evenings

Daily:

& Weekends

826-4146
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e Continued

Frisbee club as stress-reliever.
Phelps is in the process of developing an agenda of what she
wants to accomplish.

“J don’t want to come in and
think that I know what students
need,” she said. “I need to talk to

students to some extent to get a
sense of what might be successful
or what might be useful.”

Phelps said she anticipates de-

veloping a core group of students
who are interested in student
health issues. Those students
would

then connect with their

peers by having discussion
groups or workshops in the resi-

dence halls and other places on

formal one-on-one conversation with people — meeting students, talking to them about
their concerns and their ideas
and their opinions and offering
my own in sort of an informal

campus.
“There are already a number
of people on campus, staff faculty and students who are interested in health care issues,” she

said.
“I see my position as being
sort of a hub or organizer for all
of the different efforts that are
already

going

on

way,” she said.

Phelps said “hopefully
people will feel comfortable just
dropping by.”
She said she is especially interested in meeting students
who are interested in a student
health advocacy program. Her

campus,”

Phelps said. “It’s great that all of
these people are doing different
things, but in order to increase
the power of those efforts I’d like
to see more collaboration.”

office is on the second floor of
the Health Center.

“I’m hoping to do a lot of inee

ee eee

ry

JACOBY'S STOREHOUSE
ARCATA ° 822-2866
Mon.-

Sat.

10-7

+

Sun.

12-5

° BripAt REecistryY

¢ Luxurious Lincerig
fabulously priced »

* BripaL SHowers &

sizes petite - 4x

PLEASURE Parties

* Toys, Books &
Games for

* VipEo & GAME

adventurous Couples

RENTALS

Our commitment
intimacy,

education

is to
and

safe,

|
healthful pleasure...

G00 Relations

Our goal is
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Eight-year tenure ends

Welcome back to lecture

halls, all-nighters, pizza

| breakfasts, and Kinko's. |

Sun sets on Summer Arts
@ CSU Summer

must submit a proposal and the

Arts is gone but
HSU is planning a
summer festival of

chancellor’s office makes the final
decision based on what the universities can offer in terms of location,

classes and housing. This year
CSU Long Beach, HSU, CSU

its own.

4¢ copies on self-serve copiers
(7pm to Midnight - Sunday through Thursday)

EVERYDAY DISCOUNT
10% Student Discount with student I.D.
(Not valid with other offers, postage & shipping services)

Kinko's:
Your branch office
Open Early, Open Late, Open 7 Days

Because HSU would hold its

own festival, funding would come

Fresno and CSU Northridge submitted proposals.
HSU was host to the program
for three consecutive terms.
There is a committee looking
into plans for HSU to hold a summer festival to provide an educa-

Guillaume said this will mean
there will be a number of ticketed

tional and entertaining event of its

events during the festival.

from HSU and businesses in the

community
Chancellor’s

instead

of

the

office as Summer

Arts was.

own in lieu of Summer Arts.
Guillaume said the idea is to get

with the current trend in Con-

CenterArts, Center Activities, Ex-

gress of cutting funding for the

arts he doesn’t know how long

disappointed Summer Arts is gone

tended Education and other campus programs along with outside
groups such as Dell Arte Theatre
in Blue Lake “under one umbrella.”

and feels “Summer Arts has beena

“I want to bring all these groups

valuable asset to the institutionand
the community.”
Each CSU is eligible to be a host

together. There is so muchenergy.
I think we could create something
that is second to none in this re-

to Summer Arts. The university

gion,” he said.

Vice President of Academic Affairs Alfred Guillaume said he is
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they will be an option.
He said the idea of an HSU
festival has received enthusiasm
from President McCrone, all of

the vice presidents, plant operations and the University Center
among others.
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Distinctive looks for your

@

bathroom in patterned cloth or

é

vinyl.

Also, unbleached, undyed

cotton curtains; hooks, curtain

liners, and bath pillows.
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That’s how much of The
Lumberjack is composed of
recycled paper and postconsumer waste. We also
use biodegradable ink and
are recyclable ourselves.
So even if you don’t agree
with us — don’t trash us.

community.

ALFRED GUILLAUME
Vice-President of Academic Affairs

been a very good home for the
Summer Arts program.”
Summer Arts isa program which
integrates art and education. Faculty at any of the 22 CSU campuses can create a course proposal
in which they choose an artist they
would like to work with.
The “original plan was to move
every two years,” Wilhelmi said.
That has changed. The term is
now three years.

1618 G St., ARCATA 822-8712

DIZ

maintain close relations with the

something that is second to
none in this region.”

Lisa Wilhelmi, general manager
of Summer Arts, said “HSU has

HAPPY HOUR DISCOUNT

as Summer Arts did, as well as

think we could create

EDITOR

After an eight years, the California State University Summer Arts
program is moving from HSU to
California State University Long
Beach.

Open to Midnight, Sunday through Thursday, our
copy center provides everything you need to meet
tough deadlines. Including our staff.

val will attract people to the area,

“There is so much energy. |

By Marolyn Krasner
CAMPUS

He said he hopes the new festi-

THE ONE
STOP
SOURCE
FOR ALL
YOUR
IMPORT

NEEDS!
° VISA
e MASTERCARD
¢ DISCOVER

Students:
10% Off

All Import
Parts
except sale and
special order items

3rd & C Streets, Eureka ¢ (707) 444-9671
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Renovations aid seismic safety on campus
able.
After several higher education
bonds were not approved by voters in the past two elections, the
CSU system received state approval to sell revenue bonds for
deferred

agreed

maintenance,

emphasis

with

an

on repairing

roofs, Combs said.
Voter approval is not required

for revenue bonds.
The funds for the bonds come
from the CSU budget, but interest

on the bonds is covered

by the

state budget.
Combs cited paint peeling on
Gist Hall and 30-50 year old build-

ings with their original heating and
4

=
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ee
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ventilation systems as other problem areas.
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A project to improve air quality
in the library was completed last

‘

year after complaints about stale
alr.

ANN JOHNSON/ LUMBERJACK STAFF

Construction workers retiled Gist Hall’s said roof over the summer as part of a seismic falling

tionable because chances of its

By Andrew Jones
LUMBERJACK STAFF

There was one casualty of campus construction projects completed this summer: a baby bird.
On August 2 a nighthawk’s nest
with a chick was found at Gist Hall
while the roof was being retiled.
The nest was referred to Wild-

life Management and then given to
the care of the Humboldt Wildlife
Care Center (HWCC), a non-

profit volunteer organization.
Cathy Pollard, HWCC

team

leader for raptors, mammals, songbirds and seabirds, said the bird

died a couple days later.
Abetteralternative, Pollard said,

would have been to move the nest
to another location nearby. “I do
believe had the nest been put back,
this bird would have survived,”

she said.
Nighthawks feed at night and
generally eat every half hour to
hour and captivity is hard on this
type of bird, she said.
The baby wasn’t feeding properly, was lethargic during the daytime and “chances of making it
were very slim,” she said.
Ken Combs, director of Physical Services, said this is the first

incident of its kind in his six years

at HSU.
There is no procedural policy
for handling an animal or nest
found

during

construction,

he

said. The unwritten policy of HSU
is the first obligation is to the students and the second is no animal
be harmed, he said.
When the nighthawk was identified as not being an endangered
species and as a common species
to the area, a decision was made to
have the bird removed for human
care, Combs said.

Rick Golightly, Wildlife Man-

agementprofessor, said the mother
nighthawk “probably had a chick
earlierin the yearand the [mother]

nested a second time.”
The chick’s survival was ques-

gaining adequate body weight before winter arrives were notas good
as a chick born earlier in the year,
he said.

“Chances are [the mother] will
be back and nesting next year,” he
said.
The HWCC consists of volun-

teers called “stabilizers” who live
in different areas on the north

coast.
“During spring and summer
[HWCC] probably takes in some-

where around 50 baby song birds
a month,” Pollard said.

The birds come from populated

areas where people cut trees or do
repair work and there are other
baby birds thatjust fall out of trees,
she said.
Falling hazards
Thirty campus structures were
adjusted for earthquake safety this
summer as part of a “seismic falling hazards” project.
e The Gist Hall roof was retiled
because some of the heavy clay
roof tiles were loose and “had the
potential of just rattling right off,
sliding down and falling on somebody,” Combs said.

He cited the December

5.3

earthquake that shook more than
15 tiles off the library roof. Those
tiles, and all of the Gist Hall tiles,

have been individually nailed
down.
¢ Chimneys were removed from
several campus houses.
During a serious earthquake a
chimney can not only topple offa
house, but fall through a house,
Combs said, and a brick fireplace
would have bricks “flying in every

direction.”

The library’s second floor tile
ceiling was replaced. During the
December quake ducts behind the

ceiling fell. “They damaged the
ceiling — in fact they ruined the
ceiling,” Combs said.
When the library was built,
building code did not require

ducts to be physically attached to
a building. The ducts were
strapped and wired down last se-

mester.
The

pedestrian bridge be-

hazards project.

the California State University system, Combs said. The roofs are

part of a growing list of projects
postponed until funds are avail-

Disabled access
Another deferred project is
continued addition of disabled
cess ramps, as required under
Americans with Disabilities
(ADA).
Ramps will be built from

Adventures
Music...

forced to increase shear capacity
and dry rot was removed.

ment.
¢ Several doorway canopies and
exterior building fans were removed from buildings.

balanced

AQUARIUM

Next summer
Campus “lakes” are one problem ina growing list of postponed
campus maintenance and con-

Welcome

Back Students!

struction projects.

“All youneed to dois to go up to
Founders Hall and look down on
the campus after a heavy rain and
see Siemens Hall Lake and Music
of other
Building Lake andall sorts
ones,” Combs said.

The “lakes” appear on flat roofs
with poor drainage. Siemens Hall,

West Gym and the Field House
are scheduled for repair next summer.
“Roofs are a constant problem,
something people don’t think

Complete selection of

EXOTIC FISH AND REPTILES
latest equipment
and supplies
NW
EXCELLENT SERVICE
53)!
Valley West Shopping Center
5000 Valley West Bivd. #17
(off Guintoli Lane)
826-0154
HOURS

about until water starts pouring
into their classroom or their lab or
their office,” Combs said. “We do

roofs every year.”
There is $350 million in de-

ferred maintenance work spread
throughout the 22 campuses in

the

See Construction, page 18

tween Nelson Hall East and the
University Center had concrete
footings poured underneath its
two concrete columns and structural steel was wrapped around
the columns to prevent toppling
or collapse. This added more
“shear capacity” or vertical
strength.
¢ The Multicultural Center and
Bret Harte House (containing
Women’s Studies and Journalism
departments) had their walls reineIn the residence halls, the Cypress stairs were reinforced for
more shear capacity and a wood
retaining wall behind Hemlock
Hall was strengthened with ce-

the
acthe
Act

(es

Mon.-Sat. 11-7

Sun. 12-5

In
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Construction: Wheelchair ramps set for quad —
|
|

Music Complex to the University Center and from the corner

| of Siemens

Hall

near

library

| circle to the University Center.
“This is incredible to me because [the Siemens Hall slope]
_ looks like it would

be fine the

Way itis, but it isn’t... The slope

of that sidewalk exceeds the
maximum you’re allowed for
wheelchair-bound persons,”
Combs said.

The plans are not completed
| yet, but the ramp will either be
| placed as far up the sidewalk as
possible without exceeding
| ADA guidelines or will run
through landscaping adjacent to
the sidewalk, he said.

Without the ramps, disabled
people must travel by car or take
r

long detours to reach
Hall or the University
“We are sort of in a
cause we are mandated

Founders
Center.
pickle beby federal

law to do these things, but we

can’t do them unless we get the
money

from

said.
ADA

the state,” Combs

construction

has been

spread out over several years and
the earthquake retrofitting this last
summer was completed with previously allocated funds, Combs
said.
The Jolly Giant Commons
(JGC) building, which contains

the housing and dining offices and

cafeteria for the residence halls, is

scheduled for earthquake retrofitting and ADA construction next
summer, he said.

Combs said work will occur
with Lumberjack Enterprises
funds.
Two elevators and a covered
walkway willallow wheelchair access from the residence hall parking lot to the JGC

and to the

terrace where Redwood and Sunset halls are located. Two stairwell towers will also be added.
The pedestrian bridges by the
Canyon halls and the JGC itself
will be reinforced for seismic
safety.
John

Capaccio, associate di-

rector ofhousing and dining, said
there isn’taschedule for the work
yet and it’s “still questionable”
whether the project will proceed
next summer.

rst

ANN JOHNSON/LUMBERJACK STAFF

Dry rot was removed from Bret Harte House this summer.

:

Resigning
Continued from page 12
| ies, Bicknell’s coordinates all re| search activities of the institution, gives research proposals
to government agencies and assures research conducted by the
| university isincompliance with

PAUL
state and federal regulations,

A dean answers to the univer-

Shnker said.
A national search foranew dean

sity president, and reports to

will be conducted by asearch committee, and the final pick will be
made from constituents on campus, including faculty, staff and
— students, Slinker said.

the Provost, Alfred Guillaume.
“Id like to thank Susan
Bicknell for her work as dean of
Graduate Studies,” Guillaume
said. “I wish her much success

RICHARD KING,
OPTOMETRIST

e Emergency eit

C

AR»

Repair
Service

Sept. 13 issue of The Lumberjack.

e Immediate

Eye Exams

e All
Prescriptions

at her return to the faculty.”

‘Parcanenbe ts
students. Check out the

O.D.

Filled

Lab on premises e@ One day service available

1731 G St., Arcata

Next to Subway

MATADOR

@ 826-7194
MOTEL

Jacuzzi Bath In The Privacy Of Your Own Room
Affordable Rates for Parents

°$20 off any three night stay
° $10 off any two night stay
°$5 Additional off if you stay over Sunday Night
129 4TH & "C" STREETS* EUREKA, CA
For Reservations call-(707) 443-9751

ALL VALUE
OFFICE

cH SOLES

PRODUCTS

imbedded
in the ceiling
Of this store:

10% OFF
to All H.S.U.

Copy Center

Open 8am
Mon-Fri
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owner, you support:
Your own
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er Local economic development.
er Consumers having a voice.
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10 lb. burlap bags
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Throwaway pets on the rise in summer
m@ Each summer the
Humane Society counts
a vast increase of
unwanted animals left by
students going home for
the summer.
By Ann Johnson
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Students sometimes get caught up in the
excitement of starting school away from
home, and are often in need ofa companion.
Ron Lapham, director of the Humane
Society of Humboldt County, said this is the
frame of mind ofsome college students when
they decide to adopt an animal.

“They get out of high school, come to
college, and maybe they weren’t allowed to
haveananimalathome,” Lapham said. “And

they get in a group and see someone with a
dog or cat and decide, ‘gosh maybe we

es
eee cteticcess

should get an animal.”

PHOTO

For the Humane Society, this creates an
ongoing problem with college students. Although adoption is its primary concern for

they aren’t cute little puppies and kittens

Humane Society often gets them back at the
end of the school year, Lapham said.
Some of the reasons students give for
returning the pets are they are going home
for the summer, doing an internship or they

anymore, the outlook for them is grim.

result,

there is an influx of animals in June. Because

OF ANN JOHNS ON

Hundreds of puppies and kittens find themselves behind bars every month especially in the summer. This puppy found
a happy home with an adopted family. However, most aren’t so lucky.

the animals, when dealing with students the

simply can’t afford it anymore. Asa

COURTESY

“Obviously little kittens and puppies are
the easiest for us to find homes for,” Lapham

;
said.
Accordingto Lapham, in 1994 there were
about 266 cats dropped off each month, of
which | percent were claimed by their own-

ers and 22 percent were adopted out.
For dogs, the prospects were a little better. Of the 260 dogs dropped off at the
Humane Society each month about 16 percent of those were claimed by their owners
and 30 percent were adopted. That leaves
more than 75 percent of cats and 50 percent

Although Lapham said this problem is
due mainly to the irresponsibility of owners
who choose not to spay and neuter their
animals, students only add to it.
“Our job is not to provide animals just to
people who want them,” he said. “Rather,

of the dogs left to be euthanized.

see

Pets,

page32

City of Arcata makes plans for 36-acre land purchase
m@ Abandoned Simpson
Timber Co. land wiil soon
house industrial park.

Location of Simpson-Arcata land
;peeeee soeeee,

Oo |

Pe,

y

xidation |

/

By Greg Magnus

Bryan Gaynor, Arcata’s city attorney, said
the city’s main industrial park — the Alder

Grove industrial park near Samoa Boule-

vard — is “very successful” with business
including Yakima racks, The Tofu Factory
and Casa Lindra salsa.
The addition of the new industrial site

will give Arcata more room for businesses to
grow when the old park is full.
“For the city it’s a great opportunity to
pick up an industrial site,” Gaynor said.
“For Simpson it’s a way to leave something

on the table. There’s a charitable part to be

SOURCE: Memorandum to Arcata City Council
j

GREG MAGNUS/EDITOR IN CHIEF

feet was ni

longer operational. Most of our equipment

the mill and tree nursery — are located in
Korbel,” said Jackie Deuschle, a Simpson
spokeswoman. “Consolidating our operations just makes financial sense.
“We want the land to go to good use. We

said.

renovate or raze.

74.1 tillable acres

square

Simpson Timber Co. made the city of
Arcata an offer it couldn’t refuse.

future industrial park.
Initially Simpson’s offer was for 72 acres.
However, Arcata planners figured there
wasn’t a need for that much land and estimated many of the buildings on the site
would either cost too much for the city to

71/24 12.9 non-tillable acres

400,000

hope it will become more attractive in the
future because it still is on the market,” she

land off of Bottoms Road for $650,000 for a

~ Tail road line

which was

EDITORIN CHIEF

The company is selling the city 36 acres of

KEY

plant

In January, Simpson and Arcata entered

an agreement in which the city would acquire the Simpson property as a future industrial site.
In addition, the city will acquire railroad
right of way. This right of way will help with
the planned extension and expansion of access from Foster Avenue to the site.
Details of the deal came from a memorandum from the city attorney to members of
the City Council:
e The 72-acre site was valued at $1.8
million. Arcata will pay $650,000 for 36
acres with the remaining balance being donated by Simpson;
e After the city has annexed the land Arcata will acquire a 36-acre unimproved portion of the Simpson site. Value of the property will be assessed by consultants hired by
the city. Cost of consultants is not to exceed
$150,000;

¢ The city will take the land on a “as is”

sure, but there is some self-interest involved

basis with two possible exceptions: possible
toxic contamination of the property for

motivating them.”
“All the property there — the large Remen

see Simpson, page 30

co

.
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New on the ’Net

Information Superhighway makes stop on Northcoast
@ Surfing Humboldt
County has never
been easier now
that Humboldt
Nation is on the
Web.

telephone interview. “We started
with a production company and
gradually went to multimedia. As I
looked more into it (the World
Wide Web), I realized this was what

acts as a table of contents for the
site.

Huinboldt Nation’s home page
contains links to other pages and
sites dedicated to the Headwaters

I was looking for.”

Forest, local arts and crafts, the

The World Wide Web is a network of computers linked to each
other through hypertext, which
allows users to move from one site
to another by clicking on a high-

City of Arcata and HSU.
The links from Arcata include
pages about the Arcata Marsh and

Wildlife Sanctuary, the Minor

Theater and its »'story, the Natu-

ON-LINE EDITOR

“When people ask me ‘does my
work belong on the (Web) site?’ | ask
them, ‘Well, does (our) motto apply to
you?’ Everything flows from that.”

Count
—
thanks
to an
entrepreneur’s multimedia experiment.

Humboldt Nation (http://
www.knobul.com/knobul), a
World Wide Web site resembling
a chamber of commerce brochure
designed by a Grateful Dead fan,
offers Internet surfers a look at
North Coast culture — from environmentalism to the local music

CHRISROBINSON
Knobul Systems

lighted word or icon.
Unlike the rest of the Internet,

WWW < sites have graphic interfaces that can be viewed through
“browsers.” Pictures and sound
can accompany text at a WWW

principles of diverse and sustain-

site.

able communities,”

Each site has a “home page” that
is the first page seen and generally

Robinson of Knobul Systems in an

the area, and the Headwaters For-

to put up a home page,” Robinson

ests and their role in the ecology of
est in particular. The Headwaters

said. “It will use digital technology
to teach people how to create mul-

tinuing battle between environ-

timedia home pages. It should be
real interesting.”

Forest has been the focus ofa con-

mentalists and owner Pacific Lumber Co. over its ultimate fate.
Robinson, whose company
maintains Humboldt Nation, said

the interactive and graphic nature

makes it easier to

terminal on the (WWW)

forum,” Robinson said. “Present-

site,”

Ketelsen said in a telephone interview last Wednesday. “You would

just sign up for time and go for it.

of communications is difficult, but
Web sites are ideal for it.”
Robinson said the response from
the Humboldt business commu-

There’s other public access stacan link to.”
Robinson

nity has been enthusiastic, with
many people asking to be linked to

Humboldt Nation’s home page —
“a unique community on the California North Coast dedicated to

their own.

nel as well as beginner’s guides to
the Internet.
Other Humboldt Nation pages

“Our eventual goal is to put a

hs
ugmean
ing those points throany

local businesses.
One link goes to HSU staffmemset up by departments and person-

organization or multinational corporation will fund a grant proposal

tainable communities.
“That’s what the Internet provides for you, a sort of interactive

know how to design home pages of

which contains more links to pages

tion manager, said although “nothing is set yet,” he is hopeful an
for the project.

ral History Museum and several
ber Rocky Waters’ Web server,

Jeremy Ketelsen, ACAT’s sta-

present the concepts behind sus-

Humboldt Nation and wanting to

scene.
“We were looking for a simple
way of promoting local cottage industries in a context based on the
said Chris

“The future looks really bright.
We’ve started working with ACAT

of the WWW

By David Courtland

The information superhighway
now has an off-ramp to Humboldt

describe Humboldt’s redwood for-

In response, Robinson is working with Arcata Community Access Television (Channel 12 on
local cable television) to set up a
page that will let users get handson experience in creating home
pages.

tions doing the same thing that we
said the motto of

truecommunity around the globe,”
— sums up the guiding principle

behind the WWW site.
“T think that’s one of the main
ideas I want to get across,”

Robinson said. “When people ask
me, ‘Does my work belong on that
site?,’ I ask them, ‘Well, does that

motto apply to you?’ Everything
flows from that.”

LOREN M. AZEVEDO, O.D.
LINDA W. AZEVEDO, O.D.

> \\ DESIGNER FRAMES
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851 Bayside Road, Suite A

VEDO &
AZEVEDO

Every Wednesday

PROGRESSIVE BEER NIGHT!
Tonight!
Imports & Microbrews

8 - 9p.m....50¢/glass
75¢/glass

9-10p.m

10 - 11p.m...$1.00/glass
11 - 12p.m....$1.25/glass
Plus

Cuervo Gold Shots...$2.50

CONTACT LENSES
VISA & MASTER CARD ACCEPTED

Arcata, CA 95521

(707) 822-7641
(707) 822-4551

FAX

Thursday Night Special
9p.m. - la.m.

1/2 Liter Alabama Slammers
1/2 Liter Purple Hooters
1/2 Liter Long Island Iced Teas

At
4

$3.50
Plus...

Jagermeister Shots...$2.50

saturdays

Late Night
Happy- Hour
9p.m. - midnight

Burgers * Homefried Potatoes
French Roast ¢ Beer/Imports
Wine ¢ Sierra Nevada on Tap

NEW FRESH PASTA DINNERS IN SEPTEMBER
HOURS

No One

Under 21]!

865 9th Street

Please Don’t Drink & Drivel!
822-2302
Arcata

MON - FRI
SAT-SUN

7:00AM
8:00AM

- 2:00PM
- 3:00 PM

1057 H STREET ¢ ARCATA ¢ 8224650
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Teenage slaying suspect
faces grown-up charges
the teens threw a beer bottle at

By Teresa Mills

Sheive’s pickup truck as he drove

SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS EDITOR ——SC~™S

down Harris Street west of Red-

A Eureka teen pleaded not guilty
at a hearing in Municipal Court
Wednesday to all charges of club-

wood Acres Fairgrounds.

bing an HSU student to death.
Eighteen-year-old Allen Ray

turned the truck around and came

Adams hid in the woods with

one of the other boys when Sheive

Adams will be tried in adult court
on charges of first-degree murder,
attempted murder and assault with
a deadly weapon. He is being held
on $500,000 bail.

His preliminary hearing is scheduled to be held Sept. 7 in Municipal Court.
Adams was 17 on May 7, when

he allegedly killed 28-year-old
Mark David Sheive by clubbing
him over the head with a metal
baseball bat. Sheive’s friend Patrick
Joseph McKay wasalso clubbed in
the head but escaped with minor
injuries.

Ata

Sheive
back. Adams reportedly went to a

hearing held Aug. 18, clini-

nearby house, founda bat, sneaked
upand clubbed Sheive and McKay
from behind.

cal psychologist Paul Mattiuzzitestified Adams followed the “cowboy way,” which he described as

Superior CourtJudgeJ. Michael
Brownruled he be triedas an adult.
This ruling means if Adams is con-

womanizing, drinking and fight-

ing.
He said Adams acted out of fear
when he allegedly attacked Sheive
and McKay, whowerearguing with
Adams and his friends after one

victed, he could be sentenced from

25 years to life in state prison.
If convicted in Juvenile Court,
Adams would have been sent to a

California Youth Authority facility until age 25 and then released
with no further supervision.
Commentingon Brown’s ruling,
Deputy Public Defender Jamie
Flower, Adam’s attorney, argued
approximately six years in CYA
could rehabilitate Adams.
“He doesn’t have any increasing
patterns of criminal activity,”
Flower said. “Allen comes from an
intact family which is a positive
sign of rehabilitation.”
But Deputy District Attorney
Worth Dikeman said Adams has a
history of committing crimes that
were handled informally such as
car theft and trespassing.
Dikeman said many times when
a juvenile commits a crime it’s
handled in a contractual manner
such as having them agree to go to
counseling. Adams, Dikeman said,

on the Plaza, Arcata

ART + FURNITURE

had these chances.
“We tried these things and they
didn’t work,” he said.
In addition, Dikeman

CR

truancy

and

wae

- GIFTS

Tee

PLAZA
& DESIGN

said

Adams had a lot of problems in
school such as fights, possessing
weapons,

(707) 822-7732

alcohol

abuse.
“We think he committed an adult
crime so he should be tried as an

Lumberjack online —

adult,” Dikeman said.
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“Community Oriented Living”

Arcata’s Newest Housing Development
Presented by:
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Lindstrom & Associates
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Mass 5:30p.m.

Sunday at Lutheran Church
Chaplain:lam Father John Rogers
|
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eFriday night dinners

¢Social Activities
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Lutheran Church
of Arcata
151 E. 16th Street

14th Street

4.
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Newman Center
700 Union Street

822-6057

(707) 822-2471

The Center is always open for studying, cooking and hanging out.
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Suspect apprehended

Contaminated needles stolen from Clinic
By Stacy Ford

terview.

COMMUNITY EDITOR

An Arcata resident was arrested
last Tuesday for stealing a plastic
medica] waste container filled with
hypodermic needles — some of
which were used to treat HIV patients — from Arcata’s Open Door
Clinic.
The suspect went in the clinicas
a patient to be treated.
Between the time the nurse left
him and the doctor came in, he
helped himselftoa variety of“stuff”
from the examining room.
There were many items missing
from the room, “the most famous

of which”* being the container filled

with contaminated needles, Frank

Anderson RN, Open Door Clinic
coordinator said in a telephone in-

Christopher Scott Bronson, 26.
was arrested by Arcata police six
minutes after they were alerted to
the incident.
However. he
was not apprehended
before

i
ia
downtown
areaA but le
were unabiet
,
rh

bocate

the

Con talne!

Bronson gave no clue to the missing medical waste containers
NNeETEAaD
“The

“The entire frame

main

— thing that we
.iiGe

(Ope

D

he was able to WOS unscrewed
stash the coneal
from the wall. They

tlinich want
reinforce
sale
i thet

It is believed
he hid the con-

knew

what
‘

tainer
somewhere between

used needles are
out
there.

Were

doing.

the Open Door

Clinic on 10th

they
.

Anderson said.
“It’s asad story.

FRANK ANDERSON,

and G streets
and the corner of 8th and H

Open

streets

where he was apprehended by police.
Police conducted a search of the

RN

The

law

ay

has

:

certain require-

Door Clinic

i] K

;

ments on how to

dispose of used needles and one
requirement is needles are not recapped, Anderson said.
They are kept in a special punc-

STACY FORD/COMMUNITY

EDITOR

Christopher Scott Bronson (pictured) allegedly stole a similar

“sharps” medical waste container filled with used needles

from an Arcata clinic. He was arrested soon after.

ture resistant container that has to

be accessible in the examining
room, he said.
The clinic keeps its “sharps”

Consciously Prepared

“We're taking steps to make sure
itdoesn’t
happen again, of course,”

containers ina frame on the wall of

Foods

the examination room. The frame
is usually padlocked.
“The entire frame was un-

was

not

like

It wasn t

“Although some things
are

hard

Bronson had prior warrants for
his arrest in Arcata and Eureka
courts.
He is being held at the Hum-

to control.”

The medical waste container is
and is labeled with the words: “Bio-

boldt County Jail on $20,000 bail.

hazard — Warning.”

what they were doing,” Anderson
“It

said.

red, the size of a large lunchbox

screwed from the wall. They knew
said.

“We're still looking for it,” she

He was booked on section 666

It has not been recovered. said

se-

Susan

cure.

Patrick.

Arcata

Police

ofthe Penal Code, felony theft with

De-

priors

partment administration aide.

and

for

drug

Sgt. Larry Wolfe.

We’re Open Monday - Friday
8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Hours:

In Arcata

M-F

On the Corner of

7th & F Streets
Have a

Saturdays
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Euphoric Day!

843 Tenth St. Arcata

822-1787

“Serving Area Travelers Since 1973.”

HWA RANG

North Coast
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DO ACADEMY

Brae Center, Arcata
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Physical Coordination
*Mental Concentration

Special HSU Student
Course
Classes Aug. 28 to Dec.
22
Only $179.00 otter expires 9-18-95
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We have the latest
Video Games, Foreign and Cult Films

SEGA and NINTENDO
CD ROMS
**NEEW RELEASE

HOTLINE**

Arcata 822-8233 « McKinleyville 839-7886
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Wild tofu
Arcata resident Nicole Tipple let people sample an assortment of different
tofus including barbecued tofu at Wildberries’ one-year anniversary Saturday.

amily

September Specials

Pizza

Free Delivery
Every Day
Until Midnight!

“ar”

Family Size, 18" Nouveaux Veggi
Creamy White Sauce, Mozzarella, Provolone and
Cheddar Cheeses, Artichoke Hearts,
Fresh-Chopped Garlic, Mushrooms and Zucchini.

ied. Family Size, 18" Classic Veggie
Zesty Red Sauce, Mozzarella, Provolone and
heddar Cheeses, Mushrooms, Olives, Onions,
Bell Peppers and Fresh Tomatoes.

(LESSORS LIS.

4

es

Valuable

LLL

LLEL

Goupon!

59-00
4
4

; Present this coupon with the /
4 purchase of any
Family Size /
G
Pizza and
get a
,
g

FREE

Liter of

Pepsi!

CSIIMMMMIIISIIIIMIIIOLIOMIIMIEMIIAISSISS,

Se

!
.99
$13
y
Oul
,
6
ite
(hn
n
You
j;

LL aL: My
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575 “W" Street

ef the Arcata Plaza.
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Going up in

L-P still racks up fines
resulting from pollution
ByGreg Magnus
EDITOR IN CHIEF

ee

August was a trying month for the Louisiana-Simpson mill in Samoa.
On Aug. 11 L-P’s ocean outfall discharge
pipe was reported broken at the extension
point at sea.
Tom Dunbar, a senior engineer at the

North Coast Regional Water Control Board

pulp mill in Samoa has
ity Management District.
missions to

Since Ser
been fined $40,000 by the
Violations run the gamut from exces
accidental ventings of blow tanks
Date

pulp effluent from cardboardand paper bags,
both of which are unbleached products.
On Aug. 16 and 17, L-P emitted noxious
fumes into downtown Eureka.
On Wednesday the mill was shut down
for “safety reasons.” Mill union president
Norman Miller said the mill accused workers of sabotage and categorized the closure a
management lockout in attempts to pres-

Sept. 2, 1994

sure labor negotiations of 180 workers. Mill

Source of violation
New NCG/SOG system

i.
$2,000

Sept. 8
Sept. 9
Sept. 9
Sept. 10
Sept. 10
Sept. 11
Sept. 11
Sept. 25
Sept. 29
Oct. 12
Feb. 11,1995
March 24

Lime Kiln
Lime Kiln
New NCG/SOG system
Venting of NCG/SOG valve
Lime kiln
Lime kiln
Venting of NCG/SOG valve
Venting from the CVG system
Venting from the CVG system
Stripper maintenance
Limekiln
Excess SO9 emissions

March 25
March 25
March 26
April 20

Excess SO9 emissions
Lime kiln
Bl
Lime kiln
Excess SOo emissions

$1,500
$2,250
$1,500
$2,250
$3,000
$3,000
$3,000
$3,000
$3,000
$2,000
no fine
$750

said L-P officials reported the leak as soonas
it was discovered last week.
L-P spokesman Bill Windes said the pipe
was repaired while the mill was closed.
The pipe was extended due to a partial
settlement ofa lawsuit filed by the Environmental Protection Agency and the Surfrider’s
Foundation. The Fairhaven Simpson mill
opted to close rather than comply with the
changes.

workers have been without a contract since

Bill Rodriguez, of the North Coast Regional Water Control Board said L-P was

negotiations also broke down after the acci-

when on Aug. 25 a pressure relief valve on
for the North Coast Unified Air Quality
Management District, said L-P could be _ the digestor system was stuck open for 45

dent. A negotiation meeting was planned for

fined up to $25,000

not fined because the mill immediately reported the break and effluent levels are all
“well within limits of everything.” “The effluent quality is real high right
now,” Rodriguez said.
He said L-P was running “brownstock”
water through the pipe — brownstock is

e Think we
missed the
point?
e Were you misquoted?
e Was the story

March 25

1991.
According to a mill spokesman a steam
valve “was inexplicably closed,” causing a
turbine to spin at unsafe speeds. The mill
had just completed its semiannual maintenance shutdown and was in the process of
restarting when the accident happened.

On Aug.18 mill management said there
was no restart date in sight. Labor contract
Tuesday, but was canceled when union representatives failed to show up.

One of the main sticking points in union
and management negotiations is the uniondesired right of arbitration of disputes by a
third party.
On Aug. 19 Bob Clark, district engineer

May 15

seconds — blasting Eureka citizens with a

rotten egg smell.
Wayne Morgan, director for the North

Coast Unified Air Quality District, said his
office received approximately 55 complaints
which occurred in the last seven months.
On Aug. 24 the 32-year-old L-P mill was _ for last Tuesday’s mishap.
reopened and 180 mill workers were slowly
See L-P , page 31
bringing the mill up to full operation speed
dollars in violation this year, $40,000 of

Come in for a quick byte.
* Macintosh Rental - $10 per hour

featuring:

next semester.

per violation for

Monday’s and Tuesday’s violations.
L-P has already faced tens of thousands of

Noodle House

the staff (JN 327) the

$3,000

GREG MAGNUS/EDITOR IN CHIEF

Asian Style

| Join The ‘Jack. Take
Beginning Reporting
(JN 120) and join

Excess SO emissions

$750

$750
$3,000
$3,000
$2,250

SOURCE: North Coast Air Quality Management District, as of Aug. 25, 1995

A take out

just plan wrong?

Excess SO9 emissions

* B/W Laser Prints - 50¢ each

¢ Full Color Prints - $1.95
¢ Scanning - $5 per scan

@ Sushi
® Pacific Rim Rolls
® Asian Soups
|

* 155 Available Fonts
* Full Serve Laser Typesetting

@ Vietnamese
Spring Rolls
CLOSED SUNDAYS

Open 7 Days]

onecs.
ARCATA

322.8712

©1995 Sirius Studios

1021 "I" ST ARCATA # 826-7604
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DOTA S
Our Bottom
line...

10% Student Discount with Student LD. <>
Not valid with other offers, postage
& shipping services.

:

KINKO'S.

Open 7 Da ys

thecopycenter

EUREKA

snsvs:
445.3334
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407 F Street
Arcata, CA 95521
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(707) 825-7537
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°20 Years Experience
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Pirate radio station debuts in Arcata despite FCC rules
@ Free Radio Arcata

makes its premiere
on the Quad.
By Stacy Ford

(Free Arcata Radio operated on
one watt of power Monday) which
is deemed illegal by the Federal
Communications Commission.

However the issue is still unresolved, Kirkpatrick said.

Congress designed a licensing
system which requires anyone who

said.

wishes to broadcast submit an ap-

COMMUNITY EDITOR

The premiere broadcast of Free
Arcata Radio coincided with the
first day of school airing at noon on

plication. There must be a license
to operatean FM station. The FCC
also prohibits transmissions over
3 meters.

In 1993, a Bay Area pirate radio

the University Quad.

The pirate radio station raised
money by selling students the opportunity to smash television sets

“Basically it’s illegal for communities to have their own voice,” he

Kirkpatrick said he doesn’t know
why anyone would bother giving

the small time broadcasters trouble
for operating in Arcata.
“T think it is unconstitutional to
prohibit (small radio stations),”
he said. “I think what the FCC is

station, Free Radio Berkeley, op-

doing is illegal.”

erating at more then 700 meters

Kirkpatrick said one of the main
goals is to “promote dialogue in

was discovered by officials and the

Our

qe

With sled ge~”

hammer.

“We’re

2

.

COM-

munity.”

-

Free Arcata

just tryin

js

a

raat

a

‘I think it is unconstitutional to prohibit (small radio
stations). | think what the FCC is doing is illegal.”

Radio) are
iota ‘©

ak |
on

Volunteers for Free Arcata Radio helped fill up airtime for the
first broadcast Monday on the Quad. The station operated on
one watt of 2power.

tions of 10 people who gave from
$10 to $50 each and the rest came
from donations.
Theantennaand the transmitter
box was built by Arcata resident

alternative

JASON KIRKPATRICK

dio station,

to what is on

city council member

not like a

corporate

existing sta-

station like
some ofthe

tions. We’re
hoping that

this will be a community-based
radio station for the citizens of Arcata,” Jason Kirkpatrick, city council member and one of the organiz-

ers of the station.
The station would air cultural,

political and musical shows, particularly those pertaining to Ar-

cata.
The station seeks to broadcast
off of less than 100 watts of power,

case to court.

other

The defendant, Stephan Paul
Dunifer argued that the FCC regu-

Solomon Demontigny, Food Not
Bombs activist and volunteer for
the station. “We'need more help
and community involvement.
That’s what it’s all about.”
All of the equipment used to
broadcast cost under $200 for the
complete setup, Kirkpatrick said.
Some of the equipment
was bought
secondhand from the contribu-

lations “abridged” the First
Amendment right of free speech,
according toa duplicate ofthe court
documents obtained via e-mail.
The Court held that requiring a
license to broadcast was not unconstitutional and certain restrictions were necessary.

radio

stations

STACY FORD/COMMUNITY EDITOR

around,”

Joe Rouvier.

Having had previous experience
building similar transmitters he
agreed to work with Kirkpatrick
when he was approached with the
idea.
More community involvement
in radio is the main thing on the
minds of organizers and volunteers alike.
“The most important thing is to

broaden the debate on what’s go-

ing on in the community — socially and politically,” Christian
Harlow,

former Associated

dent vice president and said.
“It’s about letting people hear
the other side of the story, and
taking away corporate control of
the media and giving it to the

people.”
All Free Arcata Radio needs to

broadcast ona daily basis is people
who want to fill airtime and volunteers to do musical shows in addi-

tion to space they can
from, Kirkpatrick said.

NORTHTOWN
ART SUPPLY
ARTIST'S

MATERIALS

¢ CUSTOM

FRAMING

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!

15% DISCOUNT V
\

.

FIRST 3 WEEKS OF CLASSES
Come in and let us help you.

We have your complete class list supplies and friendly, helpful service
and a great BACK TO SCHOOL SALE!
Wilton Brushes, Newsprint Pads (18 x 24), Field Sketch Books 50% off!

Arcata’s Only Complete Artist’s Materials Store!

Northtown

Art Supply

49)q9"y¥ T INT1

1507 G. St., Arcata

(707) 822-2942

e Easy access off Highway 101
e Easy parking
e We accept

Stu-

transmit
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Skatepark becoming a reality for Arcata

101.

The City of Arcata signed a lease
which allows the Northcoast Gar-

den for Children, anonprofit organization, to manage the skate park
and pay only $1 a year to the city.
“What was once a dream is now

becoming a

reality,” said Carol

Heaslip, president and executive
director of Tiffany’s, an ice cream
parlor and video arcade near the
Plaza. Tiffany’s donates all proceeds to children’s organizations.
Approximately $70,000 is
needed to erect the park, and so far
$30,000 has been raised.
Ken Wormhoudt, a renowned

landscape architect who has designed skate parks in Santa Cruz
and Santa Rosa, will be in Arcata

Sept. 14 to discuss grant writing,

fund raising and design for the

Center

on

14th and D

streets and is open to the public.
The largest obstacle so far has
been the matter ofinsurance. Originally, insurance was going to cost
$15,000 a year. However, the cost
has gone down to $5,000, which
Heaslip said is “do-able” for
Northcoast Garden for Children.
A recent raffle netted about

walks in front of City Hall and the
public library and the transit cen-

$1,500 and T-shirts can be pur-

ter.

chased at Tiffany’s, at 668 8th St.,
for $10 each. T-shirts can also be

hibited

purchased at the North Country
Fair on Sept. 23 and 24.
Other

fund-raisers

include a

potluck with the Arcata Interfaith
Gospel Choir Nov. 10 and once-a-

month series of concerts beginning
Oct.

21.

Bands

are to be an-

nounced.

Heaslip has been involved in the
development of the skate park since
1991, when a skateboarding task
force was established after the Plaza
became “unskateboard friendly,”

said Jason Kirkpatrick, an Arcata
city councilman.

onPeete

from 7th to 11th streets, the side-

Skateboarding is basically proin “high

traffic” areas,

Packer said.
“They’re (skateboarders) not
criminals — they’re athletes,”
Heaslip said.
Skateboarders have been directly involved in the development
of the park. Some have been regular attendees at Northcoast Garden for Children meetings.
“They've been a lot better than
people give them credit for,”
Kirkpatrick said.
The next Northcoast Garden for
Children meeting is scheduled for
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at Tiffany’s.

“The city decided (the Plaza)
was too congested for skateboard-

LOTS
MORE
Than Just Heros:

STACY FORD/COMMUNITY EDITOR

Arcata

teenager

Waylon

Flannery

receives

a citation

for

skateboarding on the Plaza. The skateboard park will provide
area youth with a “safe” place to skate.

NSS

Sth

An Arcata parking lot will soon
behome toa different set of wheels.
A park for skateboarders is expected to open in June 1996 in
place of the dirt parking lot on
Sunset Boulevard near Highway

munity

ing or bicycling,” Officer John
Packer of the Arcata Police Department said after writing a citafor skatetion Monday toateenager
boarding on the Plaza.
Packer added that skateboarding is prohibited inside the “business district,” which includes the
sidewalks on ‘G’ and ‘H’ streets

as,

By Jennifer Moline
PRODUCTION MANAGER ~~

Arcata park. The meeting is scheduled for 6 p.m. at the Arcata Com-

SOLUTIONS
BEV

RECYCLED

*“ ORGANIC

Uplifting Music on Cassette and CD
Books to Educate and Inspire
Essential Oils for Aromatherapy

Quality Sterling Silver Jewelry
Body Care Products
Natural Cosmetics

the largest selection of

Exotic Gifts

heros and extracts on the North Coast.

MAIL ORDER CATALOG AVAILABLE

Moonrise~Nerses”
1068 ‘I’ Street
* SOFAS - SLEEPERS
* RECLINERS
* BEDROOM SUITES
« MATTRESS SETS
* DINING - APPLIANCES
- TV’S - VCR’S
- ENTERTAINMENT
CENTERS + CURIOS

« Arcata, CA

* 707/822 +5296
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Learning music &
making music...

Two-year-old Aaron Bassett (above), from Arcata beats on a
rhythm bongo while his great-grandfather listens in the
background. Steve Beechwood (right) takes time out to play
his guitar while travelling the North Coast.

PHOTOS BY
STACY FORD
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All types of animals aided by rescue workers
By Martin Jensen
LUMBERJACK STAFF

A typical situation: A call goes
out. An injury is reported. Emergency personnel respond and ren-

der aid to the victims.
Typical, except the victims are
wild animals and the emergency
personnel are volunteers working

out of their homes.
Throughout Humboldtand Del
Norte

Counties,

wildlife rescue

volunteers are on call, ready to respond to reports of lost, sick or
injured birds and mammals.
Cathy Pollard, a mammal/raptor team leader with the Arcata-

the streets.”

50amonth. Pollard said she joined
the nonprofit organization to help

Wilkie helps care for a variety of
sea mammals such as sea lions and
Harbor, Barkerand Elephant seals.
Tending to the animals, she said,
can be an adventure.
It requires the efforts of several
people just to drawa blood sample
or give medicine to a 300-pound

experience in
caring for animals.
If she can’t
treat the animals
Pollard joined
the rescue center

12 hours a day caring for animals.

after finding

1978. The organization is dedicated to rehabilitating and return-

ing animals to the wild.
Pollard said the center receives
about 10 calls a day and volunteers care for 10-15 animals per
day, primarily song birds and birds
of prey.
The center also cares for endangered species, such as the spotted
owl and brown pelicans at a rate of
about six to eight birds per year.
She said the most common injuries are broken wings and head
trauma. The winters are particularly bad for birds of prey, while
spring and summer yield a hearty

the streets.”

a

RUTH WILKIE

nest
full
of
Robin’s that had

the
animals
don’t appreciate
the care they are
receiving.
“You have to

individual animals, the center also

be so careful,”

plays a part in helping entire spe-

Wilkie _ said.
“Baby Barker
seals will get out
of a pen and

cies to survive by helping to edu-

come right at a

rescue coordinator

person and at-

tack. Seals can

fallen out ofatree
and decided this was a good way to
spend her free time.

snort better, run faster and bite

harder than a person.”

tor with the North Coast Marine
Mammal Center in Del Norte

County, fell into wildlife rescue after

job. IfI was running the universe,
I wouldn’t rent this place to us,”

day. I like to think it keeps me off

Wilkie advises people not to as-

thought, ‘I can do that.’ I started
coming in once a week, then twice,

SFOS

OS

SSS

SOS

SS

SS

SS

SS

SS

chemical wastes,” including

old underground oiland diesel fuel tanks.
Despite being initiated in
January 1995, Gaynor said a
study and plan of the site is a
time-consuming process and
could take “a year-and-a-half
to three years” to complete.

© John Conzemius

then three times and then every

“I saw this and

SS

SSS

SF

SS

SS

SS

Se

Se

Se

sean

Phase I
“couple
which
cleanup

both now and possibly in
the future.
“Simpson said they have
the larger sites cleaned up to
today’s standards,” he said.
They may need to clean
them up in the future if pollution standards change and
that will be Simpson’s responsibility too.”
Gaynor said the toxic sites
consist “primarily of petro-

she said.

separation.

wasn’t bat to do in the winter,”

S18

Gaynor said a
analysis showed a
of toxic sites”
Simpsonwillhaveto

Wilkie said while some endangered animals are coming back
strong, others appear to be doomed.
“We have to realize that we are
the caretakers of this planet, and

ashore sick or injured; more often
they are infants or juveniles separated from their mothers and often

“Mother seals will leave their
pups on the beach while they feed
at night — in the morning there are
50 people jogging on the beach,
and the mothers won’t come back
if people are on the beach.”

said.

tions.

humans unintentionally cause the

retiring from her position as a marketing manager with Pacific Bell.
“I came here and found there
Wilkie

quired and land title excep-

cate the general publicand providing the National Marine Fisheries
with statistics on marine mammals.

we haven’t been doing a very good

Sometimes,

which Simpson will remain
libel should cleanup be re-

of the North Coast Marine Mammal Center was to provide care for

the animals come

Ruth Wilkie, a rescue coordina-

¢ Continued from page 21

has been abandoned.
“Stay away from the seal. Keep
other people away. Call usand we'll
come and try to keep watch.”
While rescue volunteers give the
animals the best care they can, they
can’t give what nature provides,
she said.
“We can’t give them what they
get from mother’s milk,” she said.
Wilkie said while the main goal

contributed to this report

Tre LumBeRack
will return to newstands

Sept. 13.

Mad River Chiropractic
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Louis Mihalka, D.C.
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seal, and often

“| saw this and
thought, ‘I can do
that.’ ...1 like to
think it keeps me off

herself, a veterinarian is called in.

based Wildlife Care Center, works

The center was established in

sume a seal pup alone on the beach

crop of orphan birds, about 30 to
undo some of the damage people
have done to the natural world.
“I felt that we were trashing our
earth and it makes me feel good—
helping the ones we can fix.”
Pollard relies on her own six
years of medical

Simpson
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Supervisors to vote on fund to
exterminate county predators
By Nora Whitworth

ments in the past,” she said. “At

CALENDAR EDITOR

The Board of Supervisors will
approve anew budget in September, and may allocate $75,000 to

the eradication of coyotes and
mountain lions in Humboldt
County.
Kurt

Volckmar,

73,

a

Garberville resident and ecology
activist, writer and sculptor, said
the killing is unnecessary and cruel,
in a telephone interview from

Garberville.
Instead heis advocating with flyers anda presentation to the Board
of Supervisors the money be spent
on Children Protective Services
instead.

Julie Fulkerson, 3rd District
Supervisor, said there was no opposition to the funding, although it
was discussed for four weeks before the vote.
However, since Volckmar has

the time I thought it was a more
humane way than having ranchers
trap predators on their own.”
“Humboldt county has been
using predator extermination for
the last 35 years,” Volckmar said.
“The whole issue has been
unexamined all this time.”
The traps used to capture and
kill predators are outdated and in-

humane, according to Volkmar. An
animal can fall prey to a leg hold

trap, a self-tightening wire trail or
an M-44 trap, which injects a cya-

nide pellet into the coyote.

“These are all technologies that

go back to the 19th century,”
Volckmar said. “To see this going
on in the late 20th century is really
a shock. It’s not a pretty way to
deal with a fellow creature,” he

said.
Volckmar pointed out humane
methods that are just as effective in

begun his campaign, she has received three to 10 phone calls daily
plus petitions against funding for

controlling predators.
He pointed out ranchers can use

predator extermination.

ers, mix cattle and sheep grazing,

“Volckmar has been very successful,” she said. “I’m very im-

pressed with what he’s accomplished.”
Fulkerson voted for the predator extermination last year.

“There were no counter argu-

electric fences, use humans herd-

or use guard dogs raised and

bonded with the sheep.
“The livestock industry has become very lazy,” Volckmar said.
“They’ve had a killing service for
them all these years.”
The Animal Damage Control

“Children by Choice"
Six Rivers

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
* Birth Control Services/Supplies
* Low Cost Confidential HIV/AIDS Testing
* Drop-in Teen Clinic Tues. and Thurs. 3-5:30
* A Trusted Place for Your Questions
2316 Harrison Ave.
Eureka, Calif. 95501

Open Monday-Friday

Clinic Services: 442-5709
Administration: 442-2961
Education: 445-2018

GIVE US TIME TO REPAY
YOUR LOAN.
After just three years in
the Army your college loan
could be a thing of the past
under the Army’s Loan
Repayment program, each
year you serve on active
duty reduces your
indebtedness by one-third
or $1,500, whichever
amount is greater, up to
$55,000 limit.
This offer applies to Pe rkins Loans, Stafford Loans
and certain other federally insured loans which are
not in default.

And this is just the first of many benefits the Army
will give you. Get the whole story from your Army
Recruiter.

1-800-USA ARMY
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE”
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offersa program to eliminate predators, which is partly funded by the
county ifapproved by the Board of
Supervisors, and also funded by
the California Department of Agriculture and US. Department of
Agriculture, according to John E.
Falkenstrom, agricultural commissioner and animal control director.

Ifthe supervisors do notapprove
the amount ofmoney, the ranchers
could join forces and fund the service themselves, he said.

“The rancher could get together
and pool money to hire their own
trappers and not get the county
involved,” Fulkerson said. “Farm-

ers and ranchers are not going to
stop trapping and killing these animals.”
Alternative methods,

such as

electric fences and guard dogs are
not practical in Humboldt County,
Falkenstrom said.
“It’s not economical to put up
40 miles of electric fence,” he said.

“Dogs
places.
bushes
Last

work
Not
where
year

well on open flat
in hilly places with
the coyote can hide.”
the Animal Damage

Control removed 176 animals, 90

of which were coyotes. The remaining 86 included black bears,
bobcats, foxes, mountainlions, and

porcupines, Falkenstrom said.

TERESA MILLS/SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS EDITOR

Hang tennies
Cross country team member Chris Harrison looks up at
shoes hanging from atelephone wire in front of his house
on the corner of 11th and C. At an Arcata City Council
meeting council member Jim Test complained about the
shoes and asked the city to remove them.
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Pets: homeless in Arcata

L-P
potential of public health prob-

¢ Continued from page 21

lems and whether or not the release of gas was determined to
be a problem of procedure or
negligence.

Morgan said L—P had a
similar event occur the following day.
“There’s been so many
violations recently can’t
track of them,” Morgan

Labor negotiations will start

again Tuesday. Right now
though he said the workers are

said.

without a contract.

“We were checking the
other day and L—P has
been fined over August of
last year to August this year

“Evidently the company has
agreed with the labor union not
to discuss the contract negotiations with the media.”
Mill problems are under control, he said. “When ever you

over $40,000.”

Morgan said L—P uses

steam to strip organic material out of machinery and

start-up a mill, you havea day or

two of problems.”

— if not done correctly —

Morgan said there were prob-

there is a greater chance of

lems about a week apart with

contamination.
He also said since much
of the pulp had rotted during the closure, even an es-

the steam stripper and said the

last incident with it occurred
three or four months ago.

“There will always be times,
either for a day, an hour or half

cape in the size of parts per
billion would be extremely
odorous.
Morgan said fees hadn’t
been assessed against the
company yetand the size of
the fee depended on several variables, including the
severity of the violation, the

a day where you will have a
smell,” he said.

Windées said because the material in the steam stripper valve
is “horribly concentrated,” it
takes the release of less than a
cupful of matter to start the

phone ringing with complaints.

¢ Continued from page 21
it’s our goal to find them a respon-

sible, safe home where they won’t
have to live in an apartment or dormitory.”
Another problem Lapham said
sometimes arises with students
moving is just leaving the animals
at the residence. Arcata does have
an animal control officer though,

and according to the Arcata Chief
of Police Mel Brown,

he hasn’t

noticed too much ofa problem.
“] think what we have to keep in
mind is that the abandoned animal
problem however small it is, is not
just a student issue,” Brown said.
“Abandoned pets are a problem

reported to us.”
Dispatcher John Parish of the

UPD agreed with Brown. “Stray

animals have been kept pretty nil

oncampus,” Parish said. “We used
to have an animal control person

on campus but now we rely on the

Arcata control officer.”
For students looking to adopt a

pet, keep in mind to raise a dog or a
catit costsaminimum of $300-$500
a year. This includes vet costs for
spaying and neutering, vaccinating,
and feeding the animal. However,

Lapham said to raise a good animal

the best investment is time.
“If you only have a few minutes

a day, then a person might look
into a fish, but if you have a half an

but as of yet I don’t see it as a huge

hour a bird or a hamster might be

problem based on what has been

more appropriate. But for cats you

need toleavean hour or morea day
and even more for dogs,” Lapham
said.
“Cats, and dogs especially just
need more exercise and companionship.”

Another thing to think about is
to adopt an animal at the Humane
Society of Humboldt County, you

have to own your own home or
rent a place that allows animals.

Lapham said sometimes students

try to adopt when they live in a

place where animalsaren’tallowed
but Humane Society has ways of
finding out the truth.
“My personal opinion would be
thatifyou’re going to college you’ve
got enough things going on without taking on the responsibility of

a pet,” he said.

Plaza stabbing suspect arrested
By David Courtland

ON-LINE EDITOR

Arcata police arrested a suspect
in the stabbing of a man Friday
night on the Plaza.
James Clinton Beres, 25, was

arrested Sunday after being seen

on the Plaza by a witness of the
stabbing, who then went to police
headquarters.
Beres, who was carrying three
knives when arrested, is suspected
of stabbing Arcata resident Jason

between local youths and the “hippies” who frequently congregate
on the Plaza.
Police said details of the incidents were sketchy because wit-

Richard Childress, 20, in the chest

happened or were reluctant to give

during one of three reported fights

statements.

nesses had not seen everything that
Childress was

River Community

taken to Mad

Hospital by

friends before police arrived and
was released in good condition at
9:15 p.m.
Police also made an arrest in

connection with those fights, during which a woman was injured
after being struck in the stomach

with a skateboard.
Police have responded to the
apparent increase in tension on the

Plaza with increased surveillance.
“T can tell you that the police are
concerned that things can flare up
again,” Officer David Rybarczyk
said Monday. “That’s always a
concern when there’s bad blood
between groups.”
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LAURA TRAVERS/SCIENCE EDITOR

Searching for mammalhabitats, wildlife seniors Kristi Cripe, Kathleen Dickson and Suzie Bulger venture out and explore the Galbreath
Wildlands Center.

Wildlife a study in nature
at Fred Galbreath’s ranch
@ Students from science department
travel to Mendocino County and visit
HSU’s spacious new outdoor classroom.
By Laura Travers
SCIENCE EDITOR

Just south ofBoonville, 20 miles

off Highway 101, 13 HSU students stepped hundreds of years

back into a rancher’s paradise last
week.
As senior and grad students in
Tim Lawlor’s scientific advanced
mammology class followed what
alternated between smooth pave-

ment and bumpy, wagon-wheel
reminiscent
trail over a4,500-acre

stretch, they felt like pioneers
themselves.

Before their eyes was a mixture
of rangelands, old growth redwood, fir and oak trees bordered

by huge meadows of long grasses

waving at knee-height in the
breeze. Offto one side meandered
the Navarro River. The sounds of
total countryside silence
were bro-

ken only by the scream ofan eagle,
the gobble of a wild turkey, the
scampering underbrush of a

mouse. A little further along, the
murmur ofanearby waterfall added
to a feeling ofisolation from industry and scrambling humanity left
behind in the city.
Nowadded to the call
of the wild was the excited shouting of the
students, as they found
evidence of the mammals they were sent to

mile ranchland he worked for over
half a century to maintain. He
found that caretaker in HSU.

have the opportunity to
see things growing from
the start.”
For most of his life,

dens, the skeletal reFred Galbreath

Galbreath leaned against an old
wooden railing, sharing the eagerness and delight of the students in
front of him. Galbreath had been
searching for someone who would
be a steward of the seven square

Mendocino County, will be donated to the
Humboldt State University Foundation.
Courses will be held by the HSU science
departments. The various classes of vegetation
growing on the land include riparian, grassland,
chapparal, montane hardwood and agriculture.

classroom where you

long class projecton the
property. Gray fox

were exclaimed over and analyzed.
Businessman/rancher Fred

The Galbreath Ranch, located in southern

“I love this place,” said
Galbreath. “I realize it has to be
perpetuated. I do not want it to be
a hundred years from nowa subdivision. 1 do not want it to be a
recreational center. I want it to be
what itis today, enhanced by what
I look to you for — student participation — an outdoor

chronjcle for the week-

mains of a long-dead
sheep, and more current animal droppings

HSU’s greener pastures

N
A

1 Kilometer
eae
te

Galbreath wanted to
buy a ranch. He originally planned to purchase the land with two
partners on Dec. 7,
1941—Pearl Harbor
Day. But the start of

World War II discouraged his partners from buying. Unbeaten,
Galbreath took a government loan
and managed to purchase the property on his own.

In the ensuing years, Galbreath

See Wildlands, page 39

SOURCE: HSU Wildlife dept.

JACKSON GARLAND/ MANAGING EDITOR
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Silicon high-tech revives ancient systems
@ Ever changing
technology needs are
being met by a stable
new computer system
which was just installed.

good job.”
Buying new computers is nothing new to
HSU. Technological machinery has been
revamped multiple times since HSU made
it’s first purchase of a roomful ofhuge computers several decades ago. And the need
continues.
“Nobody ever thought we would outgrow any of the systems we have had,” said
David Simpson, assistant director of computer operations. “But technologyis changing so quickly that what seems adequate in

By Laura Travers
SCIENCE EDITOR

Four reliable new computer systems are
up and running, making life easier for record

one moment is eventually outmoded. The

old equipment simply couldn’t handle traffic.”

handling, Internet access and class instruction.
All four DEC Alpha 2100's use the Unix
operating system, but they serve different
purposes.
The Laurel fulfills the former Sequent
function of record keeping, registration, class

RJ. Wilson, assistant director ofacademic

computing, agreed. “You reach a point
where power and academic performance
curve, diminishing returns, and have to look
at new technology,” he said.

Alphas are touted as more stable and reliable, less expensive to maintain and upgrade, and smaller and faster than the outmoded computers which have been here for
a couple of decades.

scheduling, faculty accounts, financial aid

and databases.
The Sorrel is a Web server, and is also

used for purposes such as computer information system courses.

Chester S’Groi, education chair of the

The Axe handles e-mail.
The Redwood, still unavailable for general use, is slated to contain programs for
statistics and school applications. Students
will be able to conference with idea exchanges and have use of the Internet if all

Humboldt Users Group, a campus club,
remembered how complicated former computer systems were.

goes well.

toreboot,” S’Groi said. “It took two or three

“Last year, the HSU bookstore sold 400
computers to students,” Cannonsaid. “That
isn’t counting who knows how many com-

puters other students brought from home.
There is absolutely a need for this (investment.) The committee (of faculty and students) who picked the system did a really

Boe

over was crucial.

“Those machines will offer substantial
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chancellor.

“Tt can handle 8,000 student accounts in

ing and telecommunications, feltthe change-

COMPUTERS

thing go wrong.

Tom Butte, then acting director of comput-

night around eight or nine everybody was
kicked off (the computer) because they had

ence on his resume.

its sleep,” Wilson said.
Alphas canbe quickly fixed, should some-

hours. Now, they don’t have to kick everybody off.”
The discarded Sequent had so many attachment upgrades the back housing had to
beleft open to make room for cables running
into it. The system was pushed to the max.
When the Alphas were ordered last year,

“With the old VAX system, every Friday

In charge of all this new technology is a
new computing and telecommunications
director with 25 years of leadership experi-

“Now, a digital technician isn’t needed
(to fix computer crashes.) It takes the cost
factor out. We can pull out and put in new
disc drives ourselves. In the old days, we
had to fly somebody out to do that.”
“It’s like a wrist check,” said S’groi. “The
Alphas can do a lot more because there’s a
lot less to them.”
Cannon is looking forward meeting students and faculty and is open to feedback
regarding the new systems.“I’m getting the
lay of the land,” Cannon said.
Other computer systems on campus in need of revitalization remain on a list of
continuing technology needs.
A $36 technology fee voted in by students
last semester has yet to be approved by the

computing improvement over what we have
now...it’s just (an) absolutely tremendous
increase in computing performance,” he
said.
“Our wildest dreams have been surpassed,” said Wilson. “We knew mailing
lists would happen. It’s a natural. But we
didn’t imagine 30 people sending 30 messages — every student in a classroom talking to each other. It grows geometrically.
We had a mail crisis on our hands.”
E-mail is available to every student this
semester in part because of the huge processing capabilities of the Alpha.

VIVID

Color:Video Card
Microsoft: Mouse

Encarta,

Works,

Golf,

Ancient Lands, Windows
Entertainment Pack And More!
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Understanding Unix:
m One-two-three easy
steps to get first-time users
beyond the log-in and into
the compter world.

date. Hit ‘return’ instead. Using this shortcut, the system will display the message:

Change thepassword, 5-8 letters andnum-

bers, then memorize it

Your password must have at least 1 upper-

By David Courtland

case letter, or one number

assigned computer accounts automatically
upon registration. For new students or returning students unfamiliar with the Unix
operating system installed during the summer break, a process for logging into their
account has been provided.

When a user tries to access an account
through the software available in the computer labs, the first thing seen will be this
message:
“Hit ‘enter’ ifyou don’t know your login-id
(username), or password”
Users will be prompted for information to
confirm their identity:
“Enter your first name:
Enter your last name:
Enter your date of birth “mmddyyyy” example, 05271972:
Enter Social Security Number, no dashes,
(tt won't be displayed on the screen)
SSN:”
There’s apparently a bug in the login pro-

When entering a new password, users
should choose one easy to remember but
not easy to guess.
Ifa user enters their birth date or registration information was entered wrong, this
message will be displayed:
“No record has matched your entries.
Maybe you mis-spelled something. You can
try again, or contact Computing and Telecommunications at 3815 for assistance. Hit
‘enter’ to exit”

E-mall
Electronic mail (e-mail) lets people communicate quickly and easily with others on
or off campus. Although AXE’s operating
system has a built-in e-mail program, it’s
easier to use another program that has been
installed; P.I.N.E.. The P.LN.E. — Program for Internet News and E-mail — was
designed specifically with newusersinmind.

NIN
Foot-stompin’, alligator swampin’,
crawfish chompin’ music from the
Vee

Cr

MICROM Glen rad.

Tuesday, September 5
Van Duzer Theatre, 8pm
$17 General
$13 Students/Seniors

neophyte the inside scoop on computers
To start P.I.N.E. just type ‘P.I.N.E.’ at
the prompt. The first time P.I.N.E. is acti-

overwhelming, but the process of scrolling
through and selecting one is made a lot

vated, it will ask the user:

simpler by the commands listed at the bot-

After a selection is made, P.I.N.E. will
move on to its main menu. From the menu
users can read the on-line instructions for
using P.I.N.E., as well as write, send, read
or forward messages. When you want to

sages. There are thousands of these groups

accessible through P.I.N.E..
From the main menu select ‘S SETUP Configure or update P.I.N.E.’, and then ‘C
Config’. Scroll down to the ‘nntp-server’
item and hit ‘A’ to add a value. Then enter
‘news.csu.net’ and hit ‘E’ to exit. The news
server won’t activate until the user has quit
P.I.N.E., so hit ‘Q’ to quit.
Now re-enter P.I.N.E. and after entering
the folder menu, select ‘Select Here to See
Expanded List’. Hit ‘command-T” (*T) to

get a list of all the newsgroups available.
The number of newsgroups can seem

Stars of the Pickle Family Circus in
their hilarious new show ‘Eyes Wide

Mm elalee)

Finger and chfn

Typing ‘finger’ and hitting ‘return’ will
display everyone currently on line. Other
users on AXE can ‘finger’ your account by

typing yourlogin or your loginand the name

P.I.N.E. does more than just handle email, however. One of most popular features of the Internet are Usenetnewsgroups,
which are devoted to specific topics ofinterest and allow people to post and read mes-

apes

Van Duzer Theatre, 2pm Matinee

just hit ‘return’ to enter the newsgroup.

Newsgroups

Frc Bogosian
Ta

10

To subscribe to anewsgroup hit ‘A’. Then

leave P.I.N.E., just type ‘Q’ (quit).

-T

Sunday, September

“HelpE Exit Subscb
P PrevFldr- PrevPage
S [Subscribe] N NextFldr Spc NextPage”

N No”

MADE POSSIBLE WITH SUPPORT FROM

Open: Special low price!

tom of the screen:

“Would you like to receive (via e-mail) a
brief document entitled ‘Secrets of P.I.N.E.’?
Y [Yes]

COAS

As of this semester, HSU students are

or one special symbol such as a! or @ or #
or $ or % etc
Changing password for -----.
New password:
Retype new password:
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ey

of the server, axe.humboldt.edu, to see if a
user is on line or to get information like a

phone number a faculty member can be
reached at. For example:

finger mccrone@humboldt.edu
finger dmc2
finger dmc2@axe.humboldt.edu
However, users who want to use an alias

or hide personal information can use the
‘chfn’ command to change the statistics that
appear when their accountis fingered. Type

‘chfn’ and hit ‘return’.
Users can accept the default information
by hitting ‘return’, or entering something
new and hitting ‘return’ (only digits or blank
spaces can go in the phone number field).
The system will return to the ‘axe>’ prompt
after the final carriage return.

MIN
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This brilliant actor/writer and star of
films such as ‘Talk Radio; and ‘Under
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Seige II’ takes his intensely funny comic
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scalpel to life in the modern world.
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Environment Enhancement Program

Toxic waste levels decrease dramatically
@ Spartan amounts of
toxic materials and
attention to detail leave
science, art and photo

departments with
healthier environments.

responsibility was left to the university.

That was before a contractor allegedly

reneged onhis contract. Beakers and bottles
of laboratory waste clearly labeled with the

HSU emblem were found on Tompkins

Hill Road, a rural area which was most defi-

nitely not a toxic waste disposal dump.
The health department fined HSU

$176,145 fora variety of violations, prompting major renovations in toxic waste policy.

By Laura Travers
SCIENCE

contractor submitted the lowest bid. The
details were left to the contractor and the

EDITOR

Toxic chemical waste at HSU has been
cut back to less than half
of what it was five
years ago, through a combination of program changes, redistribution efforts and
rethinking old methods.
The amount of chemicals used in some
laboratory experiments has been reduced
by nearly 98 percent, said chemistry Professor Thomas Clark.

“The experiments have been scaled way

back,” Clark said. “Historically, 40 to 50
years ago, we worked with 50-gram amounts
of material. When I started teaching (in
1959) we used 10 grams. Nowit’s one-tenth
of a gram.”
This dramatic decrease is part of an on-

going effort in response to a crackdown on
toxic waste disposal, prompted after a senies of California Department of T oxic Substances Control violations in 1990.
Five years ago, HSU was mandated by
law to use whichever toxic waste removal

Environmental health compliance

One of the first changes was the hiring of

Kevin Creed for the newly created position
of director of environmental health compli-

ance.

Creed’s extensive background in toxic
management helped convince state authorities to allow all but $5,000 of the fine to be

rerouted back to HSU. The bulk of the

penalty would be spent creating new meth-

ods of toxic waste control, minimizing waste,

lowering costs, and increasing safety standards,
Through the resulting Environment En-

hancement Program—rather than tossing,

dumping or flushing—students and faculty
are being re-educated to look at each potentially toxic substance with an eye for potential reuse.
“Twenty-five years from now, you may
not find film in a photography class,” Creed
said. “But it is impossible to eliminate en-

PHOTO COURTESY HSU PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Several department benefit from new toxic waste cutbacks through extra
training and precautions Installed by Kevin Creed, director of environmental
health compliance for the past four years.

rely, at this point. It would tinker with

artistic abilities.”
For now, waste is down and alternatives

to chemical use are becoming more com-

monplace, Creed said.

Art darkroom technician Vaughn
Hutchins said there has been a 75 percent

See Toxic, page 37

RENAISSANCE
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Toxic: using materials wisely
¢ Continued from page 36
declinein darkroom wasteat HSU.

This is partially due to the advent
of computers, which are used for

imaging and concept capturing.
But for artists who want more control over the finished project,
Hutchins recommends use of the
color processor which uses less

chemicals than other methods.

“We used to process individual
tubes for photos,” Hutchins said.
“Now we use the chemical until it
is exhausted, and we save the

chemicals for Creed to collect instead of pouring them down the

drain.”
When used fixer and developer
are collected, they are shipped toa
plantin the Bay Area, where silver

is taken outin a recycling process.
Redistribution efforts
To date, 20 kilograms of solid

waste and 1,000 liters of liquid
have been recycled to other colleges and universities.
The art department at HSU is
very involved in a redistribution

program, sending extra supplies
where they can be more readily
used. When paint is no longer
needed, it is often routed over to

the drama department, where it
brushes new life into scenic backdrops.
Although art lecturer Teresa
Stanley said she couldn’t say exactly how much toxic waste was
eliminated from her department
over the past few years, the level is
definitely down. Not only are students and faculty being more care-

ful about what they discard, the
make-up of supplies changed even
further because of state-mandated
regulations of paint ingredients.
Toxic ingredients phased out

“Problematic ingredients are

gradually being phased out,”

Stanley said. Heavy metal cobalt

and cabiumare
being replaced with

less toxic synthetic materials, and
lead has been entirely eliminated

from paint. Where paint thinner

way.”

Sequential reactions, where one
experimentis the basis for the start

of the next, were hit hard by the
absence of enough material in the
student solutions to makethe carry-

over, Clark explained.

But as in other departments,
computers are helping to bridge
the gap. Equipment such as the
new Fourier Transform Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance Spetrometer
help students view much smaller
samples than ever before.
The financial impact of these
changes has been obvious, especially in the chemistry department
where glassware for experiments
was converted to microscale technology at a cost of $50,000. Virtually every department had some
type of added expense, with new
equipment designed to cut toxic
waste in everything from a new
automatic titrater in forestry to
updated material for graphics.
But Creed said the financial impact is balanced by the steadily
lowering cost of annual disposal
expenses.
In 1992, $189,000
was spent on
hazardous waste program costs,
including materials, contractlabor,
transportation and disposal as well
as permit and fee costs, lab analytical costs, supplies and training.
The 1995 tab was $80,000.
At this time, HSU generates
about three tons of waste every
semester. Creed is still looking for
improvement.
“What you had was a mess, five
years ago,” Sean Kearns, assistant

director of public affairs said. “We
have gone from being somewhat
embarrassed with no focus to having a model program.”
Kearns
was quick to give most of

experiments don’t work well that

$160,000 +

1991-92
1992-93
1993-94
1994-95

$140,000 +

o122.000
125,000
oy
80,000

$120,000 +
$100,000 +
$80,000 +

$60,000 4
$40,000 +
$20,000
0-4

1-9

Since 1992, the program

Students efforts appreciated

One of HSU’s best assets in this

university life where students can

work directly with the administra-

ha

d 20 kilograms of solid waste and

and reduce the amount

of waste generated by

* substituting hazardag
* optimizing efficiency
* using wastes from 0

* notifying other departrRé
¢ and purchasing equipm

1959 — 10 grams

1995 — One-tenth
of a gra

SOURCE: Environmental Health Compliance

GREG MAGNUS/EDITOR IN CHIEF

tion and get an education at the
same time, Creed said.

“There is a collective ‘we’ approach to this,” Creed said. “There
is willingness, cooperation and efficiency. We can focus on what
needs to be done.”
Student coordinator Steven
Kline said, “So much is education.

People want to do the right thing,
but just don’t know how.”
That’s where Creed comes in.

to enter a contaminated area for
clean up. Details of where the supposed spill would be located were
purposely left hazy, with those
taking partin the training required
toseek out the problemand handle
Ultimate goal

Pleased with the strides in toxic
waste awareness made over the
past couple of years, Creed said
everyone connected with HSU

has reason to be proud of the program.

Training

thing like this,” Creed said. “Ifwe
quit now, things could very well

As part of the disciplinary ac-

to see a computerized list of leftover stock which could be bought
or sold by students or faculty who
mightbe able to use the materials.
The right attitude

Although most reduction in
chemical consumption lies within
a few departments, Creed empha-

it.

With programs aimed as much
at teaching as preventing, Creed is
making sure HSU has no further
problems with CSTSC.

cate not only personnel at the university, but also the surrounding

problems.

——-- 1993-94 = 1994-95

1,000 liters of liquids annjgaity,

said is responsible
for anew awareness of alternative methods to old

Ithasn’talways been easy to convert courses
to accomodate thenew
technology necessary to cut back

Clark said. “Certain (chemistry)

program has decreased each year:

tion, HSU officials work to edu-

said. While some student interns
are paid to help with the program,
others are volunteers who generate senior projects while developing practical marketing skills and
helping the environment.
This is one of the few areas of

“It’s changed the way weteach,”

$200,000

Compliance helped reduce and redistribute $180,000toxic waste, the cost of the hazardous waste”
"

the credit to Creed, who Kearns

endeavor are the students, Creed

on toxic waste.

Not only has the Environmental Health

Financial impact

would have been used in the past,

a citrus-based solvents now being
implemented.

Hazardous waste program factoids

But he isn’t done, yet.
“Thereis never anend to someslide back to where they used to

be. And that wouldn’t be good.”
Eventually, Creed would like

sized smaller areas of study will
benefit as well, through safer working conditions, more modern
equipment, anda better awareness
of the environment.

“The price ofcomplianceis eternal vigilance,” Creed said. “Because there is a willingness to

change, we can do it.
“What makes it work at HSU is
that the upper management has
the right commitment and the
people have the right attitude.

community.
In June, 35 individuals from the

Eureka and Arcata fire departments, Arcata-Mad River Ambu-

lance, Humboldt County offices of
environmental health and emergency services and California State
University campuses at Humboldt,
Chico, Sonomaand San Francisco
came to HSU to take partinamock
hazardous spill training session.
The event featured use of “moon
suit” protective equipment used

by personnel who are designated

Twenty-four hours a day,
seven days a week, each
and every semester

Lumberjack online —

~— http://137.150.224.80 _

VILLAGE RIDGE
CAMP CURTIS
WOODRIDGE
REDWOOD
Newer 1 Bedroom/ Bath Apts.
Natural Surroundings
Very Clean Units
Energy Efficient
Close to HSU

2E<—\S
KRAMER
INVESTMENT

CORPORATION
444-2919
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Wildlands
Ota:

* continued from page 33
put the same kind of energy into
keeping his ranch an ecological
paradise he shows in driving to
work in San Francisco each day, at

the age of 94.

back into the principal, ensuring
the account will always be available.
According to the terms of the
bequeath, HSU authorities guarantee the Galbreath Wildlands
Center retains therespectafforded

left to be overrun by mountain li-

by Galbreath. If the time comes
when the agreement becomes impossible to maintain, the university will find another organization
who will honor the terms.
“This is not going to turn into a

ons and coyotes which have been

nature trail,” said Roelofs.

known to kill offhis sheep population, 20 animals in a swoop,
Galbreath made steps to protect
his land.
He approached several organizations in an attempt to make sure
the ranch would retain it’s natural
beauty, yet also be maintained.
Galbreath knew how much vigilance it would take, having spent
55 years downing diseased trees,
installing culverts, and preventing
erosion from destroying pastures.
But the first people Galbreath

Galbreath was pleased to find a
home for his ranch with HSU. “I
have heard good things about the
college — about the forestry, the

Search for caretaker
Concerned with the possibility
of his 4,500 acre ranch becoming
plowed over for condominiums or

approached with his plan weren’t

able to guarantee the kind of future
Galbreath had in mind for his
ranch. They wanted to impose limitations on the agreement which
were simply not acceptable to
Galbreath.
It wasn’t until his good friend
George Brown talked with fisheries Professor Terry Roelofs that

HSU came into the picture. With
negotiations in the works for nearly
two years, the finalization of the

agreement marked the largest gift
HSU has ever received. Along with
the acreage, a trust fund was2 set
up by Galbreath to provide for a

fisheries, the ecological view toward the environment,” he said in

a speech before the HSU faculty
on Nov. 12.

Fifteen departments

facilities. A portion of the money
derived from the interest will go

have plans to use the Galbreath

educational projects.
Students map ranch

Forestry professor Jerry Allen
had the opportunity last spring to
bring a small class of students to
the property to map out the wide
mixture of vegetation on the ranch.
“There is so much possibility
with the property,” Allen said.
“This should be a good way of
helping the different academia
work well together and bring the
departments closer together.”
Mammals identified
Lawior’s wildlife class had two
primary goals
in its week-long venture. First, track stats, with a metal

treated with carbon collected footprints as wildland critters walked
through small tunnels. The inte-

rior of the tubes had a metal surface treated with carbon and con-

tact paper students inserted into
long plywood housing to capturea
footprint that told which sort of

caretaker and maintenance of the

PHOTO COURTESY UNIVERSITY RELATIONS

From left,

animal went by.
In other cases, students used

live traps, or merely their own observation — highlighted by
nightscopes or binoculars. The
second goal was to compare habitat, foraging, or sounds made by
animals such as the rare
Townsends big-ear bats.
“You can pluck
the bats off the
walls at eye level,”
“

sik lane:
Students were
invited to find

voucher speci:
mens for the
museum. “You're
welcome to prep

them yourselves,”

said Lawlor.
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life/science senior
Kathleen Dickson.
“They’re the ones
swerving off to the side of the high-

403 2nd St.
Eureka
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<a forols
true
geological
goldmine.”

The clearing used as a
suena al

its primitive

creekside

bathing and
Sanitary por-

Kathleen Dickson

way to observe acoad kill.”

After the initial welcoming
speech, students scattered to get a
first-hand glimpse of the property.
A 4x4 truck driven by wildlife se-

nior John Kendall managed the
wagon-train type back country
trails while tree branches scraped
the paint along the side and
snapped into the heads of students
who had piled into the truck bed
for the ride. There were frequent
stops along the way, for a closer
look.

please.

ARCATA’'S BAGEL BAKERY & CAFE

very nice and very welcome.”
He beamed at the prospect of
more students coming to the ranch
as the year progresses. Fifteen departments will benefit from the use
of the property, with seven or eight
departments using the land on a
regular basis.
“Where does the environment
start
and
where does it
end?” Roelofs

You can always tell
the wildlife
majors.
.

majors,” said wild-

We provide the Bagel
if you buy the topping.

mathematics Professor Rollie Lamberson, INRSEP Director

Stuart.

tell the wildlife

Can you top this?

Center for field trips and

Russell Boham, caretaker of the property
Duane Orbaum, biology Professor T. Lawlor,
benefactor Fred Galbreath, fisheries Professor Terry Roelofs and forestry Professor John

“Youcanalways

aay CGSB

Wildland

Benefactor joins students

Galbreath was out looking for
deer, as his jeep maneuvered over
the roads he knew so well. From
time to time he pulled up beside a
group of students.
“Did you see the eagle on the
other side of that hill, feeding ona
deer?” he asked. “Did you see the
turkeys over there to the right?
Gobble at them!”
Galbreath
was likea kid, delighting in the adventure unfolding on
his ranch. “They’rea good group,”
he said of the students. “They’re

table

out-

houses

is a

The trip was a resounding success, said Lawlor. “There was an

enormous amount of wildlife out
there, more than I’ve ever seen. It’s

a beautiful place.”
The projects went great, hesaid.
Colonies ofbats in the barn were
studied to see if their positions related to temperature. Burned out
trees were checked as roosting
sites. Mist netting was laid out to
catch bats for identification. Five
different species of the mammal
were found on the property. Deer
behavior had been analyzed.
Wildlife senior Kristi Cripe said
students had tobe on the watch for
mountain lions and pigs, but nobody saw any during the trip.
Snakes at the porta potty

Galbreath whenhe firstbought the
ranch.

“The snakes were the scariest
thing,” Cripe said. “Six rattlers
were between the camp and the
porta potty. They leave you alone,
though, ifyou don’t step onthem.”
The peacefulness of the area made
Cripe feel protected. “You're totally safebecause there’sno people.
Justanimals,” shesaid.“That place
is like paradise.”
“I just wish there was a way we

“I found papers signifying the

could thank Fred,” said Dickson.

ildlif
ee

welcome sight
for students
eager to learn
more about the science of nature
all around them. Eventually, HSU
may build a dorm, research facilities and a library at the site.
Inthe meantime, students didn’t

mind sharing a bit of the same
primitive conditions which greeted

time of the Civil War, which tells
you how old it is,” said Galbreath

“Absolutely,” said pre-vet/zoology senior Kate Trower, waving

in the meeting last November.
“The kitchen had an earth floor.
The first week I was there, a gopher came up in the kitchen.”

her arm to encompass the scenic

Center of the universe
“The spirit of the place, that’s
what itis with Fred,” said Roelofs.

“It’s the center of his universe.”
As dusk turned into twilight,
thousands of crickets began to sing
and offin the distance the plaintive
wail of a coyote traveled through
the night.
When the week was over, the

students talked of wanting to return to the property to do other
course work.

view. “For all of this.”
In the November speech,
Galbreath told HSU faculty that
he was fond ofa little waterfall on
the property which empties into
three pools.
“I’ve been tempted many times
to wonder if] could find gold,” he
said. “This is the kind of place
prospectors a hundred years ago
would have loved to work at.”
There’s gold in the Galbreath
Wildlands Center, but if you ask
the people who spent aweek roaming the ranch while searching for
ways to thank
the man who madeit
all possible, they will tell you the
gold is in the heart of Galbreath.
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Earthquakes shaky topic of publication
m HSU professors collaborate on

magazine designed to help
prepare for the “big one.”

39

Natural disasters — West Coast style
Earthquakes — the result of tectonic

By Laura Travers

plates colliding below the Earth’s
surface — caused significant
damage throughout the state in
recent years. Humboldt County rests

Sci

Few people who have lived in California for any length of

Tsunami

time have not felt the rolling pitch of an earthquake. But in

with Kathy Moley of HSU’s Humboldt Earthquake Educa-

tion Center to produce a detailed and colorful graphic-rich
magazine designed by HSU graphic artisJay
t Brown with
the layman in mind.

It’s easy to read. It’s informative. And it’s free.
“Living on Shaky Ground” is 24 pages of earthquake

directly above the Mendocino Triple

Junction, where the Gorda, Pacific

nN

spite of the inevitability of yet another quake to come, and

theuncertanity ofjust how massive cach jarring episode will
be, not everyone knows what to do to prevent even more
serious tragedy.
That’s why geology Professor Lori Dengler collaborated

:

and North American plates meet.

Tsunami is a series of sea
waves caused by earthquakes
beneath the ocean floor. As
they approach the shore —
at speeds reaching 600 miles
perhour— Tsunamis have
the potential of rising several
feet, posing a threat to
communities near the ocean.

awareness detailing the science, history and myths of earthquake phenomena. The publication is filled with in-depth
information on how to prepare for a massive shaker — and

how to prepare for a potentially dangerous aftermath.
Maps isolating the destructive zones of earthquake faults
accompany the photographic evidence of the fury of mother
nature’s seismic instability.
“It includes new information from the scientific community on the seismicity of our area,” Dengler said.

Because of the rural nature of the Arcata community,
there are special needs to be addressed by people living here

which would not be considered by people residing in a
more densely-populated area. Things such as propane tank
safety and freestanding woodburning stoves are examined
ina “how-to” mode.
“A HSU survey found that over half the wood stoves in

Fault
Gorda Plate

SOURCE: Living on Shaky Ground:

How to survive

Tsunamis on the North

»

uakes and

Coast

BEAU S. REDSTONE/ LUMBERJACK STAFF.

the epicentral area slid during the April 1992 earthquakes

and anumber toppled over,” one section says, emphasizing
the need to stabalize ahead of time.

The magazine willbe available next week. It canbe found

in The Lumberjack news racks, from HEEC, or from public
relations.
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"GOSPEL scoring
Small
company
attracts

big names
By Jackson Garland
MANAGING EDITOR

Sound

Conceptions, the pro-

duction company

responsible

for bringing the Reverend
Horton

Heat

to

Humboldt

County, is trying to reintroduce
the word “alternative” to the
county’s music scene.
Founded

by Redway

resi-

dents Celeste Pinneyand Krissy
Mooney, Sound Conceptions
entered the Humboldt

County

music scene last summer when

the company produced the
‘Tralio Disgracias show at the
| Mateel Community Center.
The Reverend Horton Heat is
the company’s second show.

PHOTO

COURTESY

OF INTERSCOPE

“We'd like to do a show a
month,” said Pinney during a
telephone interview from
Redway. “We're looking into
new venues to do shows be-

RECORDS

The Reverend Horton Heat (center), flanked by his drummer Taz (left) and his bassist Jimbo (right), will perform on Labor Day
at the Mateel Community Center.
By Jackson Garland
MANAGING EDITOR

The massesare flocking, the redwoods are parting — the Reverend
has arrived.
The man is Jim Heath, also
known as the Reverend Horton
Heat. His sermon is a non-stop
barrage of rockabilly/country music which defies categorization and
attracts audiences from many walks

who physically expressed his admiration for Heath after a show
one night.
“We were playing a gig in Chi-

ing, then we figured, ‘Let’s get
louder, faster and meaner.”
This “faster and meaner” sound

cago and this guy came up to us,

Front.”
Backed

ConceiretwZ §
Prev

was so
oriented,

Hot on the heels of his new album, “Liquor in the Front,” the

impressed with
Heath that he

Reverend’s teachings will grace

offered to pro-

Humboldt County at the Mateel
Community Center in Redway
Monday.

duce

the

Reverend’s

most

tracted praise from many

in the

industry, including Billy Corgan
of the Smashing Pumpkins and
Frank Black, whom Heath opened
for on one of Black’s recent tours.
Heath even attracted the eye of
Ministry frontman Al Jourgenson,

in the

uid
by ‘l'az on
got down on his knees and started
iS, the
licking our shoes,” stated Heath in Jimbo on upright
Reverend’s new
a press release.
album contains
“It was Al.”
rockabilly, COULLJourgenson,
try and surf muwho is notoriRev. Horton
sic all rolled into
ously studio-

of life.

Heath’s rockabilly style has at-

is apparent on “Liquor

Heat

Monday 7 p-9
Tickets $13

vinced
ally an
guess
Steely

“(1 his album)
is scarier but

Mateel Community Center | more romantic —
recent album,

which Heath gladly accepted.
“Jourgenson

one.

somehow

con-

me that recording is actuart form,” Heath stated. “I
that’s true for a group like
Dan, but I’ve never cared

for knob turners. I will make some
changes, though. We used to care
alotabout
being traditional-sound-

there’s Latin romance going on,” Heath stated.
“Most of the stuffon the record is
pretty hard and more psychedelic.
Our music is upright bass music,
so many of our songs rely on the

rhythmic aspect.
“Taz is really good at double
kick. It doesn’t fit with most
rockabilly bands, but he plays it so

good that it’s got to be heard. He’s

I see our music

cause the Mateel is getting
booked up pretty quickly.
“We're looking into the Santa

progressing to where Taz is going

Rosa area to do some shows

crazy and Jimbo’s doing the double

and possibly over in Chico as

slap thing. Then all I’d have to do

| well, because there are a lot of

is ‘bri-i-ing, bri-i-ing,’ strum a few

The Reverend’s two previous
albums, “Smoke ’Em If You Got
*Em” and “The Full-Custom Gospel Sounds ofthe Reverend Horton
Heat” were produced on the Se-

| people there but nothing going
on.”
Pinney said they were planning shows for Octoberand No| vember and aithough she
wouldn’t mention any names,
she said both a hip hop and
heavy metal show were in the

attle grunge label Sub Pop.

| works.

our secret Weapon.

“tmbo is really good atslap bass.
He cranks it out.

chords, get feedback and make stu-

pid faces at the girls.”

Both Pinney and Mooney
worked at the Mateel for several
years and became gradually frustrated because the Mateel or
Humboldt County other production companies hadn’t been
producing many alternative
shows.
Pinney and Mooney were

“Liquor inthe Front,” produced

by Interscope, was recorded in
Jourgenson’s own studio in Austin, Texas.
“Al’s incredible,” Heath stated.
“He doesn’t mix wimpy. He mixes
cranked up all the way and blows

out studio speakers all the time.
He knows all about effects and did
a lot of crazy stuff with the vocals.

See Heat, page 50

both involved with Red

c

Hot

See Conceptions, page 50
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BeauSoliel spice up the stage Cajun style, gu
bu

k

3

i

greupaeen.
Cr

(rs

a wt

MANAGING EDITOR

Per
Pos

sen

By Jackson Garland

opened for The Grateful Dead and even

| Van Duzer Theatre

aN

provided the soundtrack for a Maalox commercial,
Nameitand BeauSoleil has probably done

“4 of

BeauSoleil has done pretty much everything.
The Louisiana-based Cajun group has
been nominated for five Grammy awards,

$1,7$13 students”

|

tq
tc

it. Lead vocalistand fiddler Michael Doucet,

seeking any star status or ‘best of recognition or anything.”
The opening gig broadened BeauSoleil’s
audience base considerably.
“At almost every concert someone comes
up to us and says ‘Hey, you guys opened for
the Dead!” Doucet said.
BeauSoleil’s musicalso captured national
attention when the song “Hot Chili Mama”
from the 1988 album of the same name was
used in one of the most popular commercials ever made for Maalox — the one ending
witha fat guy’s glasses getting steamed up by
a plate of crawdads. The spot was premiered
during opening ceremonies of the 1994
Winter Olympics and was an instant hit with
viewers.
“Now people ask us to play ‘Hot Chili
Mama’ live almost everywhere we go. We
call it the ‘Maalox Two-Step!”

received the praise of Rolling Stones guitarist Keith Richards, who paid him the ultimate compliment: “If I played fiddle, I'd
play just like you do!”
Doucet started playing music at about the
age of six.
“It wasn’t any kind of formal training,” he
said in a telephone interview from his hotel
room in Hartford, Conn. “Ijust simply loved
music.”
BeauSoleil makes Lafayette, La., its home

and consists of the aforementioned Doucet
on fiddle and lead vocals, David Doucet on

guitar and vocals, Jimmy Breaux on Acadian
accordion, Al Tharp on bass, banjo and
fiddle, Billy Ware on percussionand Tommy
Alesi on drums.
The band’s debut album, “The Spirit of
Cajun Music,” was released in 1977. During the next 15 years, more than a dozen
albums and five Grammy nominations followed.
It was for a Northern California Mardi
Gras festival in February,

PHOTO COURTESY OF CENTERARTS

BeauSoliel brings the sounds of the Big Easy to the Van Duzer Tuesday.
pressed the simplicity of BeauSoleil’s recording process.
“We don’t do overdubs well,” he said.

“Most of the tracks were all done live in one
take. We don’t particularly like the record-

ing process. What we really are is what we
play and do live.

“L’Echo,” the band’s latest album, re-

leased last September, harkens back to the

“When we record for an album, what’s

traditional songs, styles and sounds of Cajun
music’s pioneers.

recorded is just what happens on a certain
day. The next day it could be completely
different.”
Doucet expressed much more enthusiasm for live performance. Does a group that
has performed in all types of venues, from
small bars to Carnegie Hall, have a preference to a certain kind of venue?
“T really just like places where people
interact, where we can get people up and

1990, that The

“This album was a lot of fun,” Doucet

Grateful Dead asked BeauSoleil to open for

said. “It was a different aspect for us.
There are many old forgotten songs on it
that are very important. At one time,
(Cajun) artists had a very important role
in culture.”
Doucet said track selection was more artist-oriented than song-oriented and ex-

them.

Doucet said that happens in small and
large venues.

“We play a mix of original and traditional
pieces live. There’s no set list at all,” he said.
While the musical roots of the band stem
from the 1920s and ’30s, the members are
very much rooted into the luxuries of the

90s. Four members of the group carry
Macintosh Powerbooks on the road with

them and surf the Internet on a somewhat
consistent basis.
Doucet said the computers
tool for the group.
“Our road manager lives in
so sometimes the only way he
of us is through the computer
Doucet said.

are a definite
Philadelphia.
can get a hold
(via e-mail).”

~

eo

—

“It was a great experience,” Doucet said.
“They’re just regular people who jam around
and they asked us to jam.
“We’re known as the ‘Cajun Grateful
Dead,” Doucet said. “There are parallels

moving.”

&
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Clark explores gritty reality iin1'Kids'
ism. Clark pays close attention to

By Carrie Bell —

details and never lets the viewer
forget the young age of the charac-

SCENE EDITOR ©

Larry Clark set out to make a

ters. These

realistic movie about young adolescents in the ’90s. What he ended

constant

reminders

include a discussion about armpit
hair and whether or not to use
deodorant, the girl’s matching
underwear and bra sets adorned

up with was a cautionary tale of
both the tragedy and beauty of
youth in a world that doesn’t want

with

to notice, but desperately needs

flowers

or large

plaids,

pimples and squeaky voices on the
verge of breaking.

to.

“Kids” is a wake-up call to all

The screenplay, which borders

generations — young and old —
without preaching or patronizing.

on being a documentary, was wnitten by 19-year-old Harmony Konine,

It is a no-holds-barred collection
of compelling and powerful im-

who

Clark

met

in Manhattan’s

Washington Square Park. Although
it is obvious Korine has a future in

ages depicting the experiences, attitudes and uncertainties of inno-

Hollywood, he does need to work

cence lost.
The film revolves around a clus-

on character development a little
more. The film would havea bigger

ter of New York skate punks and

impact if viewers felt like they knew

their love interests on the hottest

the gang better.
The fact that all of the actors are
people Clark found around New
York also adds to the true-to-life
feeling that prevails throughout
“Kids.” Although it is sometimes

day of the year ... a “single day in

which everything and nothing will
change.” It explores the sexual
awaking that coincides with pu-

berty inan American society where
48 percent of teenagers have had

Some of the “Kids” in photographer Larry Clark’s first feature film gather their friends up for a
night full of skating, sex and drugs. The graphic nature of “Kids” is not for the weak of heart .
Clark, who has established him-

about sexual conquests witha similar discussion occurring in a female counterpart’s bedroom. It is
one of the most honest and accurate accounts of what happens

selfas an influential savage eye in
his photography, makes an easy
transition to film. Clark uses a lot
of hand-held camera work to adda
personal in-your-face look draw-

congratulated for resisting the urge
to wrap it all up with a happy ending which distinguishes “Kids”

ing the audience closer to the film’s

from other current releases.

action. He also adds some Lynchlike subway and club images and
characters that establish the New
York subculture.
One of the movie’s strongest
points, as well as the hardest one
to cope with, is the intense real-

“Kids” will make you laugh, although guiltily. “Kids” will make

when a bunch of females get to-

Casper, his best friend who is al-

getherand gossip. Expect no recipe

ready sipping on a 40-ouncer by
early afternoon, and the two wan-

exchanges or Barbie dolls among
these ruffles.
Two of the girls announce their

Clark uses his cinematic talents

his lack of sexual appeal makes his

scene complete with bragging

Afterwards he meets up with

der over to an older friend’s apartment to watch skate videos and get
stoned.

fore more damage is done.

to juxtapose this male-bonding

Fitzpatrick does a great job as the
cocky and suave Telly although

plans to go to a clinic that afternoon to get tested for AIDS. Jennie,
who was a victim of Telly the pre-

vious summer and has since remained celibate, is delivered bad

news destroying the kids are invincible myth. Chloe Sevigny, who
portrays the cutest and quietest of
the circle, tries to remain calm and

decides she has to warn Telly be-

Weaw Selezses On Salef
aie ee

CD!

$ BFL 2) Cassette!
This

week

featuring

° Dire Straits “Live At BBC” > Joe Ely “Letter To Laredo”
~ «Dance Hall Crashers “Lockjaw”

#&. iinlor Mafiaalin

ee

Arcata 826-7007

40
H St. wetwe

10th & Lith

HORROR/SCI-FI

VIDEO

roll as a ladies’ man a stretch.
Clark and Korine should also be

youcry. But most ofall, this haunt-

ing and uncompromising tale of
24 frenetic hours will crawl under
your skin, penetrate your thoughts
and linger there for years to come.

¢ FOREIGN e FILM NOIR « CLASSICS

EXPERIENCE

Featuring a wide selectionof
unique movies that you
want fo see..
ENTER OUR "PULP FICTION" DRAWING
PRIZE IS A COLLECTABLE

CUSTOM FRAMED
THEATRICAL POSTER

400 G StreeteArcataeCA
826-1105

ONOH *S3AUVINIANDOGs

sexist and racist remarks, drug use
and homosexuality. It opens with
an incredibly raw and awkward
scene where Telly, the self-pronounced “Virgin Surgeon,” deflowers a young girl with promises
of love, gentleness and a relationship.

PHOTO COURTESY OF EXCALIBER FILMS

best — acted like kids.
Justin Pierce adds some comedy
to the plot as the goofy socialite
Casper, who also seemsa
little jealous of Telly’s conquests. Leo

*SJIAOW LIND *SLUV TWLUVW *NOIOVY ONO

ing. It has its share of profanity,

onthe screenand
did what theydo

e JAPAN ANIMATIONe ROCK, REGGAE & JAZZ VIDEOSe CONTEMPORARY

sexual intercourse by the tenth
grade and roughly half have had
unprotected sex by 19, according
to the Centers for Diease Control.
But be prepared, “Kids” wasn’t
shrouded in controversy for noth-

obvious they haven’t had formal
training,
most seemed comfortable

JdV1 NO SHOO8 *SOISSVID *ACGIWOD HSILUE *AL S89
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listening diva as she appeared on
herlast tour, downto the black dress

sion called 213CD.

question remains: “Doesitsing “The

“Random

and press-on nails. Of course, one

guitaristand leaderJerry Garcia
was found dead at a Marin
County, Calif., drug treatment
center, reportedly of a heart attack. Garcia, 53, suffered from
several ailments ‘including diabetes and admitted to excessive
drug use in the past.
The band, which championed the San Francisco form of
improvisational rock ’n’ roll

HSU Natural
History Museum
and store
recently

since 1966, is unsure of its fu-

a

Cpecial
i

Memberships

Museum

plus Field

Guides

ture.
Fans gathered in several cities

Student

and

across the country to pay their

Available

respects and sing, “Fare you
well, my only true one.”
¢ NBC’s peacock climbed to
the top of the pecking order as it
locked up U.S. television nghts
tothe Summer Olympics in 2000
in Sydney, Australia, and the Salt
Lake City Winter Olympics in

Posters!

BB G Street
(across from Widberries)
826-4479
open 10 am - 4 pm
Tuesday - Saturday

2002 for a record $1.27 billion.

e Fitness guru Richard
Simmons proves you can never
be too old to play with dolls.

The Smashing Pumpkins are
looking for a keyboard player for
live performances and figured what

better way to find one than advertising in the Chicago wantads. Applicants were asked to submit a
five-minute cassette of themselves.
¢ Neil Young and his manager
Elliot Roberts established their
own recording label in early Au-

gust. Rumor has it that Young
wants Jonathon Richman to be
the first signed to Vapor Records.
e Renaissance man Henry
Rollins has taken the rock ’n’ write

trend to new heights. His company

tee

Lisa

Lichtenfels to construct a 30inch,

$10,000 replica of the easy-

MONDAYS
eh Lee

OR

UT ae

TUES / WED

Club Karaoke
with Downtown Curtis Brown & Guesis
The Ultimate Karaoke Experience.
Show Starts at 9PM - 18 Over Welcome

THURSDAYS
ed
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aaa Le

ean aa eae CHUMeaaaaee Stu tk AY a0
Sain MMCMCA DAY ALAC Tha ia rt a

BAAN

SATURDAYS

TW
444 - CLUB

TAR

ROSE

days. Eight weeks after the band
resumed touring this summer

following Bill Berry’s recovery
from a brain aneurysm, bassist
Mike Mills went under the knife
to remove an adhesion from his
small intestine.
Adhesionsare fibrous tissues

thatjoin normally unconnected
parts of the body. Mills was
released July 18.
¢ Kurt Cobain can’t rest in
peace even after his death. His

wife, Courtney Love, applied
to and was turned down by two
Seattle graveyards in regards to
burying Cobain’s ashes because of security reasons.
¢ Disney chairman Michael

Eisner has gone retro with the
revival of “Schoolhouse
Rock.” The animated music
videos that wowed ’70s kids
will run on ABC on Saturdays.
The comeback also entails a
line of merchandise, an Off
Broadway show, home videos,
CD-ROMS, a remastered CD,

a book and a cover CD
Atlantic’s top pop acts.

by

— Carrie Bell

NAT 3
gta

med
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of fan club memberships these

AUS
UPCOMING CONCERTS

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL ON BIG SCREEN
Saad

Senseless

chase medical textbooks instead

operation with titles by Nick Cave,
Roky Erickson and Iggy Pop.
Rollins added a recording divi-

artist

Access,

Twinkie with the recent comeback
ofJohn Travolta. Thesong, which
Travolta strutted his stuff to in
1977’s “Saturday Night Fever,”
now has an asking price of five or
six figures to be heard in a film.
PolyGram Records’ licensing
department gets more than 1,000
requests a year for the tune. The
band reviews every request and
approves about a third. Fans can
hear it in “Bushwhacked” and
“Virtuosity” this fall.
¢ Extra! Extra! Read all about it!

2.13.61 turned into a multifaceted

doll

Brooklyn,” Jack Womack’s

Way We Were’ or wet the bed?”
e The Bee Gees’ “Stayin” Alive”

The Barbara Streisand devohired

Hubert Selby’s “Last Exit to
Violence’ and Pop’s “I Need
More” on audiobook CDs.
e R.E.M. fans should pur-

has been granted the half-life of a

¢ On Aug. 9 Grateful Dead

Look for

a ET
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EUREKA'S ORIGINAL

TATTOO &
BODY PIERCING
STUDIO

*Activities Catedinaine Board
°Center Arts Advisory Board
¢Lumberjack Enterprises
°UC Board
*University Curriculum
eAcacdemic Senate

e Single use needles

124 Second Street

e Autoclave sterialization
e Fine line, custom Tribal, oT

Eureka, CA 95501

e Best prices on quality body jewelry

with available seats!)

|

The Associated Students

445e3155

Best Tattoos and
Body-piercings on the North Coast

is offering you
the ticket to make important decisions,

OPEN SEVEN DAYS

Call for an appointment or just drop by.
It’s worth the drive to Eureka.

gain valuable knowledge about the structure of

committees, and

“For Musicians ...

443-3809

3610

(just a few of the committees

take your education into your own hands!

By Musicians”

Pick up your application today
at the Associated Students office
in the University Center, or call 826-4221!

EUREKA

BROADWAY,

|

Ms
Funded
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Students

To all the people who think the press goes
too far sometimes, consider the alternative.
Given $B Sentence

Spy for iim

GE

Continued
ntieistPyten Page
Pose Al

Democrat member of the House intel-

a

ligence committee has criticized Mrs.
sentence

prosecutors

the value of their work.”’

work:ing in Federal a
theirg hear
f -lon
Sean
At the hour
court here, Mr. Sig pleaded guilty
as expected, to a two-count

Crimina

indictment charging him with @ygm™

a
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not
my

At one point, Mr.

enduring

sur-

@@@@® delivered

a

lecture Qagggguhmemsh at seemed to

Mr. @gM

received the maximum

penalty for @

crimes, prosecutors

said. Federal law does allow for exe-

suggest thatemtesememeeteeedegtes,

* He noted that eupiemegemetie

the law has not been updated to incor- —_—_——_—
But

even

though

these

agencies

were in effect neutralized, Mra
Mrs.

lea

guilty to a less-

Canny

too

lenient,

but

the plea _bar-

“Did she get off easy? No, she did
get off easy,’’ Ms.
said.

‘*The disposition resulted in
the maximum benefit to the Government that
could have been achieved in this
case.”’

Ms. ggiagy would not explain how
Mrs. @lMii sentence represented

Such a benefit, but she appeared to be
referring to the dio

against

Mr.@@ilpobtained in part by grantieenieaetnpiheaiaan
Mrs.
leniency.

cutions in some
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ashamed remorse
and bitter defiance.

Motivated Called Greed

said the delay was
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overnment’s
effort
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the damage
actions
causéd. His lawyers saidt € process
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Exhaustive Questioning

In the weeks to come, counterintel- See.

Federal
3l-year
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If the press didn’t tell us, who would?
Sell it, tell it, find it, announce it
in the Lumberjack Classys

ton’
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Kirchner’s bookx celpprates half-baked fads and flops
Th

By Carrie Bell
SCENE EDITOR

Remember the She-inal?

Ever play with a Joey Stivic doll?
Notice a premature burial alarm

Book

Revie Ww

Paul Kirchner

“Forgotten

Rhino books

Fads and

237 pages

the last time you were at a funeral?

The answer is probably no
to all these questions because
they’re examples of what happens ,

when a get-rich-quick scheme
doesn’t catch on like wildfire. For

every pet rock or Hula-hoop success story, there is a vast number
of failed attempts to create the next
big thing. Writer and illustrator
Paul Kirchner’s latest book “Forgotten Fads and Fabulous Flops”
organizes the world of misfires and
their creators from A to Z.

This encyclopedia of sorts,

available from Rhino books, is the

perfect coffee table book for any-’
one with a sense of humor. It pro-'
vides the whos, whats, whys and!
hows of more than 100 zany fads.

my

Fabulous Flops%

= $14.95

their lifetime and their pride.
The novel also has several entries regarding things that must

“| have felt the lure of the 99 cent
store, the flea market and the tag
sale, where flops live out their
strange afterlife.”

have seemed like a good idea at the
time. Gold fish and dirt eating,
smoking banana peels and stuffing
phone booths are all covered.
Kirchner also examines movements that have halted such as
Polyfidelity.

PAUL KIRCHNER
author and illustrator

Polyfidelity, which

Most of the book is devoted to
actual products suchas the Greenie

included Gestalt group therapy,
group marriage and communally-

store, the flea market and the tag

the harebrained is allowed to exist.

Beanie, bosom make-up and in-

owned businesses, thrived in the

sale, where

flops live out their

It makes the average reader feel

sect food. Readers will laugh their
way through the “Candy Hall of
Shame” which describes in detail
Barfo Family Candy and the Life
Savior Jesus line. There isa “Beers

strange afterlife,” Kirchner stated
in a press release why he decided
to write the book.
“Forgotten Fads and Fabulous

good. Not everyone can be an

give college students and beer enthusiasts something new to discuss
over their next cold one.
Kirchner is quick to point out
that some of these products, like
New Coke, cost companies a for-

Kerista Commune in San Francisco
from the ’70s until the early 90s.
Kirchner, whose style is very
straightforward and comedic,
knows what he is talking about
because of his employment with
several defunct toy companies and
advertising firms. His work as a
television animator and comic
book artist certainly helped him
draw detailed illustrations to help
readers visualize the flops.

tune while others cost inventors

“T have felt the lure of the 99 cent

that Went Flat” section that will

Albert Einstein,

but one

can

grateful that they didn’t spend their
fortune designing the foam house.

Flops,” his fourth novel, is written

As Kirchner writes, “It allows us to

ina way that allows it to be picked
up and put down at the convenience of the reader without fear of
losing his or her place.
It won’t cause any epiphanies or
change the way readers view the
world. But itis reassuring to know
that we still live ina country where

feel good in our happy medium.”

As those textbooks beckon and
the idea of reading for pleasure
seems like a distant memory, pick

up “Forgotten Fads and Fabulous
Flops” for an educational study
break and a much-needed laugh.

Think You Might
Be Pregnant?
FREE pregnancy testing
all services free & confidential

Crisis Pregnancy Center
OF THE NORTH COAST

607 F Street Arcata

822-7039
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BEFORE
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high
arty linear notes, read like a hie

school poet’s angst-rdden
Chee folder.

heh

OOS.

second track goes for the Nirvana

SSOFes anc end Bties

rhyming scheme and misses badly

ee

“Tonguetied/blackeved Jeftfor
are nft-ladden,

that million-dollar

86M SOF Kic’s False
MeGra =

seeking

hook

ing Brothen Cane does is catchy

Virgin Records

Maybe it’s because Johnson repeats

America’s subconscious but noth-

is the classic

garage rock ‘n’ roll quartet: two
guitars, bass and drums. And
from there the sound doesn’t

change much.
Damon Johnson, the lead
guitar man, uses some nice
pedal effects but when it comes
down to it the band isn’t break-

ing down

doors or even new

ground.

Bassist Roman Glick keeps it
uncomplicated, laying down

Brother Cane has a sound
reminiscent of Soundgarden.

are long and repetitive but all the

9S Tacks

Gating

songs

294

Some

hover

around

the four-

minute mark. The guitar solos are

ot

9 ?@¥eTUseMents

tcsehs

on

and

“Proceed

“You

The Hooo. All the lyrics have
been replaced by the appropriate
barnyard animal noises ranging
from mews to clucks to barks.
The talented keyboardist

Development,

The

blighted with whistles,

bagpipes

Wayne Peet even creates a duet

trains of the saxophone.
ots have also enlisted the
elease

Of = Rahzel.

forastunning rendition of “Wipe
Out.” The CD is rounded out by
an all-farm “Barnyard Medley.”
It isn’t worth the buy unless

on “The Lesson’ and on
~? ys Rozell.” His amazing
box skill allows him to simu-

¢

heat

every

5

———~s

between the pigs and the ducks

help of the “Godfather of Noyze,”

msiOTY

S*
o_o
J*tSoms amc" + op Get

“Barbara Ann” by Ewe 2, “Born
to Be Wild” by Chickenwolf
and
“We're Not Gonna Take It” by

Pharcyde and Digable Planets, are
|

ompines

Seeds isa fine effort butitisnot
arock’n’rollanthembyanystretch
of the imagination. Background
party music, OK; another Led
Zeppelin’s “Song remains the

The album features songs like

“he tight tracks, a hybrid of Ar-

ever

TuUmMOTSeG

iar with the originals or anyone
who has spent the last couple of
hours at Marino’s.

Ain't Fly.”

he “50s

Hack

ve ene

sound

gueezed

you have young children to take
it over after the novelty wears off.

that has ever

out of DJ equipment

ey e

tthe! aI
he Roots don’t

CIR.

— Carrie Bell

use any.) or en-

Southern Culture on the Skids

Same” no way.

pum is definitely a must-

— Greg Magnus

Dirt Track Date

David Geffen Company

sve for anvone who calls them2 fan of rap, although seeing
he Roots live can’t be topped.

Various
“Hanna-Barbera Classics”
Rhino Records

Any band that writes a song
with the lyrics, “It don’t matter if
your pants are shiny/if your dick
is big/or your dickis tiny. Itdon’t

— Carrie Bell

\

anous
Bar

Kod

through Bedrock and Yogi Bear is
sharing his picnic basket with
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pus

average, bass lines tepid and the
drumming is adequate if not me-

talker than singer. His voice is

with a slight echo and rarely

SC

ews *

USOFY OF Afhittatent

For the first time in cartoon his-

anni.

»

to bring laughs to anyone famil-

sound es-

traditional homegrown

edwith

Chey Teatize

hone pynIcs Gacy

Johnson is more of a melodic
distorted throughout the album

When

himselfalotin hissongs.Choruses

simple hhcks overand over again

— trying to keep the songs
which seem to drag snappy.

©

would love it), this album is sure

back to the Sugar Hill era. It is

-

yaa

Supposedly for children (who

The freestyle funky beats harken

ee

int

Brother Cane
“Seeds”

Cane

een

27 aves. the CDis quite the

dead,” croonsJohnson.“Obscene)
vaccine/excites the head.”

Brother

PReruse

4

"ete

Songs

»orePnnses

ee

of “Barnyard Beat.”

by storm to give even the best hiphop groups a run for their money,
of g lyricists
The band, consistin
Black Thought and Malik B.,
drummer B.R.O. theR.? and bassist Hub. is on it’s way to becoming
and it deservesit.
che next big thing

:

:
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party too late,” is worth checking out.
Mixing rockabilly sound with
twanging hill-billy singin’ adds
up to Southern Culture on the

written and very personal lyrics.
Bozulich’s back-up seems fairly
talented and cohesive. Jessy
Greene’s violin and viola adds a
certain ethereal quality to the mu-

Skids, a trio from Chapel Hill,

The Geraldine Fibbers
“Tost Somewhere Between

Earth and My Home”
Virgin Records
Don’t be fooled by the band’s
Celtic-sounding name or traditional logo. The music of the
Geraldine Fibbers is almost the
farthest thing from the traditional
folk of that region.

Box” are all anthems to those
things both wonderful and white
trash — like Little Debbie moon
pies, drive-thru KFC and butterscotch-dipped cones at the
Dairy Queen.

Bozulich (Can we say Courtney
Love clone?). It is easy to under-

“Skullbucket,” “Make Mayan a
Hawaiian” and “Galley Slave”

the band shows offits skills, playing groovie surf music 4 la Dick

Dale and Shadowy Men from a

Shadowy Planet.
— Greg Magnus

— Carrie Bell

louder instruments.
This CD is mediocre at best and
seems as if it is trying to ride the
coattails of the alternative female-

the

debut albumare loud and filled with

instrumentals,

you singing along.

is again overshadowed by the other

“White Trash,” “Fried Chicken

three

tive, a common
trap for
dancehall artists, but it will have

Thee Gone,” adds anice twist, but

In fact, most of the songs on the

With

picking up. It is not too repeti-

dant drum beats. Kevin Fitzgerald’s
banjo on the closing song, “Get

The other tracks, including
and Gasoline” and “8 Piece

feet, the rest of the CD is worth

distortion-heavy guitar and redun-

S.C.0.T.S. (David Hartman
on drums, Mary Huff on bass

“Camel walk” — which begins with the memorable
words, “Baby, will you eat that
there snack cracker in your
special outfit for me, please?”
— is a dedication to women
whose lifestyle and dietary
habits make Miller want to
walk like a camel.

— Carrie Bell

sic, but it is almost lost amid the

N.C.
and Rick Miller on guitar) sound
good — from the goofy “Voodoo Cadillac” to the surf-music
noir of “Skullbucket.”

his friends. Rayvon sings on
“Summertime” and “Treat Me
So Bad” is spiced up by ex-Brand
Nubian rapper Grand Puba.
Although his cover of “Day
O” falls flat at Harry Belafonte’s

like “Rock Anthem for the Retarded
Teenage Hipster Population.”
It isn’t that Smile is terrible, they
just fail to stand out from hundreds
of other Orange County rock bands.

rusty

“Fluke”
Tag Records

fronted band trend.

Ah... to be young and rusty.

— Carrie Bell

To live for the sound of distortion and have some stringyhaired bastard singing about the
landlord.
To know, in your secret heart
of hearts, that you were cool
because you were different.

Smile

“Maquee”
Atlantic Records

the screeching fierce voice of Carla
stand why she was the star of an

erotic industrial dance trio prior to
her employment with the Fibbers.
At times, as in the desperationfilled “Lilybelle,” Bozulich slows
down the tempo and turns off the

angst which reveals her secret melodic voice. If she let this more

listenable personality out of the
closet more often, the band might
have a more promising future and

fans would be able to catch the well-

About the last thing this band
and its music will make you do is
smile because of its disenchanted
lyrics, crunchy guitar and pounding rhythms.
This trio from Tustin doesn’t
care about popularity. They just

Shaggy

so, then why do they insist on making music that sounds like a mix of

hit, “Oh Carolina,” topped charts.
And now he is back with anew CD
that features the summer’s No. 5
single, “Boombastic.”
His songs take your ears captive
and make your hips sway to the
infectious beats. Itislightand breezy,
perfect for sunny days.
Shaggy also gets a little help from

want to make their music. If this is
Alice in Chains,

Metallica

and

punk-rock clichés?

The band does a lot better when

they slow things down as on “Picture Made Past” and lead vocalist

Mike Rosas actually sings. Some

songs have great ideas behind them

“Boombastic”

Virgin Records

Rusty tries different things, the

Shaggy has solved the mystery
ofhow to continually produce great
dancehall music.
In 1993, his “Sliver” soundtrack

the
sound,
rock
grungy
minimalist hit-the-drum-sticks-

together punk opening and the
psychedelic guitar solo played
softly in the background.
Instruments are muddied to-

gether and styles mix into each
other blending into a mess of
sound and feedback.

Since rusty tries everything a

few songs stick out. “Warning”

has a good beat and uses a funky
slide guitar,
Greg Magnus

Sports Grill
Voted #1 Sports Grill

CASA DE QUE PASA IS BACK!
Well not completely...but you can get
the original VEGERITO at the Eureka
Natural Foods Deli/Cafe.

Welcome Back

Students!
x.
)
Bring this coupon in

for 1/2 off lunch or dinner

Serving Frozen Yogurt, Power Shakes,
Salads, Sandwiches, Espressos & Fresh juices!
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Eureka's only complete natural food
store featuring organic produce and

Guess the score and win $50

everything

else a healthy
1626 Broadway

Store Hours
Mon - Fri 9:00-7:00
Sat & Sun 10:00-6:00

WHAT

Eureka

442-6325

body

Come in for Monday Night Football
Specials
(sign up between 5-6 p.m.)

needs.

Deli Hours

Mon - Fri 9:00-5:00
Closed Sun

Happy Hour
Mon-Fri
Soe oat

A DEAL!

Glasses

Can you believe a 2 for 1 deal

on any deli item including entrees,

domestic
microbrews

sandwiches, power shakes w/ frozen
yogurt, espresso drinking, etc.
Eureka Natural Foods

1626 Broadway

Eureka

mo
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Pints

eee
2.90

442-6325
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Pino and Razz bring the circus to the stage
Pickle Circus all have Chinese ac-

nS UA Z
4

robatic training, he said.

heater Preview

“Eyes Wide Open”
2 p.m. Sept. 10

“Youdo stuffthat’s lifeand death
— you can’t space out during an

a
:

acrobatic trick,” he said.

Van Duzer Theatre

$6, $4

Although the tricks may be dangerous, the New Pickle Circus and
Pino and Razz have been described
by Waznak as life-affirming rather
than death-defying.
“It’s a celebration of the human
body and spirit,” Raz said. “The
grace and folly of being human.”
Raz said traditional circuses have
the aerialists at the top of the hierarchy, since they put their lives on

|

By Nora Whitworth —
CALENDAR EDITOR

JeffRaz and Diane Waznak, also
known as “Pino and Razz” from
the New Pickle Circus, will entertain audiences Sept. 10 with their

antics
But
mean
polka

and acrobats.
that does not necessarily
clowns with big red noses,
dot suits or blue wigs.

the line the most, while the New

Pickle Circus has clowns on top

“Pino and Razz” follow the tradition of the New Pickle Circus,
which comes froma strong theater

because they make people laugh
and connect with humanity.
“I started my career in the big
circus and basically the clowns are
to fill time while they set up the
next cage. I’ve got too big ofan ego

background, said Jeff Raz ina telephone interview from San Francisco.

“When you bring in animals it’s

for that,” Raz said.

adifferent show,” he said. “There’s
a feeling the animals don’t want to

be there. Clearly every human performer wants to be there.”
“We perform in theaters. We’re

Pino and Razz will open audience’s eyes with their antics.
Razz’s pillow, which keeps runhundred pounds while Waznak is
ning away from him.
4-10 and barely pushing one hun“I think the first thing that strikes
dred pounds, he said.
the audience is the size difference,”
Acrobatics play a large role in
Raz said. Raz is 6-2 and over two

each skit and members of the New

That’s how much of The
Lumberjack is composed

of recycled, post-consumer

waste. The Lumberjack

also use biodegradable inks
and recyclable inserts.
The Lumberjack believes

in doing its part to help the
environment and wishes
you would too.

So even if you don’t
agree with us, please don’t
trash us.
Reduce
Reuse
Recycle

The Lumberjack

J

away from the tent tradition,” he
said.
Waznak and Raz play off each
other in their performances, performing acrobatics while telling a
story.
In one skit Raz is reading a newspaper and Pino is a mosquito he
can’t see. Another has Pino as

Taking a group of strangers and
loves
Raz t
entertaining themis wha
best about performing.
“I’ve been performing for over
20 years. I still always get a kick at
the moment when a group congeals into the audience — at the
first laugh or when the lights go
down,” he said.
The performance will last about
65 minutes and will include excerpts from the skit “Tossing and
Turning.” They will also perform
excerpts from “Jump Cuts.”

ae

“elcome to
Within

a two block

downtown

radius

Arcata, you

to find hardware,

~

in

can

walk
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Sec tecae
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Summer change rules athletic department
= Lindemenn, Trepiak
take new positions.
By Steve Gress
SPORTS EDITOR

The winds of change swept
through the HSU athletic department this summer.
Athletic Director Chuck
Lindemenn and Associate Athletic Director Tom Trepiak both
moved to new positions at different institutions.

Lindemenn left his post as athletic director in June to become
the new athletic director at Mon-

tana State University.
Trepiak moved to College of the
Redwoods to take over as the first

Trepiak was key in. Coelho has
prior experience in this role and

looks to keep things rolling.
“Tt will bea challenge to find out
what is happening and to see where
I can lend my expertise,” said
Coelho, who still teaches a mar-

things right away.”
Coelho previously worked
to coordinate the American
Cancer Society’s Relay for
Life and said he will use some
of his contacts from that to

keting class. “I’m confident that

help the HSU program.
“That is a key,” Coelho

Intercollegiate Athletic Specialist

we can improve what is already

said. “I can use a lot of those

for External Affairs.
Both voids were filled from
within the university with the hiring of Scott Nelson and Marty
Coelho. Nelson assumed the role
of interim athletic director while
Coe}ho was tabbed as the associate

here. It helps, too, that there are a

lot of people in the department
that are motivated to improve.
That explains why the department
has done so well in the past.
“There is a lot of room for im-

resources and they could help
benefit the athletic depart-

athletic director.
One' of the major aspects both

men take on is fund raising, a role

provement and it never ceases to
amaze me how giving people are,”
Coelho said. “The challenge is not

to get caught up in modifying

Tom Trepiak

Chuck Lindemenn

“We want to focus on customer

their support,” Coelho said. “I
know for myself that I don’t take
anything for granted. You should
always respect the value of anything that anybody gives you.
“We want the students to un-

service and we want people to
know that we are appreciative of

See Changes, page 56

ment.”

One of the things Coelho will
focus on is the idea of customer
service and not taking things for

granted.

New recruits key
to soccer success
By Steve Gress
SPORTS EDITOR

reflection of winning the conference,” Exely said.
With the number

of tryouts,

With 11 letter winners leaving
last year’s first-ever Northern Cali-

Exely and assistant coach

fornia Athletic Conference championship team, head coach Alan
Exely is looking for a lot of new

ducing the number thaf*will make
the team.

faces to make an impact on the

made ourjob more difficult,” Exely

men’s soccer team.
In what Exely calls his best re-

said. “We started with 60 plus and

cruiting year, the “Jacks are calling
on several incoming freshman and

junior college transfers to remain
on top in the NCAC.
“This by far has been our best
recruiting year and | think that isa

Wilkes

had

Lyle

the difficult task of re-

“Having that many tryouts has

are now down to about 35 — but

we will still reduce down to 25. All
the players we have now have the
ability of our travel team last year,
so itis a difficult decision.”
The strength of the team night

See Defense, page 53

Flores prepared
KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF

PHOTOGRAPHER

Epting
Backup quarterback Chris Shipe is sacked by No. 48 Dyshun Beshears and No. 96 Tyler
during the Green and Gold Scrimmage last Saturday.

Helms ready to lead
Brian Wingfield
LUMBERJACK STAFF

After going 8-2 last season, interest abounds whether HSU’s
football team can duplicate its performance.

Head coach Fred Whitmire
doesn’t look at last year’s success
as a burden.
“I don’t feel any pressure,” the
fifth-year coach said.
What seems to be the biggest

year’s Northern California Athletic
Conference Offensive Player of the

Year — quarterback Shannon
Mornhinweg. After last Saturday’s
Green and Gold scrimmage, the
leading candidate to replace
Mornhinwegis senior Eric Helms,
who started the first two games last
year before a back injury sidelined

him.

Helms will be pushed by Junior

Chris Shipe, who sat out last sea-

By Steve Gress
SPORTS

"Jacks into new season
obstacle for HSU is to replace last

to leave her mark

son after leading the Los Medanos
Mustangs (JC) to the East County

Bowl in 1993. Shipe also had the
distinction of being the last quarterback to beat De La Salle High
School, a California football powerhouse.
Another departure from last
season’s squad is defensive coor-

dinator Doug Adkins, who is now

an assistant at University of Ne-

EDITOR

HSU women’s cross country
coach Dave Wells knows this has

the talent

to challenge for the

Northern California Athletic Conference title as well as a chance to
return to nationals.
Wells looks towards seniors
Sara Flores and Kim Sousa to lead

the *Jacks back to nationals after
making their first appearance last
year and finishing sixth.
“They both came in as fresh-

men together and they will both
leave as seniors together,” Wells
said. “Sara is a team leader, captain and is athletically one of the

vada, Reno. Steve Carson, who

top if not the best female runners
ever at Humboldt. She is the great-

See Football, page 53

est long-distance runner that we

have had.”
Wells believes both runners
have a chance to earn All-American honors.
“Sara has come so far since her

freshman year,” the 16-year veteran

coach

said.

“She

is so

well

prepared mentally that she has her
own belief that she can whip any-

body. She has a good shot to be in
the top 10 in the nation if not the
top five.”
“Kim was a good runner in high
school and she has improved,”
Wells said. “She hasa good shotat

finishing in the top 25 at nationals
and earning All-American.”
Wells and the rest of the squad
will also be looking to end a string
of NCAC titles by UC Davis. the
Aggies have won the last 14 cham-

See Flores, page 54
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Football: strong year
* Continued from page 51
used to coach the secondary at
Rutgers, a Division I school, takes

over for Adkins. Carson had five

players drafted into the NFL. He
will have his work cut out for him

though — HSU led the NCAC in

total defense the past three years
under Adkins.
Adkins stepped downattheend
of July, creating a void that immediately needed to be filled.
Whitmire admitted a coaching
staff rarely changes as much as
this one did as close to the start of
the season. As for picking Carson,
he came highly recommended
from volleyball coach Tina Radish, who used to coachat Rutgers,

and her husband Marty Barrett,
who works as a scout for the New
Orleans Saints, an NFL

team.

“We were looking for someone
who could come in on a quick
basis with coordinating experience,” Whitmire said.

Carson has coached a variety of
defenses. Whitmire says the only
thing he asked of him is to use
HSU terminology for play-calling, instead of his own. Although

he has only been on the job for a
few weeks, Carson mentioned he

is looking for senior defensive back

Maury Collins to provide leadership to the other defensive players.
For his part, Carson said he is
looking forward to running the
HSU defense, and added he would

like to be retained for next season.
One of the biggest offensive
weapons is junior running back
Percy McGee, who is 396 yards
away from breaking the school’s
all-time rushing record, held by
John Burman. McGeeaveraged 3.8
yards per carry last season, ending
the season with 713 yards rushing,

scoring eight touchdowns in 10
games.
Freshmen Matthew Dwane and
Jacob Garzaare two prospects who
could see some playing time. KeAlii
Clifford, a junior who sat out the
last two years after playing at the
University of Oregon, could also
be a contributor this season.
L.J. Eiben returns for his senior
campaign after leading the team in
all-purpose yards last season with
916. He also hauled in six touchdown passes and averaged 19 yards
per reception. Speedy Eric Scott,

KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Freshman Matthew Dwayne, No. 7, eludes the tackle of No. 40 Mark Hanes during action at the
Green and Gold scrimmage last Saturday.

also a senior, didn’t play much last
season due to an elbow injury, but
led the team in catches as a freshman.

Chris Butterfield, a junior center who went to Arcata High, anchors the offensive line. Whitmire
said Butterfield is the best offensive lineman on the team, and the
team would play him at any posi-

tion along the line just to make
sure he was on the field.

Junior Mark Niemiec, whoalong
with Butterfield was named NCAC
first team last season, will try to

help Butterfield compensate
for the
loss of Rob Pinckard, a two-time
all-NCAC selection.
However,
. Niemiec will be miss the first few

weeks due to a knee injury suffered last spring. Whitmire said
Niemiec should begin practicing
in another week or two. It is expected he should be available for
the third gamofethe season, Sept.
16, against UC Davis.

A big impact is expected from
senior tightend Randy Matyshock.
At 6°4”, 245 pounds, Matyshock
is big enough to help out blocking,
but he is athletic enough to be a

force in the passing game. Last
year he was at Boise State. He isa
local product who went to
Ferndale High and then moved

on to College of the Redwoods.
Whitmire describes Matyshock
as an “all-around very fine football
player. (He’s an) excellent blocker
and can catch the ball very well.”
“(He) figures very highly in the
offense,” he said.
On defense, the line appears to

bethe strength. Senior Wes Smith,
a three-year starter and three-time
all-NCAC

selection,

will work

along side fellow senior Carl Posey
and junior Dyshum Beshears.
Posey led the team with five sacks
while Smith had four.
There willbe plenty ofnew faces
at linebacker this year. Only one
starter returns — senior Saeed

Galloway

— who made41 tackles,

five of which resulted in a loss of

yards.

In

the

secondary,

by Collins

and

defense is once again expected to
be dominant.
“Defense should be the strength

because we have more experienced

players there than on offense or
special teams,” Whitmire said.
Senior punter Angelo Cassa,
with his 37.5 yards per kick aver-

age from a year ago, returns. Place
kicker Dan Barker, senior, is also
back. However, he will challenged
by freshman Alfonso Velasco.
“In some ways we are ahead 0!
where we were last yearat this tine.
but we are a little behind in some
areas,” Whitmire said. He added

the team is “a little green on the
offensive line and the defensiv:
backfield.”
Team success will be dete:
mined by development in a !c\
key areas.
“It’s a question ofhow well son

Keith

people

Nick

people play together,” he said
“How will adversity affect this
team?” Whitmire said. “We hav:
to support each other and rally as a

Hawkins, with his 11] interceptions and 57 tackles, will be re-

placed

Even with the loss ofmuch of the
linebacker core and Hawkins, the

Mitchell, a senior, are the only

returners
with starting experience.

improve

and

team.”

HSU’s 1995 Football schedule
September

1563 G Street » Northtown Arcata + 826-0851
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Defense: season key
¢ Continued from page 51
now would have to be the defense,
which returns every starter from

last year. Paul Parodi will return to
be a leader on the defense while
goalie Chad Danielson will be in

net, replacing All-West Region
keeper Jason Irion.

“Danielson was a backup last
year and he looks really good so
far,” Exely said. “He is similar to
Jason in his play, physical size and
approach to the game — which

Meahara and freshman Nathan
Betschart, last year’s Colorado
Player of the Year.

Allen Buehler, Matt Sokol, Brooks

Howard, Brad Carey (a transfer
from UC Berkeley) and Bill

Loudon (from El Camino Junior
College). Also look for Rusty

Tofu

* Breakfast ALL Day

evaluate his team in game situations this Sunday and Monday in
the Redwood Soccer tournament.
The Jacks play Pacific University
on Sunday at 2:30 p.m. before takday at noon.
Exely said Pacific and Pomona
should offer strong competition but
is optimistic about the tournament.
“We would like to win our own

Stuffed

«Catering & Take Out

freshman Tewolde Haile.
Exely gets his first chance to

ing on Cal Poly Pomona on Mon-

Tuckey (a sophomore transfer
from Division I Towson State),

® Fresh Juices & Smoothies

ing senior Tory Rieman, DeAnza
JC transfer Armando Avilla and

him well. Our defense will allow
Others that could start on defenseinclude Mike Cottrelland Will
Borberg as well as newcomers Matt
Stover and Ryan Hile.
The midfield position has the
most depth and the battle for the
starting positions are wide open,
Exely said. The leading candidates
for the four positions include Jamie

*® Organic Espresso & Local Foods

Up front, Exely looks to return-

will help the defenders adjust to
us to be competitive at the start of
the season.”
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* Daily Specials

Eashaw

Peeks)

Open...
7:00am

Gravy

AO

Everyday

hme

lal

)

SIZES

Discount

Between G & H « Northtown

for pre-paid
early orders

768 18th St. ¢ Arcata ¢ 826-7543

tournament,” Exely said. “We
didn’t hold it last year. If we play to
our potential then we have a chance

to win. I hope to do that against
some good competition for the first
two games.”
The key for success is if all the
newcomers can learn the system and
play together.
“It is just a matter of getting the
players adjusted to our style ofhigh
pace, pressure anda look to attack,”

Exely said. “And it’s just a matter of
time for cohesiveness.”

24-hours a day, 7 days a
week, each semester

_

Lumberjack online —

http://137.150.224.80
Humboldt Surf
Company
a

J

The finest in

water surf equipment

Mountain Bikes
From $259.°° !

¢ Surfboards from Taylor, Arrow, Xanadu, Rusty, Stretch and More!

Wet

Suits-

from Hotline, O'Neill, Rip Curl, Xcel, Quicksilver and Billabong!

* Skateboards from Think, Consolidated, New School, Adrenalin, Black Label and More!

* Snowboards from Joyride, Ride, Morrow, GNU, Lib Tech, Yellow Bus and More!

* Clothes From Rip Curl, O'Neill, Billabong, Bear, Scorpion Bay, Roxy, Volcom and More!

Plus shoes, used gear, repairs & advice
932 Ninth St., Arcata
across from the Co-op

707-822-2680
1-800-656-SURF

TREKus,
CYCLE
LI

F E

1593 G ST.

THE COMPLETE
BICYCLE OUTFITTER

- ARCATA

- 822-7755
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Flores: Ready for senior season
© Continued from page 51
pionships but Wells sees his squad
closing in.
“Two years ago we finished
eight points behind Davis and last
year it was six, so we are closing

the gap,” Wells said. “We need to
run right with them or withina few
points of them early. We would love
to break their streak with a title of
our own.”
The Jacks get their first chance at
the Aggies in the only home meet of

24-hours

sica Leal out of Fresno City College
and Courtney Cannizzara from
Modesto Junior College will be
called on to add depth to the team.
“They are among the topJCs in

the year at the Humboldt Invitational Sept. 9 at Patrick’s Point in
Trinidad.
“We will try not to build more
into it but it does pit us against
Davis,” Wells said. “We will try to
control the parts we can and be as
good as we can and not worry too
much, The championship isn’t going to be won or lost but it will set
the tone.”
Wells looks to two junior college
transfers to make an impact. Jes-

7

a day,

days a week,
each

Northern California,” Wells said.

“Both are good distance runners,
are from well established JCs and
should add depth to the team.”
Others to look for include senior
Laura Schultz, sophomore Stephi
Giuntini, junior Emily Chilton and
redshirt freshman Kami Schofield.

semester

Lumberjack online —
rw!
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Lady spikers ready for conference crown
g Several stars ready to break school

Thi Tran is back for her junior
season as a defensive specialist as
wellas Wendy Riggs. Raddish will

single season and Career records.
By Steve Gress
SPORTS wn

coach

Second-year
Raddish

be without

may

‘Tina
last

Haberie and Ariana Kemnitzer to
step in as a freshman.
Raddish and the rest of the
squad will see their first action this
Friday and Saturday at the
Stanislaus
Tournament
in
Turlock. Raddish hopes to set a
starting lineup and to see what
combination of players work the
best.
“We will first try to put together
a lineup that communicates well

foot, 11 inches.”

Mutch is almosta lock to set the
career mark for assists by the end
of the year. The senior from

season’s Northern California Athletic Conference player of the year

Laura Champ, but she likes what
she has seen so far.
Champ may be gone, but
Raddish will call on senior setter

Newbury Park High School, is just
50 assists shy of Theresa Walters’

mark of 1,952 set in 1990.

Erin Mutch and sophomores Jen-

“Erin definitely will break the

nifer Lundeen and Amee Foss to

record,” Raddish said. “She has

help lead the “Jacks to the top of
the NCAC.

been focused a lot more this year.
She was plagued with injuries last

“Erin and Amee were both sec-

year but she has worked through

ond team all-conference while Jen-

them. She has a lot of experience

and is cohesive,” Raddish said.

“We will see who works well together and get the players some
more experience playing together.
I hope we can do well in the tournament.”

and is ready for her senior year.”

nifer was a first team selection,”

Raddish said. “Those three will
play akey rolein the success of the

Raddish said having a year un-

Lundeen is also poised to set an

der her belt helped prepare her
for this year.
“It’s nice because the returners know what to expect and I
know their expectations,”
Raddish said. “We have a lot
more leadership from the upperclassmen and that has made
it a lot easier.”

HSU mark for blocks in a single
season, a mark held by Raddish.
Lundeen came up with 85 blocks
last year, falling just short of
Raddish’s mark of 101.
“Jennifer keeps telling me that

team.

Raddish plans to mix up the
offense a little more,

also call on Karen Williams, Cassie

up the offense,” Raddish said.
“Our offense will be a little more
complicated and our strength will
be our hitters. We have a taller
team with a front line around 5-

using the

front-line size for an advantage.
“Last year Laura was such a
dominant force so we will have to

she’s going to break my record,”

go to Amee and Jennifer and mix

Raddish said.

KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Senior Erinn Clarke goes up for a spike during volleyball
practice. Clarke and the rest of her teamates travel to Turlock
on Friday to open the season at the CSU Stanislaus Tourney.
——-*
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Hard work key for Zidek
"ZG

Budweiser
KING

OF

@ UCLA standout
talks about what it
takes to succeed.

Zidek said teamwork was what
led UCLA to the title, its first since

By Brian Wingfield

cared about winning,” Zidek said.
Zidek took his winning attitude

A“

BEERS,

DO] ai
31078 AVEO)

HOURS

George Zidek, who was drafted
in the first round of the NBA draft
and helped lead the UCLA Bruins
to the NCAA national title in basketball last April, visited HSU this
summer.
Zidek spoke toa group of youngsters who attended a basketball
camp at HSU. Zidek stressed academics and hard work in his talk.
“T started outasa big-time bench
warmer and | made it as a firstrounder in the NBA,” Zidek said.

“For three years the only thing on
my mind was school and basket-

game. He went from 240 pounds
to 270.
“I wasn’t playing much so I concentrated on weight training and
eating,” Zidek said. “I got pretty
good at it.”
“] can’tjump or run fast but lam

ball.”
the glory days of John Wooden.
“We didn’t care about stats, we

willing to work,” Zidek said. “I

on the court to the classroom.
“There’s life after basketball,”

worked on the hook shot because
you don’t need to be quick to be
good at it.”
Zidek said he shot between 300-

Zidek said. “You need something
to fall back on and education is
something you can fall back on.”

500 hook shots a day.

Zidek graduated with a grade
point average of 3.8 and said he
had a post-graduate scholarship

“] never shot itin a game for one
year,” the seven-footer said. “You
have to think long term.”

available to him.
Zidek considers himselfto be a

Zidek’s hard-working ways

self-made talent. After being limited to just 60 minutes of playing
time in his freshman year, Zidek

helped him change from a person
who could barely speak English a
few years ago, to one who gave
speeches at several different bas-

decided to dedicate himselfto basketball and to the hook shot that
would be the trademark of his

See Zidec, page 59

Changes: fund raising key issue
¢ Continued from page 51

Monday - Wednesday
Basketball 7-9

Tuesday - Thursday
Volleyball 7-9

derstand

that as well,” Coelho

added.
Nelson is also focused on keeping the fund raising at the university ona high. Nelson took over at
the beginning of August and knows
what he wants to accomplish over
the next year.
“I’m hoping to keep the ship

“The coaches talked to Dean
(Bette) Lowery and gave me great
support and the dean urged me to

Nelson said plans to hire a new
athletic director are in the planning now and said he would like

take it,” Nelson said. “After 25

to bea part of the decision-making process if asked.

years ata place, if you are asked to
do something I feel a strong obli-

“I’m not sure who all will be

gation to do what they want. They
had great confidence in me, prob-

involved,” Nelson said. “I’m
sure the staff, administration,

ably more than I had in myselfand
that’s how I ended up with the

coaches and community will all
be involved and if they ask me I
would probably be involved.”

position.”

afloat, not cause any problems,

help find a new AD and continue the job that Chuck has

Friday
Soccer

done,” Nelson said.

(7-9

Sunday
Basketball

11-1:45

Volleyball

2-5

Badminton

1-3

SIGN UP roratt

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
NOW
Volleyball,
Basketball,
Soccer

and

Racquetball

TOURNAMENTS
Homerun Derby - FREE
Sept 9, Noon, Special Events Field
Show up and bring your own pitcher
Cool prizes

Flag Football Tournament - $25 / StudentTeam
Sign up at the Intramural office

Nelson said the job of athletic
director changed over the years
but the staff helped.
“I have been very busy,”
Nelson said. “The job has
changed a lot over the years.
There is a lot more paper work.
The staff and coaches have been
real supportive and have taken on
extra loads to help get through this
change.
“T would like to thank the boosters for their continued support be-

GARY

FISHER

\/

CARA SMSMAIAt Or (MUL CARYL
has spawned the best prices of the

year on select Fisher mountain bikes

cause it is dire to the program,”

and accessories. It’s your chance to

Nelson said. “Every dollar goes
directly to the student athlete.”
Nelson hopes to be involved
with fund raising and said it is one
of the main reasons the athletic
department has been able to survive. Nelson hopes to get the athletes to understand.
“We would like the rest of the
student body to come to our events
and likewise thatthe athletes would
go to the music and art performances across campus,” Nelson
said.
Nelson was also pleased with
the hiring of Coelho as associate
athletic director.
“I am excited about having

save up 0100.”

Marty here,” Nelson said. “It is

really nice to have someone from
the business department to help

try and get students from both departments to work together in the
fund raising aspect.”
Nelson took the job because of
all the support he received from
the staff and university.

| Bike

Maintenan

lini

September 7, 14 & 21 6:30 pm
Call For Details

Catch your own great deal at:

Coldventures

9

¢ Eureka 408 F Street 445-3035
¢ Arcata 10th & F Sts 822-4673

Good
Through

Open

Sunday

Sundays | Sept. 10
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Rebound season in the

making for x-country
By Steve Gress
SPORTS EDITOR

HSU’s men’s cross country
team
will look to rebound after a disappointing 1994 campaign.

HSU tied for second in the
Northern California Athletic Conference and looks to regain national prominence.

HSU coach Dave
team that worked
“Last year we
conference and

To do that

Wells looks to a
on its unity.
didn’t win the
we weren’t too

happy about it,” said Wells, who
isinhis 16th year coaching
at HSU.

“We didn’t have as much unity
last year. We have essentially the
same guys backand they have come
together, gotten used to the system and have common goals. They
are excited for this year and so am
A

Wells will have a senior laden

team with ajunior, Dutch Yerton,
the only runner to qualify for nationals last year.

“We don’t have a lot of national
experience
but weare senior dominated,” Wells said. “That gives us
the maturity to handle the pres-

sures at the regional and national
level.”
Yerton, a junior from Eureka,

was the only NCAC representative at the Division II Nationals,
Yerton should lead the team.
“Dutch Yerton is the only one
on the team with national experience and that is an unusual situation for us,” Wells said. “We have

SZECHUAN

son work out regime, running 90plus miles a week to get in shape
for his career finale.
“He redshirted the track season
so that he could be the oldest and
strongesthe could be for his senior

Evan Sjostrom returns for Wells
and company while the surprise of
the season could be Luke Roundy.
“He is a journeyman who has
worked very, very hard and very,
very long,” Wells said. “He is running between 90-100 miles aweek.

Rio Anderson,

who

DAVE WELLS
HSU cross country coach

He has been on the fringes and

doesn’t want to be there any
won

the

1993 NCAC steeplechase championship, returns for his senior

year.

Mike Osier returns for his final
year. Osier was the Eureka High
School coach last season but opted
to return to the HSU team.
“He had a lot of success last year
as a coach and he was torn between his personal goal of having
one last chance to run in college,”
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The first and only chance to see
the team in action will be on Sept.
9 at the Humboldt Invitational at
Patrick’s Point in Trinidad.
“Typically the first meet of the
year is low-keyed and not a lot of
emphasis is placed on it, but it will
pit us against Davis and they say
they are one of the teams to beat,”
Wells said. “They claim they can
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Yreka took on a stronger off sea-
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“Last year we didn’t win
the conference and we
werent foo happy about
it.”

of the team leaders both personal-
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f

less experience there and we'll
need to learn from him.”
Jason Dressler will be another
key for the ‘Jacks. The senior from

year,” Wells said. “He will be one
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THE Women’s SOCCER SCHEDULE

WILL APPEAR IN THE SEPT. 13
ISSUE OF

THE LUMBERJACK.
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Senior Lila Jacques, left, dribbles the ball while teammates Maria Spetzler, right and Toby
Coffee look on. All three will lead the Lady Jacks into action this weekend.
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A season of firsts awaits
women’s soccer team
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son for the women’s team, Benson

ON THE PLAZA, ARCATA

For Kim Benson and the rest of
the 1995 HSU women’s soccer
team, it will be a year of firsts.

said the team has some high goals,
beginning with the first home
games this Sunday and Monday.

Benson, who coached the last

The ’Jacks battle Pacific Univer-

five years at Santa Rosa Junior

College, was named
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had

three or four that came in really
inspired and are looking forward
to the season with the school behind them emotionally as well as

THE

Rollerblade

the first

women’s soccer coach in June
and is excited about HSU’s inaugural season.
“Its great to be up here and is
a nice change from Santa Rosa,”
Benson said. “We have looked
really good in practice and have
had good numbers and a lot of
enthusiasm.”
Benson is still making some decisions on who will see the majority of time but was pleased with the
way the returners from last years
club team came in at practice.
“We had the returners from last
year come in in shape and that’s
what it is going to take to be suc-

Sales
*Rentals
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Even though this is the first sea-

sity Sunday at noon and Cal
Poly Pomona Monday at 2:30
p.m.
“We want to be competitive in

the Northern California Athletic
Conference which is one of the
toughest in the U.S.,” Benson
said. “There are always two
teams in the top 10 and a third
team seems to be right there too.”
“The biggest goal is that we
want to seta precedent that HSU
is not overlooked and that we are
tough competition,” Benson
added. “The first couple of

games will be a real good test for
us because they are potential
wins for us if we play well.”
Another goal early on for the
*Jacks is to perform well at the
end of a game.
“It’s important for us to win or
dominate the last 10 minutes ofa
game or in overtime to give us

confidence,” Benson said. “Ifwe

prove to ourselves that we can
win at the end, it can become

contagious.
Just the same, if we
lose it could have the same effect.”
Benson is no stranger to the
tough NCAC, picking upall-conference honors as a standout for
Sonoma State in 1986.
“We need to be realistic with
Sonoma State in the conference,”

Benson said. “They have nine
seniors back and even though
they aren’t the team they were a

year ago they will still be tough.”

Benson will rely on several
former club players including
Heather Johnston and Toby Coffee.
“Heather just goes all out,”
Benson said.
Also in the starting mix should
be Eureka’s Maria Spetzler, a junior who could play center or

midfield, Tara Primavera, a
three-year standout for the club
team at midfield, as well as

Millena
Slapar,
Nichole
Mathews and freshman Shannon Finney.

Zidek: hard work paid off
¢ Continued from page 56
ketball camps.

“I came from Czechoslovakia
four years ago and I couldn’t
speak much English,” Zidek
said. “I busted my butt and I

graduated from UCLA and got

drafted in the first round.”

Zidek told the campers life

taught him hard work can get
you far.
“The harder you work, the
luckier you get,” Zidek said.
Zidek said it was his former

coach at UCLA, Jim Herrick,
who said “it doesn’ t matter
where you are at right now. It
matters where you end u
“I want to be able to look in
the mirror and say I have done
my best,” Zidek said.
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Senior Lila Jacques,

left, dribbles the ball while teammates

Maria Spetzler,

right and Toby

Coffee look on. All three will lead the Lady ’Jacks into action this weekend.
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A season of firsts awaits
women’s soccer team
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son for the women’s team, Benson

For Kim Benson and the rest of
the 1995 HSU women’s soccer
team, it will be a year of firsts.

ON THE PLAZA, ARCATA

Benson, who coached the last

Benson said. “We have looked

said. “There are always two
teams in the top 10 and a third
team seems to be right there too.”
“The biggest goal is that we
want to set a precedent that HSU
is not overlooked and that we are
tough competition,” Benson
added. “The first couple of
games will be a real good test for
us because they are potential
wins for us if we play well.”
Another goal early on for the
*Jacks is to perform well at the
end of a game.
“It’s important for us to win or
dominate the last 10 minutes ofa
game or in overtime to give us

enthusiasm.”
Benson is still making some decisions on who will see the majority of time but was pleased with the
way the returners from last years
club team came in at practice.
“We had the returners from last
year come in in shape and that’s
what it is going to take to be suc-

*Repairs

cessful,” Benson said. “We had

eInformation

three or four that came in really
inspired and are looking forward

to the season with the school behind them emotionally as well as
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games this Sunday and Monday.
The *Jacks battle Pacific Univer-

sity Sunday at noon and Cal
Poly Pomona Monday at 2:30
p-m.

had good numbers and a lot of

“Sales
*Rentals

said the team has some high goals,
beginning with the first home

five years at Santa Rosa Junior
College, was named the first
women’s soccer coach in June
and is excited about HSU’s inaugural season.
“Its great to be up here and is
a nice change from Santa Rosa,”
really good in practice and have

FREE

financially.”
Even though this is the first sea-

“We want to be competitive in

the Northern California Athletic
Conference which is one of the

toughest in the U.S.,” Benson

confidence,” Benson said. “Ifwe

prove to ourselves that we can
win at the end, it can become

contagious. Just the same, if we
lose it could have the same effect.”
Benson is no stranger to the
tough NCAC, picking up all-conference honors as a standout for
Sonoma State in 1986.
“We need to be realistic with
Sonoma State in the conference,”

Benson said. “They have nine

seniors back and even though

they aren’t the team they were a
year ago they will still be tough.”
Benson will rely on several
former club players including
Heather Johnston and Toby Coffee.
“Heather just goes all out,”
Benson said.
Also in the starting mix should
be Eureka’s Maria Spetzler, a junior who could play center or
midfield,

Tara

Primavera.

a

three-year standout for the club

team

at midfield,

as well

as

Millena
Slapar,
Nichole
Mathews and freshman Shannon Finney.

Zidek: hard work paid off
* Continued from page 56
ketball camps.
“I came from Czechoslovakia

four years ago and I couldn’t
speak much English,” Zidek
said. “I busted my butt and I
graduated from UCLA and got

drafted in the first round.”
Zidek told the campers life
taught him hard work can get
you far.
“The harder you work, the

luckier you get,” Zidek said.
Zidek said it was his former

coach

at UCLA, Jim

Herrick,

who said “it doesn’t matter
where you are at right now. It
matters where you end up.”
“I want to be able to look in
the mirror and say I have done
my best,” Zidek said.
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Lawmakers say no to
fee hikes (for now)
ifty years from now you may be telling your grandchildren about the
good old days when you paid less than $1,000 a semester

L_—~ WHAT DO YA’
MEAN THERE’ S NO
FEE HIKES?!?

to go to college.
They probably won’t believe you. Since 1991 fees in the CSU system
increased by 75 percent. If this trend continues, incoming freshmen can

expect to pay $1,575 a semester when — and if — they are a senior in 1998.
With this in mind, this is the first year fees didn’t increase should be

viewed with a healthy dose of skepticism. Whether it was the result of
student activists or just political opportunism by presidential hopeful Gov.
Pete Wilson, one fact is certain: it won’t continue.

In reality, is getting a public education
is going to cost more money as time goes
on, but those fees paid each semester
cover only a fraction of the cost of what is
needed to finance this institution.

CAMPUS VOICE:
Do you think student fees are too

high?

See what some HSU
students said.

The only sound way to deal with the

61

dilemma of inevitable fee hikes is to be

prepared. Students who started HSU in 1991 are paying almost twice as
much in 1995.

Regardless of Wilson’s uncharacteristic approval of a freeze in the months
before a potential presidential campaign, safe money is on the bet four years
from now fees may be double what they are while the quality of education
has only taken baby steps forward.
Students shouldn’t feel powerless about fee hikes — groups like HSU’s
Students Acting For Education (S.A.F.E.) are having an effect — but let’s
not overestimate our lobbying power.
History has taught CSU students one tough lesson: Expect the state to
make higher education a low priority.

Words to live by
Hi kids, I’m Uncle Pud. Welcome

to my

On Aug. 6, 1945 when I

column.

Now, what we have here is what

is generically known as an “advice
column,” and generally it will operate in the classic method of all

newspaper advice columns; you,
the advisees, will write in, seeking

solutions to your pressing problems or answers to life’s many mysteries | your Uncle Pud, will respond, providing you with the best
guidance and information I can.

I say generally because at times,
other things may happen in this
space. At times, I may just decide

to opine ona
dition.

current event or con-

That will depend, in large part,

Reflections on Hiroshima

eration, alternate perceptions for

you to meditate upon as you navigate your way through the world.

Got that?
OK then, we can get started.
Since this is a brand-new col-

umn, I have no urgent questions
on hand at the moment. So, I think

Pll just throw outa piece of general

heard about the dropping
of the nuclear bomb on
Hiroshima, I was very angry with the army. Not because they had dropped the
bomb, but because I had my
BS in physics and had not been
assigned by the army to help
with the research.
I had returned from an 18month tour of duty in the Pacific war and was ina tent in the
field at Fort Monmouth, New

Jersey, in OCS (Officer Candidate School) preparing to become a 2nd Lieutenant in the

GuestColumn
Fred Cranston
chiefs ofthe Japanese military even
after Nagasaki were so divided that
they could not agree on surrender.
Admiral Toyoda

said, “Japan

must not be occupied ... government being determined by the free
will of the people is most dangerous and will undermine the entire
Japanese tradition.”
Japanese Army Chief of Staff

Umeza said the Japanese military

Japanese campaign. My anger

penal code had severe penalties for
anyone who laid down their arms.

on the quantity and quality of mail
your Uncle Pud receives.
Still, it will be in keeping with
the general purpose of this column. Offering an opinion — after
all — is, ina sense, offering advice.
Before we begin, let’s establish
what is meant by advice. What I’m
offering here are not instructions
nor even suggestions.
Your Uncle Pud assumes no liability for the wretched debacle
you make of your lives through the
poor execution of perfectly good

advice.
To new students: At some point
in the next week or two one or
more of your professors/lecturers/
graduate student pseudo-teachers

was immediately replaced by
relief the war would soon be
over and I would not have to go
overseas again.

He said that the only honorable
alternative to surrender was suicide. Finally, the Emperor had to

will ask you to write something
outside of class. Do not — do not —
ask if has to be typed. If you do,
your professors/lecturers/gradstudent teachers will mark you
immediately asa problem child and
your classmates will consider you

Because of my later work on
nuclear weapons, I am often

The evidence from all the fierce
battles from Guadacanal to Iwo

counsel. No, what is offered here

Write, fax or e-mail Uncle Pud in care
of The Lumberjack.

are just thoughts for your consid-

a feeb and

no one will share

Twinkies with you on the Quad.

asked if] believe we should have
dropped the bomb. My answer
is yes. I believe I know the arguments on both sides of the ques-

tion. The recent one by revisionist historians that the Japanese were about to surrender

does not seem to me to be borne
out by the facts.

The so-called “Big Six”

step in and make the decision.
Jima indicated most Japanese

sol-

diers would rather die in battle or
in suicide than surrender. The evidence of the last great battle of the

war, Okinawa, where suicide kamikaze pilots dived and crashed

into our navy apd Imperial ground
troops fought to the end, indicate
invasion of the home islands of
Japan would lead to many more

casualties than were caused
by the bombs.
The sad pictures of the
wounded in Hiroshima and
Nagasaki can be matched by
the casualties from the firebombing of Tokyo and other
major cities in Japan. There
were more fire bombing casualties than nuclear bomb casualties.
The question we should be
discussing is not whether we
should have dropped the bomb.

It is done. We dropped it. The
Germans and the Japanese were

also thinking about nuclear
bombs. If they had gotten the
bomb first, there is no doubt in

my mind that they would have
used it.
The question we should now

be discussing is what to do about
it now. I am pleased that Presi-

dent Clinton called for a complete moratorium on any more
testing. We don’tneed to test or
makeany more bombs. We have
enough to destroy the world

many times over. I urge everyone to support the president in
this matter.
Fred Cranston is a professor
of physics at HSU.
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Campus Voice
Do you think student fees
are too high at HSU?
“Yes, | think
they shouldn't
raise fees for
students and tax &
the general
public instead.”
BRIAN CORDONE

wildlife management senior

“Ithink they

Bg

are too high for em
the number of 7
classes we get. |
don’t think the
quality of
education has been
maintained.”

“No, the value
of education is
worth $1,000.
But if they keep
raising the fees
it will become
more elitist.”

CINDY HUNTER

forestry senior

JEFF ARENDS
social science’ethnic studies senior

“| don’t think
they're too
high compared
to other
colleges. But |
just don’t like
how they keep raising fees.”
RUSSELLA. WHITE

journalism junior

Summertime blues:

What really went on
As the 1995-96 school year kicks into

high speed so does the bureaucracy of campus politics. The

sounds

of hmmms,

Mike Roundy

hawwws and fist-pounding will fill the halls
once again.
As some of you may already know, the
California Legislature, with a strong force of
house Democrats, decided to not push the
10 percent fee hike onto students this year.
Three cheers! And three cheers for the California State Student Association for lobbying so hard this summer and springtime. It
was a tough battle.
The students of the CSU system were up
against many factions with vested interests,
including the California Faculty Association. Our own teachers and mentors based
their salary increase on the proposed fee
hike making them our adversaries—which
is something we really do not need. Relations between administrators and students
are strained enough without bringing in the
professors too.
On alittle bit ofa lighter note (and I stress
alittle bit), the CSU system is pondering the
elimination of remedial education for incoming freshmanand transfer students. This
poses a major problem for those students in
school districts that do not have the sufficient educational means for a well-rounded
math and English background. Which
moves the ball into the State Legislature.
Should they be enforcing stricter education
laws on school districts and junior colleges
or provide more funds to those school districts that don’t have adequate funding?
On the other side of the coin, what about
the idea of “higher education?” There was a
time when getting an education at a college
or university was for those students who
proved they had what it takes. Now “higher
education” means more education and not
necessarily better education.
Where doI stand on this issue (if you can’t
already tell)? There needs to be a system
overhaul from the bottom up. Allow those
less fortunate school districts the opportunity to redeem themselves with financial
support from the state and when a student

cannot pass the math or English placement
exam, they should go to ajunior college and

prove they can do it.
As far as the universities providing the
education to catch students up, I think it’s
high time to go back to those high standards
of excellent colleges and universities across
the nation were infamous for and let the JC’s
handle insufficiencies.
The major news that hit this summer was
the fall of Affirmative Action in the University of California system, pushed by our
ever-so popular Republican Presidential
candidate and Gov. Pete Wilson. His missing voice was replaced by crazy right wing
politics that are winning over Rush
Limbaugh fans left and right (actually, all
right). Fortunately the CSU system stands
strong on Affirmative Action and remains
dedicated to diversity and to eliminating the
glass ceiling blocking those of ethnic backgrounds from climbing upward.
Closer to home, the proposed student
technology fee that was supposed to be installed this fall has gone nowhere. The CSU
trustees (the head honchos of the system)
are dragging their feet on the issue, as we
students slip further into technological ignorance. We have a new computer technol-

ogy director named Bill Canon from Oregon who has a vast array of knowledge on
limited funding in school systems. Good
luck goes to him and his department
Some other changes on campus include a
new clubs and A.S. Students office in the
University Center, earthquake retrofitting
throughout the campus, new roofing tiles
on

Gist

Hall,

Bret

Harte

house

and

Multicultural Center are also undergoing
repairs.
Well, welcome back everyone, good luck

getting classes and I'll be seeing you in one
of those long lines that meander throughout
the campus. Have a good year.
Mike Roundy is a senior and Associated
Students Vice President of Student Affairs.

Letters policy
Letters and columns to The Lumberjack
must be received by 5 p.m. the Friday
before publication date. Items can be
mailed, delivered, faxed or e-mailed to:

“No, you have
fo give money
for a good
education.”

The Lumberjack
Humboldt State University
Nelson Hall East 6

“Yes, because

Arcata, Calif. 95521
Phone: (707) 826-3271
Fax: (707) 826-5921

high fees
H HILL
ELIZABET
English junior
ngii

E-mail: lumberjack
@ axe.humboldt.edu

require
students to get

a job just to
pay for them.”

| sw, 3

I

MICHELLE WINSTON
speech communications junior

COMPILED BY TERESA MILLS

Special Assignments Editor

Letters and columns are subjected to
these guidelines:
* They must be typed or neatly printed.
¢ Letters are limited to 250 words, columns
are limited to 600 words. Longer items

will not be considered.
¢ Items must be verified before they’re
published. They need a signature, address
and phone number. Students must include
their

major

and

year

in

school.

the

Anonymous letters will not be published.
¢ Items are subject to editing for style and grammar, and may be condensed to fit
available space.
¢ Publication is not guaranteed.
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OPPORTUNITIES

FLEA MARKET AND SILENT
AUCTION
Saturday, Sept 9th,

FOR SALE

CHERCHE
‘ETUDIANTE QUI
PARLE FRANCAISE comme
langue maternelle pour babysitting
2 soirs par semaine, $5/hr. Une
fille de 7 ans qui parle frangais.
822-3442.

EARN TIME & POTENTIAL
FINANCIAL FREEDOM distributing wild organic food from home.
Free local training & excellent
support. Start-up approximately

$100. 822-1218, 9-a.m.—5 p.m.

NOTEBOOK COMPUTER Zenith
Data systems, Z-Lite 200 with the
following features: 486/33MHZ,
4-MB RAM, 200MB Hard Drive,
3.5" 1.44 External Floppy Drive,

7.8"

Passive

COLOR

mouse/keyboard port, TWOPCMCIA Type II Slots, one AC
adapter/charger,
MS-DOS,
Windows for Workgroups installed.

AUTOMOTIVES
1989 MAZDA

323, white, 4-spd,

BEDROOM

FURNITURE,

king-size

waterbed

97,000

drawers,

$180,

$3500.

Call

677-

3678.

with

storage

glass panes

greenhouse or? 215/75R/15

$7 each.

WANTED,

Brand

new deluxe town house. 2 full
bath, stove, micro, dishwash,

garage,

ready.

close

to

No pets.

for
tires,

school,

cable

$450 mo.

822-

8592

MACINTOSH IISi COMPUTER.
9 MB RAM, 80 MB hard drive. Like

new color monitor, keyboard, $950
firm, call 457-3692
information.

MARMOT

MOUNTAIN

for

more

$570 new, is $395 now! 822-3699
firm.

HUM-BOATS

TURES,

Sea

BAY

Kayaking,

ADVEN-

Sailing.

Rentals, lessons, group events,
sales, accessories, lasers, hobies,
keelboats. Full Moon High Tide
rides. Footof“F” Street. 443-5157.

WILDLIFE

EQUIPMENT:

Practice

AUTO WELLNESS®

Recently renovated 2 bdrm

Our Systems Managed Care Program,
using factory parts, dramatically increases
performance and longevity.

mobile, fenced garden, great
water. The Flying Pig Ranch could
be yours! $55,000. 822-4570.

Sy

a (Ot

Factory trained technician for
HONDA ¢ GM ¢ TOYOTA

ENJOY
A
MASSAGE
IN
ARCATA. Massage transmits
healing energy by caring human
contact. Foot-Reflexology. Reidun

Cars, Trucks & 4X4's ¢ Carb Overhaul

Olsson CMP, 822-7247.

Fuel Injection Diagnosis ¢

SUMMERTIME PAUSE CAUSED
UGLY CLAWS? Time to get your
nails done! HSU STUDENT
SPECIAL: come in for a full set of
acrylic nails, get your first fill FREE!
Save $21. Ask for Sonja at Country
Living Salon, corner of 11th & H.
Close to HSU. 822-8940.

videos, $100. Birdsong audios,
$40. Books, $5 each, dissection
Call Jane, 444-8896.

AWESOME
PHYSICAL
&
MENTAL STAMINA, less need
for sleep & better health than ever
before are mine, thanks to an
organic whole food. Let me tell
you about it! 822-1218, 9-5

Swift

binoculars, $175, Audubon bird ID

kit, $5.

299.

WORKS

Thunderlite Gortex jacket and
pants. Teal/black, medium size,
never used, stillin packaging. Was

THRILLS

What can you do to get
200,000 miles out of your car?

Make offers. 822-3786

evenings.

FOR RENT
ROOMMATE

also

MYSTIC MOTORS

2+ ACRES WITH PINE TREES
PRACTICALLY ON THE TRINITY
RIVER in Poker Bar, 2 mi. off Hwy

4.3
LBS.
WITH
$1,225. CALL 826-

2-dr hatch. Well maintained. Clean.
miles.

REAL ESTATE

VGA,

Integrated Trackball and J-Mouse
Pointing Devices, one serial port,
one parallel port, one external 1024
x 768 SVGA Video port, one

WEIGHT:
BATTERY.
3305.

10-4, Unitarian Fellowship, 3471
Jacoby Creek Rd., Bayside. Come
and
see
our rediscovered
valuables, goods & service

OLD STUFF, NEW STUFF, RED
STUFF, BLUE STUFF...call DJ.
Lind’s

to store

your

HSU

stuff!

Close to HSU, reasonable rates,

24 hour access. 822-0228.

Automobiles to Violins, the Lumberjack

For do-it-yourselfers, Self-Help Classes available!

822-2596
Alan Hunter

fax: 677-1617

Master Technician
Namaste

FOUND
SPEAKING OF OPPORTUNITIES
the Lumberjack Classified Ads are
a great way to free yourself of all
the unwanted junk, cluttering up
your life. So, on your quest towards
enlightenment, and money in your
pocket, give us a try!

13 years experience

WANTED
SHOPPING FOR THAT HARD TO
FIND ITEM? Check out what's for
sale inthe Lumberjack Advertisers

PERSONALS

Classifieds has it all!!!
e Place ads at
University Ticket Office,
Nelson Hall East

e $5/25 words.
e Student discount

(just $2!)

¢ Deadline: Fri. 4 p.m.
before Wednesday
publication.

Call 826-3259
for more information
ESCORT
24 HOURS/7

SERVICE
DAYS

A WEEK

____ CALENDAR
Wednesday

¢ West African Dance class ev-

Music

* Intermediate
Bal-

¢ Club Karaoke at Club West
over

those

18

welcome.

Doors open at 8 p.m. More information is available at 444-CLUB.
¢ Blues Jam at Jambalaya with

Doug Vanderpool.
Doors open at 9:30

h o s t

$1

cover

charge. More information is available at 822-

’
4766.

¢ Lucky

Dube,

international

nity Center, DJ Sister Jasmine
information is available at 923-

information
9456.

smoking event, $3 cover. More in-

is available at 829-

¢ Gay Lesbian and Bisexual

formationis available at 822-4766.
¢ Primal Drone Society will
perform at Cafe Mokka, 8:30 p.m.
More information is available at
822-2228.

meeting evp.m. in the
House 55,
available at

Theater

¢ The Shopkeeper, a play by

form at Brewin’
Beats, show starts at

Thursday
Music
¢ Thursday Night Thump with

Dj Crew and Critical Measure at
p.m., $3 with student I.D. $4 with-

out, those over 21 welcome. More

show at Club West with the Ninja

information

* The Power-96/Club West
Dance Classics with the Ninja &

and surprise guest D]s. Doors open
at 9 p.m. Those over 18 welcome,
reduced cover before 10:30 p.m.
More information is available at

Guest DJs. Doors open at 8 p.m.,

444-CLUB.

1s available at 822-

5053.

those over 21 welcome. More in-

¢ The Shopkeeper, a play by

444-

theater

arts

instructor

Mohrman will be
performed in
Gist Hallat8

Theater
* The Shopkeeper, a play by
theater arts instructor

p.m. Tick-

|

David Mohrman, will be

ets are $1

aff

performed in Gist Hall at

d
se

8 p.m. Tickets are $1 at
the door, seniors free.
More information is avail-

at the door, seniors free. More informationis available at826-3566.

+

available at 444-CLUB.

Castrol Oil Change Special $20.95
Up to 5 qt. Castrol 1OW40 with
Premium Wix Filter and proper disposal

a

4

8

iitte us )

Oe
513 J St. (two doors north of Cafe Mokka)

a

wo) FREE FOOTBALL

&

with Mail-in Offer / Exp. 9-8-95

5.

fe
:

I WOULINT BE

UOSIOYDM IlIg Aq

‘

1990 Urowersa’ Press Synocete

seqqoH 8 ulAj0D

[

by Redwood

Planning an event?
Submitt items to the
Calendar!
SUBMITTED:

Automotive

‘Must include full address of event, a
phone number and contact person.
e Items are subject to editing.

¢ PUBLICATION IS NOT
GUARANTEED.

THE LUMBERJACK
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY
ARCATA, CA 95521

h BETTER STUDENT

to you

Lounge, 1- 3 p.m.

NELSON HALL EAST 6

WORRIED ABOUT
THIS \F HE WAS

Brought

Administrative Services Don
Christensen in the South |

¢

=

Loaner Bikes Available

president of Devlopement and |

‘Must be received by 5 p.m. Friday before
publication.
‘Must be typed or neatly printed.

able at 826-3566.

:

forum to discuss |

campus issues with Vice Presi- |
dent Alfred Guillaumeand Vice |

¢ Pino and Razz, clowns
from the New Pickle Circus will
perform in the Van Duzer The-

ITEMS

WS

Ty

those over 18 welcome. Admission is $4 for those over 21, $5 for
those under. More information is

David

13

¢ Open

Sunday10
|

¢ Club Triangle presents high
energy dance and music videos at
Club West, doors open at 9 p.m.,

at

826-4411.

822-2228.

available at 442-8413.

Music

is available

More information is available at

Ink People Center for the
Gans. Reception begins at 7
p-m. More information is

Theater

show begins
at 8:30 p-m. Nocover,

and others at the

Sunday 3

mation

¢ Word O”’ Mouth will performat Cafe Mokkaat 8:30 p.m.

Show, featuring Frith, Langdon,

More information is available at
822-2228.
¢ The Power-96 Retro-Revival

Brewin’ Beats. Doors open at 9

at

¢ Art Reception for the Print

¢ Primal Drone Society will
perform at Cafe Mokka, 8:30 p.m.

and seniors. More infor-

Wednesday

Saturday9

Et Cetera
Guerriero

available at 826-5980.

available at 822-2228.

tion is available at 826-3566.

welcome, $5 with studentI.
or $6 without.
D.
More information is available at
822-5053.

31

David

door, seniors free. More informa-

9 p.m. Thos
overe 21

and seniors. More information is

¢Star Above the Harbour
will perform at Cafe Mokka at
8:30 p.m. More information is

Mohrmanwill be performed in Gist
Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets are $1 at the

reggae bands will per-

“ry
RS

UPCOMING EVENTS |
ater at 2 p.m. Tickets are
Friday 8
$6 general, $4 students

more information.

instructor

nated Cajun band will
perform at Van Duzer
Theatre, 8 p.m., $17

ee

21 welcome. Call 444-CLUB for

arts

nomi-

general, $13 students

¢ Bosom Buddies, a support
group for women and
families who have experienced breast cancer
meets at the Women’s
Resource Center in Eureka from 5:30 to 7 p.m. More

Begins at 9 p.m., those more than

theater

* Beausoleil, Grammy

Et Cetera

¢ DJ Dancing at Club West.

at 442-

Music

923-DOWN.

show begins at 9:30

p.m., those over 21 welcome. Non-

¢ Nicodemus and Cornerstone

4599,

is available

Music

munity Center, tickets are $13,
more information is available at

Music

opens. Doors open at 9 p.m. More

formation
CLUB.

will perform at The Mateel Com-

Jambalaya,

Friday 1

reggae star, at the Mateel Commu-

Saturday 2
¢ Blue Moon will perform at

is available

Tuesday 5

Music
¢ The Reverend Horton Heat

7:30 p.m., private lessons available. More

Student Association
ery Thursday at 7
Multicultural Center,
More information is
826-5929,

p-m., those over 21
welcome,

_.

information
5239.

Monday 4

p-m. in Sieman’s Hall, room 109.

let classes, ongoing, 6- < y

with Downtown Curtis Brown, no

Cetera
* Bible Study every Friday at 7

ery Thursday 5-7 p.m. at the
Bayside Grange. $5 per class, beginners welcome. Classes ongoing,
more information is available at
923-2642.

30
cover,

Et

Et Cetera
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PHONE:

(707) 826-3271

FAX: (707) 826-5921

E-MAIL: thejack
@axe.humboldt.edu
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GOLD

NECTAR: RED NECTAR; OATMEAL & BLACK CHERRY STOUT....

WHAT’S HAPPENING wd THE BREWERY
Monday

Elephant Nig!

20 oz. BEERS ONLY $1. .
cont a

FISH TACOS ONLY tat

Gi ta

&

oo”2 Br aM

FREE T-shirt Raffle

:

ee)
>

Tuesday _

ON
:

7

7

Wien

,

; (25pm.
aaa

aera

-

funch

ae?

a

"5

5 y

ee

“ONLY: $5. 95 /rerso

5

Saturday, Sept. 2
craig
sb p-ahas

J
—

——

f

JS
“i

..HAPPY HOUR'5-7.P.M.

Tuesday Nights

LNT

:

Thursday

Open Acoustic Night

Se

“Thirsty Thursday” 9-11p.m.

ce ee eee |
meee me uate

bpd

me
!

Pints ONLY $1.75/Pitchers $5.25

2

Friday, Sept. |

ee eiaial

5p. m.
te
_Aapey HOUR at ire

OFF
|

=

A h & Chips |
ALL YOU CAN EAT Fis

3 rs I Aue 3

Music for
Sept. Ist & 2nd

'

sh

tlic

- ho cover
: FREE!!!

|

Pitchers ONLY $4.00

COFFEEHOUSE
e CAPPUCCINO
e PASTRIES
e FIREPLACE
e JUICE BAR

gs
Ser
Tre
th

EEL

AND TUBS

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
Sun - Thurs: noon to 11 pm
Fri & Sat: noon to | am
¢ GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

CORNER 5th & J, ARCATA ¢ CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

